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Does a Masterpiece
Adorn your Wall?

NPCC, Technip, Lurgi, AMEC, Siirtec

Nigi. Along with companies like

Halliburton, Air Products, Emerson,

Schneider, Honeywell, Tyco,

Siemens, engineering companies –

Penspen, Nama Mott MacDonald,

Tebodin,MustangEngineering,

also visited the Punj Lloyd stall.

Besides being an excellent

branding opportunity, ADIPEC

was a good platform for the

procurement team to interact with

existing and potential vendors

and learn about new technologies

and productsin the market.

The international audience

attending ADIPEC reinforced the fact

that the world islooking towards

GCC countries (Saudi Arabia, Qatar,

Kuwait, UAE, Bahrain and Oman)

and the wider Gulf and MENA region

to lead the way in energy exploration,

development and investment.
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Punj Lloyd

Come 2011 and Punj Lloyd,

like many other organisations,

releases its new calendar. What

then setsapart a Punj Lloyd

calendar from the many others?

The answer lies within the

question itself.Likethe company,

the Punj Lloyd calendar has

created a niche foritself over

the years. Sought, admired and

prized, the calendar istoday an

object of desire, a masterpiece

that is greatly valued forits

artistic appeal.

The story of the calendar goes

back decades, unfolding withPunj

Lloyd’s own journey of growth.

Various hues, different concepts

and different moods; sometimes

ethereal, sometimes abstract, and

often alive, taking cues fromthe

world of construction, the Punj

Lloyd calendar has inspired, amazed

and been thought provoking.

Here’s a recap!

Robert Silvers’ technique of

photographic imaging was

superbly put to use in Punj Lloyd’s

photographic mosaicCalendar 2003.

A photomosaic is a photograph

that has beendivided into,usually

equal sized, rectangularsections,

each of which is replaced with

another photograph that matches

the target photo. When viewed at

low magnifications, the individual

pixels appear as theprimary image,

while close examination reveals

that the image is in fact made up

of many hundreds orthousands of

smaller images. Punj Lloyd used

this extraordinary technology to use

myriads of its pictures of people,

projects, and equipment to finally

mould them into

a larger magnificent picture.

Creative house, Dhar& Hoon

used beautiful landscapes to

project the capabilities of the Group

throughengineering illustrations.

A bridge across a river, winding

pass on the mountains, or a

complex process unit on the moon!

Imagination found a new expression

with these striking displays.

Ever seenan ant don a hat?

Possible isn’t it,if it’s a worker

ant? Workers are the mainstay of

construction projects, labouring hard

in rough terrain and difficult weather.

An ode to ‘the worker’, this beautiful

creative used a parallel with an ant,

tirelessly working towardsa mission.

In another creative, the claws of the

Does a Masterpiece Adorn your Wall?
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Does a Masterpiece
Adorn yourWall?

NPCC, Technip, Lurgi, AMEC, Siirtec

Nigi. Along with companies like

Halliburton, Air Products, Emerson,

Schneider, Honeywell, Tyco,

Siemens, engineering companies –

Penspen, Nama Mott MacDonald,

Tebodin, Mustang Engineering,

also visited the Punj Lloyd stall.

Besides being an excellent

branding opportunity, ADIPEC

was a good platform for the

procurement team to interact with

existing and potential vendors

and learn about new technologies

and products in the market.

The international audience

attending ADIPEC reinforced the fact

that the world is looking towards

GCC countries (Saudi Arabia, Qatar,

Kuwait, UAE, Bahrain and Oman)

and the wider Gulf and MENA region

to lead the way in energy exploration,

development and investment.
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Punj Lloyd

Come 2011 and Punj Lloyd,

like many other organisations,

releases its new calendar. What

then sets apart a Punj Lloyd

calendar from the many others?

The answer lies within the

question itself. Like the company,

the Punj Lloyd calendar has

created a niche for itself over

the years. Sought, admired and

prized, the calendar is today an

object of desire, a masterpiece

that is greatly valued for its

artistic appeal.

The story of the calendar goes

back decades, unfolding with Punj

Lloyd’s own journey of growth.

Various hues, different concepts

and different moods; sometimes

ethereal, sometimes abstract, and

often alive, taking cues from the

world of construction, the Punj

Lloyd calendar has inspired, amazed

and been thought provoking.

Here’s a recap!

Robert Silvers’ technique of

photographic imaging was

superbly put to use in Punj Lloyd’s

photographic mosaic Calendar 2003.

A photomosaic is a photograph

that has been divided into, usually

equal sized, rectangular sections,

each of which is replaced with

another photograph that matches

the target photo. When viewed at

low magnifications, the individual

pixels appear as the primary image,

while close examination reveals

that the image is in fact made up

of many hundreds or thousands of

smaller images. Punj Lloyd used

this extraordinary technology to use

myriads of its pictures of people,

projects, and equipment to finally

mould them into

a larger magnificent picture.

Creative house, Dhar & Hoon

used beautiful landscapes to

project the capabilities of the Group

through engineering illustrations.

A bridge across a river, winding

pass on the mountains, or a

complex process unit on the moon!

Imagination found a new expression

with these striking displays.

Ever seen an ant don a hat?

Possible isn’t it, if it’s a worker

ant? Workers are the mainstay of

construction projects, labouring hard

in rough terrain and difficult weather.

An ode to ‘the worker’, this beautiful

creative used a parallel with an ant,

tirelessly working towards a mission.

In another creative, the claws of the

Does a Masterpiece Adorn your Wall?
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The above compelling byline

was the motto of Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters 2010,the largest

initiative in India, taken by a

corporate in squash.

In 2009, Punj Lloyd hosted with

aplomb, the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters,

an international squash tournament

in Mumbai. With the world’s best

players from 32 countries, Punj Lloyd

PSA Mastersbrought international

squash to India after 12 years.

It was amidst an excited

audience watching a game in

rapturous silence that the idea of

taking squash to the grassroot

level in India emerged from Atul

Punj, the Chairman of Punj Lloyd

Group. Punj Lloyd SquashMasters

2010 was born, aiming to touch

all constituencies across India

with a single minded approach of
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with a breathtaking collection of

photographs of India’s architectural

heritage. ‘Monumental India’

presents wide panoramas offering

perspectives that stretch upward of

200 degrees and startle with their

immaculate clarityand imagery -

the luminous detail inside a Rajput

palace, the airy lightness of a Mughal

pavilion, the imposing façade of a

desert fort, the ethereal quality of

the Taj and the stillness of a stupa.

These monuments, some

crumbling and forgotten, some

lovingly preserved, are chronicles

of India’s rich historical past.

The images, shotby Amit

Pasricha, renowned Delhi based

photographer, are philosophic as

well as documentary, incorporating

both scale and detail, mixing

truth and technology, relative and

absolute at the same time.
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Nishchal Agrawal
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd recently exhibited

at Abu Dhabi International

Petroleum Exhibition and

Conference (ADIPEC), one of

the most acclaimed oil and gas

events in the world with 1,500

exhibitors from 50 countries and

over 45,000 attendees. Placing

Abu Dhabi firmly under the

world energy spotlight, ADIPEC

was significant for Punj Lloyd

with its Middle East regional

headquarters located

in Abu Dhabi.

ADIPEC set the stage for Punj

Lloyd to make business deals,

forge new and strengthen existing

contacts, showcase its technologies

and services, and be involved

in strategic and policy-shaping

discussions. The large presence

of NOCs (National Oil Companies),

IOCs (International Oil Companies),

major EPC contractors, consortium

leaders, service companies,

technology providers, international

manufacturers along with engineering

contractors, trading companies

and consultants from across six

continents on the floor made ADIPEC

an all-in-one solution for those

doing business in the industry.

Punj Lloyd’s pavilion at ADIPEC

showcased its projects and

capabilities. Among the prestigious

clients that visited us were the major

NOCs - ADNOC, Gasco, Zadco,

ADCO, Takreer, Maersk Oil, ADMA-

Opco, Qatar Petroleum, major EPC

companies including Petrofac, TR,

Punj Lloyd Puts on an Impressive Show
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magnificent crab drew a parallel

with the excavators and the dozers

which make construction possible.

Construction might be construed

as a heartless world of rock and steel

but some find music in engineering

marvels. Foundations built on bare

land, create cities. It is the power of

creation! Calendar 2006 was at its

imaginative best when hydrocarbon

infrastructure - refineries, tanks

and pipelines morphed into

different instruments, creating

their own music. The manner in

which each instrument acquired

a new dimension had one turning

3 Update > January - April 2011
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creating the buzz and excitement

required to popularise squash.

Punj LloydSquash Masters

2010 was a series of squash

championships across various

age groupsthroughout India,

culminating in the Punj Lloyd PSA

Masters and PunjLloyd WISPA

Masters in December at Delhi.

Perhaps Mr Punj’s choice

of squash is an offtake from his

passionate and daring streak; while

he comfortably steered his Group’s

operations globally, decisionslike

endorsing squash on a national

level are reflective of his pioneering

resolve to bring an altogether new

experience to his people. Often

asked ‘Why Squash’, Atul replies,

“Why not! India has enough cricket

fans, golfcontinues to be a game for

the rich. Squash tests your fitness

and agility, ensuring both mental

and physical fitness” says he.

India’sown Saurav Ghosal (World

no. 24) and Dipika Pallikal (World no.

23), bothsponsored by Punj Lloyd,

and Jyoshna Chinnappa (World

no. 35), were the torch bearers for

India at the Punj Lloyd PSA and

Punj Lloyd WISPA Masters2010.

All India Punj Lloyd Inter
School Championships

Catch em’ Young

By hosting the Inter SchoolSquash

Masters across four zones in India,

Punj Lloyd did precisely this. Got the
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captured the youthful innocence and

bliss of ‘being children’ in Calendar

2009. Celebratingchildhood, the

naïve faces ofchildren, though

of different nationalities, shared

common traits of wide-eyed

curiosity and optimistic charm,

perpetually hopeful for the future.

Punj Lloyd, though involved

with the creation of structures of

cement and steel, has consciously

maintainedthe delicatebalance

of nature - protecting live coral

reefs and environmentally sensitive

mangroves, reinstating rivers,

plantingtrees to restore the tropical

rainforests, and relocating fish,

crocodiles andsnake families.

Calendar 2010 was launched to raise

awareness about these wonderful

creatures with whom we share our

planet. Breathtaking pictures of

the wildlife of Masai Mara inAfrica,

shot byWildlife enthusiast, Anil

Thadani,musthave lured many to

explore the African wilderness.

Coming full circle, Calendar

2011 has left viewers spellbound,
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individual categories. Delhi University

emerged as the winner.

A Squashing Finish

The squash extravaganza comprising

the school, university and corporate

championships met a grand finale

with the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2010. Punj Lloyd also added Punj

Lloyd WISPA ((Women International

Professional Players Association),

2010, the prestigious women’s

tournament, to its squash kitty.

In a press conference

announcing the launch of Punj Lloyd

PSA and WISPA Masters at Delhi,

world’s top second seed and runner

up of Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009,

Nick Matthew was on the dais, along

with Aditya Vij, President - Defence,

Punj Lloyd Group, S Srivatsan of

the Squash Federation of India

(SRFI) and Kasey Brown, one of

the top seeded WISPA players.

An Audio-Visual capturing Punj

Lloyd’s association with Squash

starting Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2009, followed up by the build-up

tournaments including pan India

Inter School Championships, Inter

University league and the Club-

Corporate challenge was shown.

Speaking on the occasion,

Aditya Vij said “Our support of

squash dates back to the 1990’s

starting with Ritwik Bhattacharya,

who later went on to become one of

the most popular squash players in

India. Today, Dipika Pallikal and

Saurav Ghosal are the proud

bearers of Punj Lloyd’s

unstinting support

to the game”.

The Finals of the

Punj Lloyd PSA and

WISPA 2010 were

held at the Siri Fort

CWG Complex in New Delhi. The

stadium was packed with energy

and enthusiasm. Nick Matthew of

England beat James Willstrop 11-

7, 11-8, 11-7 in a splendid game,

emerging as the Winner of the

Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2010.

In the Women’s Final,

England’s Jenny Duncalf

claimed the Punj Lloyd

WISPA title. She trounced

Australia’s Kasey Brown

11-5 11-5 11-4.

The Punj Lloyd PSA and WISPA

2010 went down in history as being

showcase events for England’s best

squash players. The players returned

home with glowing accounts of

the encouraging Indian audience

and looked forward to

return to play in India

again in 2011.
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each page eagerly. A masterpiece

of imagery when a highway was

depicted as a piano, replete with

black & white keys. Or the stacks

of a refinery were reminiscent of

a Saxophone and a Trumpet!

For a company that has worked

all seasons in varied environ-

ment, Calendar 2007 was a cel-

ebration of Punj Lloyd Group’s

achievements, while executing

complex projects in sea or on

land, in diverse geographies.

Using the five natural elements,

the calendar shares with the viewers

small interesting anecdotes of Punj

Lloyd’s journey through different

terrain and climate, reflecting the

passion of the workforce to see the

project through with aplomb. The

It has been said that art is a tryst, for in the joy
of it maker and beholder meet.

Kojiro Tomita
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Rohit Chawla,life size displays

captured the Rabaris, walking

proud, silverand kohl flashing,

amidst camels and sheep in the

desert. Their fashion, thetraditional

textiles, intricate embroidery and

motifs, tattoosand the glistening

silver they adorn have inspired

countless couture collections, on

myriadcatwalks across the world.

The raw appeal of these tribal

women was soon replaced by the

wide-eyed innocence of children.

Shot at various locations across

Asia, the stunning and richly textured

images of photographer Ken Seet
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youth of today hooked on to squash!

Driving a competitive spirit in

children and giving them a platform

to show their talent, the inaugural

South Zone championship was

launched in August in Chennai,

India. Played at the Indian

Squash Academyin Chennai, the

championship saw participation

in the Under 11, 13, 15 and 17

individual categoriesas well as

in the Under 15 and 17 team

categories for both boys and girls.

114 participantsover 22 schools

fromTamil Nadu, Karnatakaand

Goa participated in the games.

The prize distribution ceremony for

boyswaspresided overby Prabhu,

Physical Education Director,Seventh

Adventist School, while the girls’

ceremony had Cyrus Poncha,

the NationalCoach for Squash

as the Chief Guest. The winners

and runner-ups were presented a

medal and a Certificate of Merit.

The second leg of the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter School Squash

Championship, the East zone was

played atthe Calcutta Rackets Club

in Kolkata. The inaugural press-

meetto announcethe launchhad

B C Kankaria,thePresidentof

the West Bengal Squash Rackets

Association (WBSRA); RN Ghosal,

theSecretaryof the WBSRA,

Saurav Ghosal, India’s No. 1

player, also a Punj Lloyd sponsored

player and Vivek Dinodia, Under

17 India No. 4; among others.

The Punj Lloyd All India Inter

SchoolNorth & Central Zone

Squash Championship was the

thirdleg of the Championships

and was played at the Noida

Sports Stadiumin September

2010. Extremely successful, this

championship saw registration

from154 participants fromover18

schools from New Delhi, Noida,

Jodhpur, Jaipurand Dehradun - an

extremely high numberin terms

of participation and geographical

spread of the participants.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was presided

over by Sandeep Dikshit, the

Member of Parliamentfrom East

Delhi; and V K Goyal, thePresident

of the Delhi Squash Association.

Other guests included Sharad

‘Why not! India has
enough cricket fans,
golf continues to be
a game for the rich.
Squash tests your
fitness and agility,
ensuring both mental
and physical fitness.’

says Atul Punj
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blazing creative of Fire, symbolising

Punj Lloyd’s work in extremely high

temperatures, tells the viewer how

Punj Lloyd lowered 21 km of 48”

dia pipe weighing 10,891 MT in

the soaring temperature of 54º C

in a single day at the Gas Export

Capacity Increase Pipeline Project

in Oman. Bio-restoration in the

Taurus mountains during the Baku

Tbilisi Ceyhan Pipeline (BTC) Project

found a special mention under the

natural element ‘Wood’. It is in BTC

project that Punj Lloyd reinstated

Zamanti River, which is home to fish,

eel, aquatic and other exotic plants

besides several migratory birds.

The segregation of threatened and

rare plant species in the area was

done according to the International

Union of Conservation of Nature

(IUCN) guidelines and the Turkish

Red Data Book. The creative on

‘Water’ goes on to explain how Punj

Lloyd protected ‘Falaj’, the 1000 to

5000 year old subterranean canals

carrying potable water in Oman.

Chronicles from employees

based in different regions and

projects have been culled out to

create this astonishing tale of Punj
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of the Delhi and Mumbai leg of

the tournaments respectively.

The two finalists faced each

other in New Delhi as part of the

pre-event for the Punj Lloyd PSA

and WISPA Masters, 2010.

Punj Lloyd All India
Inter-University Squash
League 2010

Close on the heels of the Club-

Corporate Challenge was the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter University Squash

League. The participation from over

60 students, representing 14 teams

and 11 Universities from states

of Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,

Maharashtra and Haryana, the

Inter University League was one of

the largest inter-university squash

tournaments in the country. Hosted

at the Noida Sports Stadium, the

games were played in both team and

Squash Tips
Hit a serve high off the wall so that it lands at a steep angle.

A good straight drop backhand on a squash return can

put an opponent under great pressure.

Return a squash serve with a straight drop volley forehand

When returning squash serves with a crosscourt forehand,

try to hit just above the nick.

Open the face of the racquet and

hit the ball high and deep.

Hit drop shots with underspin for squash,

and avoid popping the ball up.

Hit the squash ball in the air before it

bounces and use a chopping motion.

To get to the rear right corner in squash,

begin with the right foot

Keeping an eye on the ball will help

defend against a squash opponent

Be patient, turn the body,

and work on volleys from

all angles in squash.
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foreheads”. The Rabaris, the theme

of Calendar 2008, hadthe world

waking up to this pastoral nomadic

community that has withstood the

onslaught of time, yet retained its

identity, its innate sense of style

intact. Paying tribute and sharing

the relentless spirit and style of this

remarkable wandering community,

this firstever exclusive calendar of

Punj Lloyd was launched at Palette

Art Gallery, in the tonylocality of

Golf Links with the who’s who of

Delhi at the venue. There was also

an exhibit at Gurgaon’s cultural

hub, the Epicentre. Designed by
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Sharma, theGeneral Manager-

Corporate Communication,Dhampur

Sugar Mills; Lalit Advani, Nikhil

Pant, theSecretaryof the National

Governing Board and Head, Child &

Youth HRD;and Shubra Aggarwal,

former national squash champion.

Played at the National Sports

Club of India, in Worli, Mumbai,

the West Zone tournament was

the fourthand last leg of the

Punj Lloyd All India Inter-School

Squash Championship.

This tournament was extremely

successful in terms of the number

of children and the scheduled

12 categories participating. The

championship saw registration

from206 children across 33

schools in Maharashtra.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was an

exciting event with Arjun Rampal, the

famousBollywood actor, as Chief

Guest. Held at the National Sports

Club of India Mumbai, other guests

included Bipin Mehta,Chairman

of the NSCI and M S Shastri,the

Presidentof the Maharashtra Squash

Rackets Association. The event was

also well attended by the media.

What is noteworthy is that it

is after several years that the inter

school format was revived with the

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters. The

games created excitement in both

the squash playing and nonplaying

community. Parents and children

alike commended this initiative,

expressing theiraspiration to see

morecorporates take the lead in

providing a platform to leverage

the talent of young children.

Frenzied activity in the social

media on Punj Lloyd Squash

Masters Facebookand Twitter, were

testimony to the enthusiasm of

the youth towardsthe game. With

these sites sharing the latest squash

techniquesand shot tips, it was

with good reason that these sites

saw over a million hits every day.

Besides providinga great

competitive environment, Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters gave youngsters

an opportunity to practice. The

importance of footwork drills

Winners also participated in the squash clinics of some of the
leading players in the world and got one-on-one instructions to
bettertheir game
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Lloyd’s success. Calendar 2007 is

cherished by each proud employee,

a testimony to their hard work that

has enabled Punj Lloyd to become

a US $ 2.4 billion enterprise today.

“A single, piercing eye behind

a cloak of black, a tall lean herder

in dusty white folds, the unspoken

intensity of silent faces, resilience

etched deep in lines on their
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in a game like squash cannot

be overemphasised. Impacting

the manner in which players

move around the court, testing

their endurance, footdrills also

help in conditioning, racquet

preparation/positioning, and

gaining a competitive advantage.

The winners from each of the

promotional tournaments played in

a pre-event at the PSA Masters and

the WISPA in Delhi. Winners also

participated in the squash clinics

of some of the leading players in

the world and got one-on-one

instructions to better their game.

The Punj Lloyd Club-
Corporate Squash
Challenge, 2010

Following the Inter School

Championships, Punj Lloyd

organised the Club-Corporate

Squash Challenge. Played

simultaneously in New Delhi at

the Delhi Gymkhana Club and in

Mumbai at the National Sports Club

of India, the tournaments were

fun for corporate participants. The

tournament introduced the ‘floating

handicap rule’, geared towards

leveling the playing field between the

stronger and weaker players and

ensuring that, on a given day, any

player could beat any other player.

Accordingly, stronger players were

handed a negative handicap while

weaker players were handed a

positive handicap.

India’s leading corporate houses

including Nestle, Ernst & Young,

Standard Chartered, Jet Airways,

as well as champions from some

of India’s leading clubs including

the Delhi Gymkhana, the CCI,

the National Sports Club of India,

Jindal Academy, participated in

the tournament. In aggregate, the

Challenge saw participation from

over 200 participants spread over

28 teams in Delhi and 24 teams in

Mumbai. Ernst & Young and Cricket

Club of India emerged as winners

Frenzied activity
in the social media
on Punj Lloyd
Squash Masters
Facebook and
Twitter, were
testimony to the
enthusiasm of
our youth for
the game
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foreheads”. The Rabaris, the theme

of Calendar 2008, had the world

waking up to this pastoral nomadic

community that has withstood the

onslaught of time, yet retained its

identity, its innate sense of style

intact. Paying tribute and sharing

the relentless spirit and style of this

remarkable wandering community,

this first ever exclusive calendar of

Punj Lloyd was launched at Palette

Art Gallery, in the tony locality of

Golf Links with the who’s who of

Delhi at the venue. There was also

an exhibit at Gurgaon’s cultural

hub, the Epicentre. Designed by
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Sharma, the General Manager-

Corporate Communication, Dhampur

Sugar Mills; Lalit Advani, Nikhil

Pant, the Secretary of the National

Governing Board and Head, Child &

Youth HRD; and Shubra Aggarwal,

former national squash champion.

Played at the National Sports

Club of India, in Worli, Mumbai,

the West Zone tournament was

the fourth and last leg of the

Punj Lloyd All India Inter-School

Squash Championship.

This tournament was extremely

successful in terms of the number

of children and the scheduled

12 categories participating. The

championship saw registration

from 206 children across 33

schools in Maharashtra.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was an

exciting event with Arjun Rampal, the

famous Bollywood actor, as Chief

Guest. Held at the National Sports

Club of India Mumbai, other guests

included Bipin Mehta, Chairman

of the NSCI and M S Shastri, the

President of the Maharashtra Squash

Rackets Association. The event was

also well attended by the media.

What is noteworthy is that it

is after several years that the inter

school format was revived with the

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters. The

games created excitement in both

the squash playing and non playing

community. Parents and children

alike commended this initiative,

expressing their aspiration to see

more corporates take the lead in

providing a platform to leverage

the talent of young children.

Frenzied activity in the social

media on Punj Lloyd Squash

Masters Facebook and Twitter, were

testimony to the enthusiasm of

the youth towards the game. With

these sites sharing the latest squash

techniques and shot tips, it was

with good reason that these sites

saw over a million hits every day.

Besides providing a great

competitive environment, Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters gave youngsters

an opportunity to practice. The

importance of footwork drills

Winners also participated in the squash clinics of some of the
leading players in the world and got one-on-one instructions to
better their game
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Lloyd’s success. Calendar 2007 is

cherished by each proudemployee,

a testimony to their hard work that

has enabled Punj Lloyd tobecome

a US $ 2.4 billion enterprise today.

“A single, piercing eye behind

a cloak of black, a tall lean herder

in dusty white folds, the unspoken

intensity of silent faces, resilience

etched deep in lines on their
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in a game like squash cannot

be overemphasised. Impacting

the manner inwhich players

move aroundthe court,testing

their endurance, footdrills also

help in conditioning, racquet

preparation/positioning, and

gaining a competitive advantage.

The winners from each of the

promotional tournaments played in

a pre-event at the PSA Masters and

theWISPAinDelhi.Winners also

participated in the squash clinics

of some of the leading players in

the world and got one-on-one

instructions to better their game.

The Punj Lloyd Club-
Corporate Squash
Challenge, 2010

Following the Inter School

Championships, Punj Lloyd

organised the Club-Corporate

Squash Challenge. Played

simultaneously in New Delhi at

the Delhi Gymkhana Club and in

Mumbaiat the National Sports Club

of India,the tournaments were

fun for corporate participants. The

tournament introduced the ‘floating

handicap rule’, geared towards

leveling the playing field between the

strongerand weaker players and

ensuring that, on a given day, any

player could beat any other player.

Accordingly, strongerplayers were

handed a negative handicap while

weaker players were handed a

positive handicap.

India’s leadingcorporate houses

including Nestle, Ernst & Young,

Standard Chartered, Jet Airways,

as well as champions fromsome

of India’s leading clubs including

the Delhi Gymkhana, the CCI,

the NationalSportsClub ofIndia,

Jindal Academy, participated in

the tournament. In aggregate, the

Challenge saw participation from

over 200 participants spread over

28 teams in Delhi and24 teams in

Mumbai. Ernst & Young andCricket

Club of India emerged as winners

Frenzied activity
in the social media
on Punj Lloyd
Squash Masters
Facebook and
Twitter, were
testimony to the
enthusiasm of
our youth for
the game
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Rohit Chawla, life size displays

captured the Rabaris, walking

proud, silver and kohl flashing,

amidst camels and sheep in the

desert. Their fashion, the traditional

textiles, intricate embroidery and

motifs, tattoos and the glistening

silver they adorn have inspired

countless couture collections, on

myriad catwalks across the world.

The raw appeal of these tribal

women was soon replaced by the

wide-eyed innocence of children.

Shot at various locations across

Asia, the stunning and richly textured

images of photographer Ken Seet
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youth of today hooked on to squash!

Driving a competitive spirit in

children and giving them a platform

to show their talent, the inaugural

South Zone championship was

launched in August in Chennai,

India. Played at the Indian

Squash Academy in Chennai, the

championship saw participation

in the Under 11, 13, 15 and 17

individual categories as well as

in the Under 15 and 17 team

categories for both boys and girls.

114 participants over 22 schools

from Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and

Goa participated in the games.

The prize distribution ceremony for

boys was presided over by Prabhu,

Physical Education Director, Seventh

Adventist School, while the girls’

ceremony had Cyrus Poncha,

the National Coach for Squash

as the Chief Guest. The winners

and runner-ups were presented a

medal and a Certificate of Merit.

The second leg of the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter School Squash

Championship, the East zone was

played at the Calcutta Rackets Club

in Kolkata. The inaugural press-

meet to announce the launch had

B C Kankaria, the President of

the West Bengal Squash Rackets

Association (WBSRA); RN Ghosal,

the Secretary of the WBSRA,

Saurav Ghosal, India’s No. 1

player, also a Punj Lloyd sponsored

player and Vivek Dinodia, Under

17 India No. 4; among others.

The Punj Lloyd All India Inter

School North & Central Zone

Squash Championship was the

third leg of the Championships

and was played at the Noida

Sports Stadium in September

2010. Extremely successful, this

championship saw registration

from 154 participants from over 18

schools from New Delhi, Noida,

Jodhpur, Jaipur and Dehradun - an

extremely high number in terms

of participation and geographical

spread of the participants.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was presided

over by Sandeep Dikshit, the

Member of Parliament from East

Delhi; and V K Goyal, the President

of the Delhi Squash Association.

Other guests included Sharad

‘Why not! India has
enough cricket fans,
golf continues to be
a game for the rich.
Squash tests your
fitness and agility,
ensuring both mental
and physical fitness.’

says Atul Punj
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blazing creative of Fire, symbolising

Punj Lloyd’swork in extremely high

temperatures, tells the viewer how

Punj Lloydlowered 21 km of 48”

dia pipe weighing10,891 MT in

the soaring temperature of 54ºC

in a single dayat the Gas Export

Capacity Increase Pipeline Project

in Oman. Bio-restoration in the

Taurus mountains during the Baku

Tbilisi Ceyhan Pipeline (BTC) Project

found a special mention under the

natural element ‘Wood’. It is in BTC

project that Punj Lloyd reinstated

Zamanti River, which is home to fish,

eel, aquatic and other exotic plants

besides several migratory birds.

The segregation of threatened and

rare plant species in the area was

done according to the International

Union of Conservation of Nature

(IUCN) guidelines and the Turkish

Red Data Book. The creative on

‘Water’ goes on to explain how Punj

Lloyd protected‘Falaj’, the 1000 to

5000 year old subterranean canals

carrying potable water in Oman.

Chronicles from employees

based in different regions and

projects have been culled out to

create this astonishing tale of Punj
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of the Delhi and Mumbai leg of

the tournaments respectively.

The two finalists facedeach

other in New Delhi as part of the

pre-event forthe Punj Lloyd PSA

and WISPA Masters, 2010.

Punj Lloyd All India
Inter-University Squash
League 2010

Close on the heels of the Club-

Corporate Challenge was the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter University Squash

League.The participation from over

60 students, representing 14 teams

and 11 Universities from states

of Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,

Maharashtra and Haryana, the

Inter University League was one of

the largest inter-university squash

tournaments in the country.Hosted

at the Noida Sports Stadium, the

games were played in both team and

Squash Tips
Hit a serve high offthe wall so that it lands at a steep angle.

A good straight drop backhand on a squash return can

put an opponent under great pressure.

Return a squash serve with a straight drop volley forehand

When returningsquash serves with a crosscourt forehand,

try to hit just above the nick.

Open the face of the racquet and

hit the ball high and deep.

Hit drop shots with underspin for squash,

and avoid popping the ball up.

Hit the squash ball in the air before it

bounces and use a chopping motion.

Toget to the rearright corner in squash,

begin with the right foot

Keeping an eye on the ball will help

defend against a squash opponent

Be patient, turn the body,

and work on volleys from

all angles in squash.
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creating the buzz and excitement

required to popularise squash.

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters

2010 was a series of squash

championships across various

age groups throughout India,

culminating in the Punj Lloyd PSA

Masters and Punj Lloyd WISPA

Masters in December at Delhi.

Perhaps Mr Punj’s choice

of squash is an offtake from his

passionate and daring streak; while

he comfortably steered his Group’s

operations globally, decisions like

endorsing squash on a national

level are reflective of his pioneering

resolve to bring an altogether new

experience to his people. Often

asked ‘Why Squash’, Atul replies,

“Why not! India has enough cricket

fans, golf continues to be a game for

the rich. Squash tests your fitness

and agility, ensuring both mental

and physical fitness” says he.

India’s own Saurav Ghosal (World

no. 24) and Dipika Pallikal (World no.

23), both sponsored by Punj Lloyd,

and Jyoshna Chinnappa (World

no. 35), were the torch bearers for

India at the Punj Lloyd PSA and

Punj Lloyd WISPA Masters 2010.

All India Punj Lloyd Inter
School Championships

Catch em’ Young

By hosting the Inter School Squash

Masters across four zones in India,

Punj Lloyd did precisely this. Got the
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captured the youthful innocence and

bliss of ‘being children’ in Calendar

2009. Celebrating childhood, the

naïve faces of children, though

of different nationalities, shared

common traits of wide-eyed

curiosity and optimistic charm,

perpetually hopeful for the future.

Punj Lloyd, though involved

with the creation of structures of

cement and steel, has consciously

maintained the delicate balance

of nature - protecting live coral

reefs and environmentally sensitive

mangroves, reinstating rivers,

planting trees to restore the tropical

rainforests, and relocating fish,

crocodiles and snake families.

Calendar 2010 was launched to raise

awareness about these wonderful

creatures with whom we share our

planet. Breathtaking pictures of

the wildlife of Masai Mara in Africa,

shot by Wildlife enthusiast, Anil

Thadani, must have lured many to

explore the African wilderness.

Coming full circle, Calendar

2011 has left viewers spellbound,
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individual categories. Delhi University

emerged as the winner.

A Squashing Finish

The squash extravaganza comprising

the school, university andcorporate

championships met a grand finale

with the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2010. Punj Lloydalso added Punj

Lloyd WISPA ((Women International

Professional Players Association),

2010, the prestigious women’s

tournament, to its squash kitty.

In a press conference

announcing the launch of Punj Lloyd

PSA and WISPA Masters at Delhi,

world’s top second seed and runner

up of Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009,

Nick Matthew was on the dais, along

with Aditya Vij,President - Defence,

Punj Lloyd Group, S Srivatsan of

the Squash Federation ofIndia

(SRFI) and Kasey Brown,one of

the top seeded WISPA players.

An Audio-Visual capturing Punj

Lloyd’s association with Squash

startingPunj Lloyd PSA Masters

2009, followed up by the build-up

tournaments including pan India

Inter School Championships, Inter

University league and the Club-

Corporate challenge was shown.

Speaking on the occasion,

Aditya Vij said “Our support of

squash dates back to the 1990’s

startingwith Ritwik Bhattacharya,

who later went on to become one of

the most popular squash players in

India. Today, Dipika Pallikal and

Saurav Ghosalare the proud

bearers of Punj Lloyd’s

unstinting support

to the game”.

The Finals of the

Punj Lloyd PSA and

WISPA 2010 were

held at the Siri Fort

CWG Complex in New Delhi. The

stadium was packed with energy

and enthusiasm. Nick Matthew of

England beatJames Willstrop11-

7, 11-8, 11-7 in a splendid game,

emerging as the Winner of the

Punj LloydPSA Masters 2010.

In the Women’s Final,

England’s Jenny Duncalf

claimed the Punj Lloyd

WISPA title. She trounced

Australia’s Kasey Brown

11-5 11-5 11-4.

The Punj Lloyd PSA andWISPA

2010 went down in history as being

showcase events for England’s best

squash players. The players returned

home with glowing accounts of

the encouraging Indian audience

and looked forward to

return to play in India

again in 2011.
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each page eagerly. A masterpiece

of imagery when a highway was

depicted as a piano, replete with

black & white keys. Or the stacks

of a refinery were reminiscent of

a Saxophone and a Trumpet!

For a company that has worked

all seasons in varied environ-

ment, Calendar 2007 was a cel-

ebration of Punj Lloyd Group’s

achievements, while executing

complex projects in sea oron

land, in diverse geographies.

Using the five natural elements,

the calendar shares with the viewers

small interesting anecdotes of Punj

Lloyd’s journey through different

terrain and climate, reflecting the

passion of the workforce to see the

project throughwith aplomb. The

It has been said that art is a tryst, for in the joy
of it maker and beholder meet.

Kojiro Tomita
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The above compelling byline

was the motto of Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters 2010, the largest

initiative in India, taken by a

corporate in squash.

In 2009, Punj Lloyd hosted with

aplomb, the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters,

an international squash tournament

in Mumbai. With the world’s best

players from 32 countries, Punj Lloyd

PSA Masters brought international

squash to India after 12 years.

It was amidst an excited

audience watching a game in

rapturous silence that the idea of

taking squash to the grassroot

level in India emerged from Atul

Punj, the Chairman of Punj Lloyd

Group. Punj Lloyd Squash Masters

2010 was born, aiming to touch

all constituencies across India

with a single minded approach of
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with a breathtaking collection of

photographs of India’s architectural

heritage. ‘Monumental India’

presents wide panoramas offering

perspectives that stretch upward of

200 degrees and startle with their

immaculate clarity and imagery -

the luminous detail inside a Rajput

palace, the airy lightness of a Mughal

pavilion, the imposing façade of a

desert fort, the ethereal quality of

the Taj and the stillness of a stupa.

These monuments, some

crumbling and forgotten, some

lovingly preserved, are chronicles

of India’s rich historical past.

The images, shot by Amit

Pasricha, renowned Delhi based

photographer, are philosophic as

well as documentary, incorporating

both scale and detail, mixing

truth and technology, relative and

absolute at the same time.
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Nishchal Agrawal
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd recently exhibited

at Abu DhabiInternational

Petroleum Exhibition and

Conference (ADIPEC),oneof

the most acclaimed oil and gas

eventsin the world with 1,500

exhibitors from 50countries and

over 45,000 attendees. Placing

Abu Dhabi firmly under the

world energy spotlight, ADIPEC

was significant for Punj Lloyd

with its Middle East regional

headquarters located

in Abu Dhabi.

ADIPEC set the stage for Punj

Lloyd to make business deals,

forge new and strengthen existing

contacts, showcase its technologies

and services, and be involved

in strategic and policy-shaping

discussions. The largepresence

of NOCs (National Oil Companies),

IOCs (International Oil Companies),

major EPC contractors, consortium

leaders, service companies,

technology providers, international

manufacturers along with engineering

contractors, trading companies

and consultants from across six

continents on the floor made ADIPEC

an all-in-one solution for those

doingbusiness in theindustry.

Punj Lloyd’spavilion at ADIPEC

showcased its projects and

capabilities. Among the prestigious

clients that visited us were the major

NOCs- ADNOC, Gasco, Zadco,

ADCO, Takreer, Maersk Oil, ADMA-

Opco, Qatar Petroleum, major EPC

companies including Petrofac, TR,

Punj LloydPuts on an Impressive Show
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magnificentcrab drew a parallel

with the excavators and the dozers

which make construction possible.

Construction might be construed

as a heartless world of rock and steel

butsome find music in engineering

marvels. Foundationsbuilt onbare

land, create cities. It is the powerof

creation! Calendar2006 was at its

imaginative best when hydrocarbon

infrastructure - refineries, tanks

and pipelines morphed into

different instruments, creating

their ownmusic. The manner in

which each instrument acquired

a new dimension had one turning
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The most
challengingaspect
ofthe project was to
meet deadlines and
safety criteria while
the refinery was
operating
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and zoological garden. The name

TUMBINA originates from the

Malay words TUMbuhan (meaning

plant) and BINAtang(animal).

Stop the Vanishing Stripes

In another move to protect the

environment, Punj Lloyd joined

Artiger, a public art initiative jointly led

by corporates and artists, toconvey

powerful messages to the masses

to save the endangered Indian tiger.

Using art as a potent awareness

tool to disseminate these compelling

messages, this project hada dual

purpose – promoting publicart and

savingthe Indian tiger.

57 life size fibre glass tiger

installations - booked by several

corporates, Punj Lloyd being one

of them - were unveiled at various

places across the Delhi. The funds

generated were donated to the

Ranthambore Foundation, one of

India’s oldest organisations working

in the field of tiger conservation.
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MOU signing ceremony between the Indian & Malaysian Government for the Highways sector.
Seen are Malaysian Prime Minister - Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak, Malyasian Works Minister - Datuk Shaziman
Abu Mansor and Indian Roads, Transport & Highway Minister - Kamal Nath, along with Atul Punj, Chairman -

Punj Lloyd Group and S S Raju, CEO & President, Punj Lloyd Infrastructure, India

P K Chand,
Director - Punj
Lloyd Oil & Gas
Malaysia, greets
Dr Manmohan
Singh on the
visit of the
Prime Minister’s
delegation to
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

An Infrastructure development project in Bihar from NHAI.

PL Engineering and GECI India to jointly offer engineering services in the Aerospace Sector.

Order from Petroleum Company Occidental Mukhaizna for engineering, procurement and construction

of a new water treatment plant at their oil production fields in Oman.

Contract for engineering, procurement, construction, installation and commissioning (EPCIC) of 3 well

head platforms and laying 3 segments of 18.6 km of offshore gas pipeline from Pertamina in Indonesia.

Contract under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission to develop a 5 MW

solar PV plant in Rajasthan.

EPC contract for a centralised water treatment plant in Bihar.

Onshore gas pipeline project in Thailand from PTT Public Company Ltd.

Signs MOU with Hopetech to offer solutions for automated electronic toll collection.

Order for construction of three Medical Colleges in the state of West Bengal, India for State Government

Wins Paradip Refinery Project in Orissa for IOCL, India.

Pipeline project from Dabhol to Bangalore, India for GAIL.

EPC contract for laying offsite pipelines for Saudi Aramco’s Yanbu’ Export Refinery Project on the

Western Coast of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia along the Red sea.

Five prestigious solar power projects from Punjab Government including setting up of a solar power

plant at Golden Temple and Punjab State Assembly.

Atul Punj with Mr Lim Hng Kiang, Minister
for Trade and Industry of Singapore, during the CII Core Group visit 2010
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of feed and produce valuable light

productswhile generating coke

as a by product has made itvery

popular. Coking technology has

existed for over eight decades and

is well proven through licensors like

Foster Wheeler, Lummus Technology,

Conoco Philipsand Exxon Mobil.

This is the only unitthat handles

hydrocarbon in all the three states -

solid,liquid and gas. The objective of

this batch-cum-continuous process

is to maximise light distillates and

minimise theyield of coke. Coke

produced in a Delayed Coking

Unit can be used as solid fuel.

Delayed Coker Unit

DelayedCoking is a thermal process

in which a residue, fromthe vacuum

unit is rapidly heated in a specially

designed furnace and the hot residue

is transferred to coke drums for coke

formation. It is called delayed coking

because the coking is delayed by

injecting the steam/condensate

along with the residue feed resulting

in increased velocities inside the

furnace tubes and finally coking

starts when the contents reach the

coke drums.

The DelayedCoker Unitthus

processes very heavy residue to

obtain products like Fuel Gas,

LPG, Naphtha, Light Coker Gas Oil

(Diesel), Heavy Coker Gas Oil and

petroleum coke as a byproduct.

The DelayedCoker

unit comprises :

1) Coking Section

2) Fractionation Section

3) Gas Plant

Coking Section

DelayedCoker unit works basically

on the principal of thermal cracking.

Fresh feed is preheated through

a heat exchange system prior to

entering the bottom of the coker

Coke Delayed Coker Unit

Coke Gas

LPG

Naphtha

LCGO to Diesel

HCGO to HDS,
HC or FCC

Treated
Product

Air
H2S
Free
Feed

Caustic

Catalyst
Injection

Intermittent Use

Lean MeroxCaustic

Disulfide

Excess Air

DesulfideSeparator ExtractorOxidizer
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The cubs belong to
a protected species
ofBorneo,Felis
bengalensis

Our people rescued the cubs,

handing them over to the nearest

wildlife office. Lovingly called Arjun

and Devi, the cubs soon became

the centre of attraction for our site

employees at Malaysia. Punj Lloyd

also presented a sum of RM 10,000

for the upkeep of Arjun and Devi

to Bintulu Development Authority,

who in a letter of appreciation

wrote “yourkind gesture goes

a long way towards oureffortin

wildlife conservation and may it

be abeginning for us together in

making Bintulu a better place”.

Arjun and Devi have been

placed at Taman Tumbina Bintulu,

a unique integration of a botanical
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erection. Meticulous planning and

mobilisation saw these critical

tasks completed in 3 weeks. The

transport and movement of such

heavy equipment requires special

soil treatment to increase the bearing

capacity of soil to about 40 T/sq m.

Column Fractionator -

Transportation and Erection

Eleven columns, weighing 40 T to

360 T with a maximum height of

60 m, had to be erected in an

extremely restricted space. Out of

these, the coke fractionator weighing

340 T, with a 6.6 m radius and 49 m

height was one of the most critical

equipment.

The coker island structure had

been designed in-house by PL

Engineering, the engineering wing of

Punj Lloyd Group. Owing to the mas-

sive dimensions of the Coke Frac-

tionator its transportation from the

fabrication yard outside the refinery

limits to the site of erection inside

the unit, was a tough task. The fact

that the Government of Gujarat had

restricted movement over bridges

further compounded the problem.

The Fractionator was transported

in 7 days to the site, saving

substantial time in assembling it

at the site. The congested place

posed recurrent problems, as there

weighing 1,650 MT, upto a height of

120 m had to be made around the

coke drums. This structure has been

designed in-house by PL Engineering

and erected successfully by

deploying a 1,200 T capacity crane.

Piping Fabrication & Erection

A huge quantum of piping work -

135 km had to be completed in a

short span of 20 months, including

8.5 km of AS piping & 8 km of SS

piping. The erection of critical piping

like coke drum overhead vapour,

coke drum feed at 65 m & 32 m

height and coke cutting line at a

height of 92 m on Derrick structure

was really challenging as there was

no place for crane movement.

A huge quantum of piping work - 135 km had to be completed in
a short span of 20 months

was no place for the cranes to erect

the fractionator or the Absorber

& Stripper columns. In the former

case, we erected it by placing the

crane opposite the erection site

while in the latter, the crane was

placed over a concrete foundation

1.2 - 2 m height, opposite the

north side of E-W pipe rack in three

parts - Skirt, Absorber & Stripper.

The criticality in erection was due

to simultaneous in position fit up,

welding and other factors like NDT

Tests (Non Destructive Testing).

Derrick Structure (Modular Form)

In order to support the coke cutting

system, associated piping and critical

equipment, a massive steel structure
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Ajai Agarwal
General Manager (Projects)

Asia Pacific & Country Head, Thailand

Punj Lloyd

Tracing the past

An archipelago of over 13,000

islands stretched out between the

two continental shelves of Asia

and Australia, Indonesia has been

a second home to Punj Lloyd.

Presenting Punj Lloyd with its first

ever overseas contract almost two

decade ago, Indonesia set the

foundation for Punj Lloyd’s journey as

a global EPC conglomerate.

Working to international safety

standards and developing local

manpower skill sets over several

years ensured a series of successes

for Punj Lloyd in Indonesia.

The treacherous fields of Tunu

in Kalimantan, located partially

onshore in swamp terrain and

partially offshore in shallow waters

on the outer margin of the Mahakam

Delta, are witness to the pipelines

laid by Punj Lloyd. Mahakam Delta

is infamous for the shallow sea

with excessive surface currents,

the inner delta, criss-crossed by

rivers and inhabited by salt-water

crocodiles, snakes and other

reptiles. Punj Lloyd has laid pipelines

in Tambora Field, also located

in East Kalimantan, on the inner

margin of the Mahakam Delta.

Punj Lloyd’s own equipment

facility, Sungaipurun, sprawling

over 45,000 sq m maintains

the huge fleet of amphibious

equipment, innovatively designed

and fabricated in-house at the

yard. It is at Sungaipurun that a

1,000 T capacity skidway was

built to load out the South Utility

Platform for Tunu Phase II.

Award of the Project

Punj Lloyd has added the New Oil

Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan to

its list of executed projects displaying

its rich project diversity across

offshore, pipelines and tanks.

The terminal was awarded to

Punj Lloyd completes a Fast Track
project in Kalimantan, Indonesia
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P K Chand
Director

Punj Lloyd Oil & Gas Malaysia

All is not just business at

the Sabah Sarawak pipeline

being laid by PunjLloyd in the

rainforests of Malaysia. The

largest pipeline of Malaysia,

Sabah Sarawak saw some

interesting activity on the Right of

Way. While clearing it, Punj Lloyd

employees came across two

Leopard catcubs, abandonedby

their mother. The cubs belonged

to a protected species of Borneo,

Felis bengalensis.

The Call of the Wild
Punj Lloydemployees rescued two Leopard cat cubs
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fractionatingtower. The fresh feed is

pumped throughtwo fired heaters

to bring the mixture up to 500ºC

temperature. The effluent fromthe

heaters then enters the bottom of

one of the coking drums where the

gaseous productspass out the top

and the liquid soaks in the drum

until it cracks into lighter products

that will exit the top of the drum or

forms coke that stays in the drum

and builds up fromthe bottom of

the drum. Usually there are sets of

two coke drums that are operated

batch wise. The plant is designed

for a coke drum cycle of 48 hours.

An individual coke drumwill remain

in coking operation for 24 hours

and another 24 hours for decoking

operation.

This DelayedCoker Unitis

designed to produce 3,314 T of

coke per day. When one drum is

filled with coke, the feed is switched

to the other drum.The full drum is

thenprepared forremoving the coke,

which is cooled and cut into pieces

by means of hydraulic cutting tools.

Once the coke is removed from the

drum, it can be brought back on line

after pressure testing and warm-up.

Fractionation Section

The overhead vapor from the drum

goes to a fractionating tower where it
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Punj Lloyd subsidiary, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia by PT Shell Indonesia

in 2008 on an EPC basis. To be

completed in a short span of eight

and a half months, and being the

first ever Shell project in Indonesia,

the Pulau Laut project was extremely

important for Punj Lloyd.

Pulau Laut is separated by a

narrow strait from the mainland and

is not connected to the mainland

by road. Several small villages are

found scattered along the coast.

The middle of the island is hilly with

dense forest, scarcely inhabited.

The scope of work

The scope of work for the new fuel

oil terminal at Pulau Laut involved

extensive engineering, detailed

design, fabrication, supply of

material, construction, installation,

testing, pre-commissioning and

commissioning work. The project

consists of four aboveground vertical

storage tanks of 41.5 m dia, 15.5 m

high with a capacity of 18,000 KL

each, terminal piping and pumping

facility, bunkering line up to plot

boundary, fire fighting facilities,

civil & building work, electrical &

instrumentation and plant utilities.

Marooned on an island

The Pulau Laut project is a perfect

example of multifaceted challenges

starting from the remoteness of the

location to the lack of local resources
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standards. The total volume of

concrete was approx. 41,691 m3.

Voluminous Work

Steel Structure Fabrication

and Erection

A total of 8,000 T of structured steel

had to be fabricated and erected

to support the piping and other

equipment.

Equipment Erection

Installing and commissioning over

200 different types of equipment,

including 20 critical ones, was an

enormous task. Four coke drums

had a gross weight of 650 MT each,

diameter of 9.9 m and 42.9 m height.

For such a critical task, it is notewor-

thy that the scheme for the com-

plete erection of all four coke drums

including the rigging scheme was de-

veloped in-house. The complexity of

the operation was further compound-

ed due to the confined space and

simultaneous construction activities

at site. Installing four enormous and

bulky coke drums in a congested re-

finery space was not a simple task as

the coke drum was on an elevated

massive concrete foundation, 28 m

above ground level.

Two cranes, the main lifting

crane with a 1,250 T capacity

and the tailing crane with a 500 T

capacity were employed for the

A massive steel
structure weighing
1,650 MT, upto a
height of 120 m had
to be made around
the coke drums
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Certificateof Appreciation
awarded to

Punj Lloyd for commendable performance in construction of
The New Oil Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan, Indonesia

Punj Lloyd overcame challenging barriers like remoteness of the site, vagaries
of weather and non-availability of local resources to complete the project in

time, maintaining highest level of safety and quality.

Saeful Sukardi
OperationManager

Risnawan Eriyana
Project Manager

AgungSihwahyudi
HSSE Advisor

construction jetty of the client had an

abysmally low draft, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia secured client permission

to use the operations jetty for trans-

shipment of material and equipment.

Toprevent delay in procurement

of equipmentparts incase of

equipment breakdown, replacement

of equipment was resorted to,

which saved time considerably

though increasing operational cost.

Scarcity of sand was addressed

by procuring it from Surabaya

and Jakarta. Additional resources

like compressors, generators,

cranes etc were mobilised along

with development of an additional

paintingshop to increase the

progress at site. All Punj Lloyd HSE

and QA/QC programmes were

implemented and ran successfully.

Tokeep track of progress,

all project and site teams were

consistently updated with respect

to trans-shipment,equipment,

inclement weather, giving teams

lead time to take remedial measures

and overcome impediments. This

also allowed the team to keep a

close watch on the project schedule

and prevent any slip-ups.

A considerate move by Shell

In the wake of numerousunforeseen

obstacles andlimitations due to the

inaccessibilityof the site location,

PT Shell Indonesia accorded time

extension of project completion

till September 2009.PT Shell

Indonesia’s unflinching support to

PT PunjLloyd Indonesia helped it

achieve the common goal of meeting

the tight project schedule.

Accolades and Achievements

Highly appreciative of ourplanning,

project management, HSE, QA & QC

activities and efforts to adhere to the

project schedule, PT Shell Indonesia

presented PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia

with an HSE plaque for completing

one Million man-hours free of Lost

Time Injury (LTI).

In an appreciation letterto

Punj Lloyd, Mustafa Akbar Reza,

Cluster Distribution Engineering

Manager, Shell, said “By dint of

hard work,diligent management

and impeccable coordination,

Punj Lloydhas accomplished

appreciable progress in project

execution despite remoteness of

site, vagaries of weather and non-

availability of local resources.

He further added, ‘The work has

progressed with utmost emphasis

on quality,safetyand safe working

practices, which are comparable to

international standards and worthy

of being emoted by others.’

These well-earned accolades

have added to Punj Lloyd’s list of

successfully completedprojects.
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and the extreme vagaries of nature.

The project met a few roadblocks

at the start itself with incessant rain

threatening to delay operations.

Ordinarily, in other normal paced

projects, some amount of disruption

of construction activity and shipment

of material are easily absorbed.

However with this being a fast-track

project, PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia had

little room for absorption of time loss.

With no road infrastructure,

the site was accessible only by a

chartered flight or ferry. The client’s

construction jetty which could

be used, subject to availability,

could berth only LCTs owing to

restricted draft. The rough sea

made matters worse for berthing.

Besides logistical challenges,

the island presented manpower

problems, as it was devoid of any

skilled or semi skilled workforce. In

the absence of any local market,

even rudimentary items such

as a grinding wheel, hammer,

small electrical goods, had to

be procured from Jakarta. The

remoteness of the island added to

the difficulty in procuring spares

and arranging for mechanics in

case of equipment breakdown.

Scarcity of local sand at

Pulau Laut was another crisis.

Sand which is needed for blasting

purposes fell short in spite of

hiring two local suppliers to

supply sand on a daily basis.

Resourceful Planning

Time being the essence of this

project, our project team worked

undeterred to solve the crisis so

that the project schedule remained

unaffected.

The various challenges of

working in an island made the need

for meticulous planning even more

crucial. Step by step, the project

teams overcame every hurdle, finding

a solution to every roadblock.

On discovering that the

“The work has
progressed with
utmost emphasis
on quality and safe
working practices,
which are comparable
to international
standards and worthy
of being emoted by
others.”
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is separated in the desired fractions

such as wet gas, light coker gas

oil and heavy coker gas oil. The

effluent enters the fractionator just

below the bottom tray. A temperature

profile is maintained in the tower by

means of reflux returned to the tower

at various points. The temperature

profile determines the boiling ranges

of the products withdrawn from

the tower.

Gas plant

Wet gas after cooling is then

fed to the compressor and then

compressed gas is further separated

into coker products such as fuel

gas, LPG, light naphtha and heavy

naphtha with the help of various

equipment - stripper/absorber,

sponge absorber, amine contractor,

debutaniser, naphtha splitter.

LPG Merox Unit

Merox units are used in oil refineries

and natural gas processing plants

to remove mercaptans from LPG,

propane, butane, light naphtha,

kerosene and jet fuels by converting

them to liquid hydrocarbon and

disulfides. In an LPG Merox Unit,

fresh feed is charged to an extractor

column, in which mercaptans are

extracted by a caustic stream

containing Merox catalysts. The

treated material passes overhead

to a settler in which any entrained

caustic solution is separated and

returned to the circulation system.

Challenges at site

A critical task of this nature requires

precision and meticulous planning,

all of which was done diligently by

Punj Lloyd’s project team. It was

also inevitable that a project of this

magnitude would face unforeseen

challenges as it crossed significant

milestones. The most challenging

aspect of the project was to meet

deadlines and safety criteria while the

refinery was in operation.

Piling & Foundation

To start with, the construction site

itself, being an erstwhile Effluent

Treatment Plant, had ground

problems. Punj Lloyd had to install

1,867 piles including 248 critical piles

of 1,000 mm dia in the coke drum

area and 1,615,500 mm dia piles

consuming approximately 12,399 m3

of concrete. However, with its sound

construction background, Punj Lloyd

overcame these initial roadblocks

and completed the piling work on

schedule. A single record concrete

of 3,055 m3 was constructed in

30 hours in a coke drum base raft

maintaining highest quality & safety

Installing four enormous and bulky coke drums in a congested
refinery was not a simple task as the coke drum was on an elevated
massive concrete foundation, 28 m above ground level

Two cranes, the main
lifting crane with a
1,250 T capacity
and the tailing crane
with a 500 T capacity
were employed for
the erection
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Certificate of Appreciation
awarded to

Punj Lloyd
for commendable performance in construction of

The New Oil Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan, Indonesia

Punj Lloyd overcame challenging barriers like remoteness of the site, vagaries
of weather and non-availability of local resources to complete the project in

time, maintaining highest level of safety and quality.

Saeful Sukardi
Operation Manager

Risnawan Eriyana
Project Manager

Agung Sihwahyudi
HSSE Advisor

construction jetty of the client had an

abysmally low draft, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia secured client permission

to use the operations jetty for trans-

shipment of material and equipment.

To prevent delay in procurement

of equipment parts in case of

equipment breakdown, replacement

of equipment was resorted to,

which saved time considerably

though increasing operational cost.

Scarcity of sand was addressed

by procuring it from Surabaya

and Jakarta. Additional resources

like compressors, generators,

cranes etc were mobilised along

with development of an additional

painting shop to increase the

progress at site. All Punj Lloyd HSE

and QA/QC programmes were

implemented and ran successfully.

To keep track of progress,

all project and site teams were

consistently updated with respect

to trans-shipment, equipment,

inclement weather, giving teams

lead time to take remedial measures

and overcome impediments. This

also allowed the team to keep a

close watch on the project schedule

and prevent any slip-ups.

A considerate move by Shell

In the wake of numerous unforeseen

obstacles and limitations due to the

inaccessibility of the site location,

PT Shell Indonesia accorded time

extension of project completion

till September 2009. PT Shell

Indonesia’s unflinching support to

PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia helped it

achieve the common goal of meeting

the tight project schedule.

Accolades and Achievements

Highly appreciative of our planning,

project management, HSE, QA & QC

activities and efforts to adhere to the

project schedule, PT Shell Indonesia

presented PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia

with an HSE plaque for completing

one Million man-hours free of Lost

Time Injury (LTI).

In an appreciation letter to

Punj Lloyd, Mustafa Akbar Reza,

Cluster Distribution Engineering

Manager, Shell, said “By dint of

hard work, diligent management

and impeccable coordination,

Punj Lloyd has accomplished

appreciable progress in project

execution despite remoteness of

site, vagaries of weather and non-

availability of local resources.

He further added, ‘The work has

progressed with utmost emphasis

on quality, safety and safe working

practices, which are comparable to

international standards and worthy

of being emoted by others.’

These well-earned accolades

have added to Punj Lloyd’s list of

successfully completed projects.
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and the extreme vagaries of nature.

The project met a few roadblocks

at the start itself with incessant rain

threatening to delay operations.

Ordinarily, in other normal paced

projects, some amount of disruption

of construction activity and shipment

of material are easily absorbed.

However with this being a fast-track

project, PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia had

little room forabsorption of time loss.

With no road infrastructure,

the site was accessible only by a

chartered flight or ferry. The client’s

construction jetty which could

be used, subject to availability,

could berth only LCTs owing to

restricted draft. The rough sea

made matters worse for berthing.

Besides logistical challenges,

the island presented manpower

problems,as it was devoid of any

skilled or semi skilledworkforce. In

the absence ofany local market,

even rudimentary items such

as a grinding wheel, hammer,

small electrical goods, hadto

be procured from Jakarta.The

remoteness of the island addedto

thedifficulty in procuring spares

and arranging for mechanics in

case of equipment breakdown.

Scarcity of local sand at

Pulau Laut was another crisis.

Sand whichis needed for blasting

purposes fell short in spite of

hiring two local suppliers to

supply sand on a daily basis.

Resourceful Planning

Time being the essence of this

project, ourproject team worked

undeterred to solve the crisis so

that the project schedule remained

unaffected.

The various challenges of

working in an island made the need

for meticulous planning even more

crucial. Step by step, the project

teams overcame every hurdle, finding

a solution to every roadblock.

On discovering that the

“The work has
progressed with
utmostemphasis
on quality and safe
working practices,
which are comparable
tointernational
standardsand worthy
of being emoted by
others.”
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is separated in the desired fractions

such as wetgas, light coker gas

oil andheavy coker gas oil. The

effluent enters the fractionator just

below the bottom tray. A temperature

profile is maintained in the towerby

means of reflux returned to thetower

at various points. The temperature

profile determines the boiling ranges

of the products withdrawn from

the tower.

Gas plant

Wetgas after cooling is then

fedto the compressorand then

compressed gas is further separated

into coker products such as fuel

gas, LPG, light naphtha and heavy

naphtha with the help of various

equipment - stripper/absorber,

sponge absorber, aminecontractor,

debutaniser, naphtha splitter.

LPG MeroxUnit

Merox units are used in oil refineries

and natural gas processing plants

to remove mercaptans from LPG,

propane, butane, light naphtha,

kerosene and jet fuels by converting

them to liquid hydrocarbon and

disulfides.In anLPG Merox Unit,

fresh feed is chargedto an extractor

column, in which mercaptans are

extracted by a caustic stream

containing Merox catalysts. The

treated material passes overhead

to asettler in which any entrained

caustic solution is separated and

returned to thecirculation system.

Challenges at site

A criticaltask of this nature requires

precision and meticulous planning,

all of which was done diligently by

Punj Lloyd’sproject team. It was

also inevitable that a project of this

magnitude would face unforeseen

challenges as it crossed significant

milestones. The most challenging

aspect of the project was to meet

deadlines and safety criteria while the

refinery was in operation.

Piling &Foundation

Tostart with, the construction site

itself, being an erstwhile Effluent

Treatment Plant, had ground

problems.Punj Lloyd had to install

1,867 piles including 248 critical piles

of 1,000 mm dia in the coke drum

area and 1,615,500 mm dia piles

consuming approximately 12,399 m3

of concrete. However, with its sound

construction background, Punj Lloyd

overcame these initial roadblocks

and completed the piling work on

schedule. A single record concrete

of 3,055 m3was constructed in

30 hours in a coke drum base raft

maintaining highest quality & safety

Installing four enormous and bulky coke drums in a congested
refinery was not a simple task as the coke drum was on an elevated
massive concrete foundation, 28m above ground level

Twocranes, the main
lifting crane with a
1,250 T capacity
and the tailing crane
with a500 T capacity
were employed for
the erection
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P K Chand
Director

Punj Lloyd Oil & Gas Malaysia

All is not just business at

the Sabah Sarawak pipeline

being laid by Punj Lloyd in the

rainforests of Malaysia. The

largest pipeline of Malaysia,

Sabah Sarawak saw some

interesting activity on the Right of

Way. While clearing it, Punj Lloyd

employees came across two

Leopard cat cubs, abandoned by

their mother. The cubs belonged

to a protected species of Borneo,

Felis bengalensis.

The Call of the Wild
Punj Lloyd employees rescued two Leopard cat cubs
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fractionating tower. The fresh feed is

pumped through two fired heaters

to bring the mixture up to 500º C

temperature. The effluent from the

heaters then enters the bottom of

one of the coking drums where the

gaseous products pass out the top

and the liquid soaks in the drum

until it cracks into lighter products

that will exit the top of the drum or

forms coke that stays in the drum

and builds up from the bottom of

the drum. Usually there are sets of

two coke drums that are operated

batch wise. The plant is designed

for a coke drum cycle of 48 hours.

An individual coke drum will remain

in coking operation for 24 hours

and another 24 hours for decoking

operation.

This Delayed Coker Unit is

designed to produce 3,314 T of

coke per day. When one drum is

filled with coke, the feed is switched

to the other drum. The full drum is

then prepared for removing the coke,

which is cooled and cut into pieces

by means of hydraulic cutting tools.

Once the coke is removed from the

drum, it can be brought back on line

after pressure testing and warm-up.

Fractionation Section

The overhead vapor from the drum

goes to a fractionating tower where it
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in 2008 on an EPC basis. To be

completed in a short span of eight

and a half months, and being the

first ever Shell projectin Indonesia,

the Pulau Laut project was extremely

important for Punj Lloyd.

Pulau Laut is separated by a

narrow straitfrom the mainland and

is not connected to the mainland

by road.Several small villages are

found scattered along the coast.

The middle of the island is hilly with

denseforest, scarcely inhabited.

The scope of work

The scope of work for the new fuel

oil terminal at Pulau Laut involved

extensive engineering, detailed

design,fabrication, supply of

material, construction, installation,

testing, pre-commissioning and

commissioning work. The project

consists of four abovegroundvertical

storage tanks of 41.5 m dia, 15.5m

high with a capacity of 18,000 KL

each, terminal piping and pumping

facility, bunkering line up to plot

boundary, fire fighting facilities,

civil & building work, electrical &

instrumentation and plant utilities.

Maroonedonan island

The Pulau Laut project is a perfect

example of multifaceted challenges

startingfrom the remoteness of the

location to the lack of local resources
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standards. The total volume of

concrete was approx. 41,691 m3.

Voluminous Work

Steel Structure Fabrication

and Erection

A total of 8,000 T of structured steel

had to be fabricated and erected

to support the piping and other

equipment.

Equipment Erection

Installing and commissioning over

200 different types of equipment,

including 20 critical ones, was an

enormous task. Four coke drums

had a gross weightof 650 MT each,

diameter of 9.9 m and 42.9 m height.

For such a critical task,itis notewor-

thy that the scheme for the com-

plete erection of all fourcoke drums

including the rigging scheme was de-

veloped in-house. The complexity of

the operation was further compound-

ed due to the confined space and

simultaneous construction activities

at site. Installing four enormous and

bulky coke drums ina congested re-

finery space was not a simple task as

the coke drum was onan elevated

massive concrete foundation, 28 m

above groundlevel.

Twocranes, the main lifting

crane with a 1,250 T capacity

and the tailing crane with a 500 T

capacity were employed forthe

A massive steel
structure weighing
1,650 MT, upto a
height of 120 m had
tobe made around
the cokedrums
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of feed and produce valuable light

products while generating coke

as a by product has made it very

popular. Coking technology has

existed for over eight decades and

is well proven through licensors like

Foster Wheeler, Lummus Technology,

Conoco Philips and Exxon Mobil.

This is the only unit that handles

hydrocarbon in all the three states -

solid, liquid and gas. The objective of

this batch-cum-continuous process

is to maximise light distillates and

minimise the yield of coke. Coke

produced in a Delayed Coking

Unit can be used as solid fuel.

Delayed Coker Unit

Delayed Coking is a thermal process

in which a residue, from the vacuum

unit is rapidly heated in a specially

designed furnace and the hot residue

is transferred to coke drums for coke

formation. It is called delayed coking

because the coking is delayed by

injecting the steam/condensate

along with the residue feed resulting

in increased velocities inside the

furnace tubes and finally coking

starts when the contents reach the

coke drums.

The Delayed Coker Unit thus

processes very heavy residue to

obtain products like Fuel Gas,

LPG, Naphtha, Light Coker Gas Oil

(Diesel), Heavy Coker Gas Oil and

petroleum coke as a by product.

The Delayed Coker

unit comprises :

1) Coking Section

2) Fractionation Section

3) Gas Plant

Coking Section

Delayed Coker unit works basically

on the principal of thermal cracking.

Fresh feed is preheated through

a heat exchange system prior to

entering the bottom of the coker

CokeDelayed Coker Unit

Coke Gas

LPG

Naphtha

LCGO to Diesel

HCGO to HDS,
HC or FCC

Treated
Product

Air
H2S
Free
Feed

Caustic

Catalyst
Injection

Intermittent Use

Lean Merox Caustic

Disulfide

Excess Air

Desulfide SeparatorExtractor Oxidizer
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The cubs belong to
a protected species
of Borneo, Felis
bengalensis

Our people rescued the cubs,

handing them over to the nearest

wildlife office. Lovingly called Arjun

and Devi, the cubs soon became

the centre of attraction for our site

employees at Malaysia. Punj Lloyd

also presented a sum of RM 10,000

for the upkeep of Arjun and Devi

to Bintulu Development Authority,

who in a letter of appreciation

wrote “your kind gesture goes

a long way towards our effort in

wildlife conservation and may it

be a beginning for us together in

making Bintulu a better place”.

Arjun and Devi have been

placed at Taman Tumbina Bintulu,

a unique integration of a botanical
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erection. Meticulous planning and

mobilisation saw these critical

tasks completed in3 weeks.The

transport and movement of such

heavy equipment requires special

soil treatment to increase the bearing

capacity of soil to about 40 T/sq m.

Column Fractionator -

Transportation and Erection

Eleven columns, weighing 40 T to

360 T with a maximum height of

60 m, hadto be erected in an

extremely restricted space. Out of

these,the coke fractionator weighing

340 T, with a 6.6 m radius and 49 m

height was one ofthe most critical

equipment.

The coker islandstructure had

beendesigned in-house by PL

Engineering, the engineering wing of

Punj Lloyd Group. Owing to the mas-

sive dimensions of the Coke Frac-

tionator itstransportation from the

fabrication yard outside the refinery

limits to the site of erection inside

the unit,was a tough task. The fact

that the Government of Gujarat had

restricted movement over bridges

further compounded the problem.

The Fractionator was transported

in 7 days to the site, saving

substantial time in assemblingit

at the site. The congested place

posed recurrent problems, as there

weighing 1,650 MT, upto a height of

120 m had to be made around the

coke drums. This structure has been

designed in-house by PL Engineering

and erected successfully by

deploying a 1,200 T capacity crane.

Piping Fabrication &Erection

A huge quantum of piping work -

135 km had to be completed in a

short span of 20 months, including

8.5 km of AS piping & 8 km of SS

piping.The erection of critical piping

like coke drum overhead vapour,

coke drum feed at 65 m & 32 m

height and cokecutting line at a

height of 92 m on Derrick structure

was really challenging as there was

no place for cranemovement.

A huge quantum of piping work- 135 km had to be completed in
a short span of 20 months

was no place for the cranes to erect

the fractionator or the Absorber

& Stripper columns. In the former

case, we erected it by placing the

crane opposite the erection site

while in the latter, the crane was

placed overa concrete foundation

1.2 - 2 m height, opposite the

north side ofE-W pipe rack in three

parts - Skirt,Absorber & Stripper.

The criticality in erection was due

to simultaneous in position fit up,

welding and other factors like NDT

Tests (Non Destructive Testing).

Derrick Structure (Modular Form)

In ordertosupportthe coke cutting

system, associated piping and critical

equipment, a massive steel structure
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Ajai Agarwal
General Manager(Projects)

Asia Pacific & Country Head, Thailand

Punj Lloyd

Tracing the past

An archipelago of over13,000

islands stretched out between the

two continental shelves of Asia

and Australia, Indonesia has been

a second home to Punj Lloyd.

Presenting Punj Lloyd with its first

ever overseas contract almost two

decade ago,Indonesia set the

foundation for Punj Lloyd’s journey as

a global EPC conglomerate.

Working to international safety

standardsand developing local

manpower skill sets over several

yearsensured a series of successes

for Punj Lloyd in Indonesia.

The treacherous fields of Tunu

in Kalimantan, located partially

onshore in swamp terrain and

partially offshorein shallow waters

on the outer margin of the Mahakam

Delta, are witness to the pipelines

laid by Punj Lloyd. Mahakam Delta

is infamous for the shallow sea

with excessive surface currents,

the inner delta, criss-crossed by

rivers and inhabited by salt-water

crocodiles, snakes and other

reptiles. Punj Lloyd has laid pipelines

in Tambora Field, also located

in East Kalimantan, on the inner

margin of the Mahakam Delta.

Punj Lloyd’sown equipment

facility, Sungaipurun, sprawling

over 45,000 sq m maintains

the huge fleet of amphibious

equipment, innovatively designed

and fabricated in-house at the

yard.It is at Sungaipurun that a

1,000 T capacity skidway was

built toload out the South Utility

Platform for Tunu Phase II.

Awardofthe Project

Punj Lloyd has added the New Oil

Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan to

its list of executed projects displaying

its rich project diversity across

offshore, pipelines and tanks.

The terminal was awarded to

Punj Lloyd completes a Fast Track
project in Kalimantan, Indonesia
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The most
challenging aspect
of the project was to
meet deadlines and
safety criteria while
the refinery was
operating
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and zoological garden. The name

TUMBINA originates from the

Malay words TUMbuhan (meaning

plant) and BINAtang (animal).

Stop the Vanishing Stripes

In another move to protect the

environment, Punj Lloyd joined

Artiger, a public art initiative jointly led

by corporates and artists, to convey

powerful messages to the masses

to save the endangered Indian tiger.

Using art as a potent awareness

tool to disseminate these compelling

messages, this project had a dual

purpose – promoting public art and

saving the Indian tiger.

57 life size fibre glass tiger

installations - booked by several

corporates, Punj Lloyd being one

of them - were unveiled at various

places across the Delhi. The funds

generated were donated to the

Ranthambore Foundation, one of

India’s oldest organisations working

in the field of tiger conservation.
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MOU signing ceremony between the Indian & Malaysian Government for the Highways sector.
Seen are Malaysian Prime Minister - Datuk SeriNajib Tun Razak, Malyasian Works Minister - Datuk Shaziman
Abu Mansor and Indian Roads, Transport & Highway Minister - Kamal Nath, along with Atul Punj,Chairman -

PunjLloyd Group and S S Raju,CEO & President,Punj Lloyd Infrastructure, India

P K Chand,
Director- Punj
Lloyd Oil & Gas
Malaysia, greets
Dr Manmohan
Singh on the
visit of the
Prime Minister’s
delegation to
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

An Infrastructure development project in Bihar from NHAI.

PL Engineering and GECI India to jointly offer engineering services in theAerospace Sector.

Order from Petroleum Company OccidentalMukhaizna for engineering,procurement and construction

of a new water treatment plant at their oil production fields in Oman.

Contract for engineering,procurement,construction,installationand commissioning (EPCIC) of 3 well

head platforms and laying 3 segments of 18.6 km of offshore gas pipeline from Pertamina in Indonesia.

Contract under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission to develop a 5 MW

solarPV plant in Rajasthan.

EPC contract for a centralised water treatment plant in Bihar.

Onshore gaspipeline project inThailand from PTT Public Company Ltd.

Signs MOU with Hopetech to offersolutions for automatedelectronic toll collection.

Order for construction of three Medical Colleges in the state ofWest Bengal,India for State Government

Wins Paradip Refinery Projectin Orissa for IOCL,India.

Pipeline project from Dabhol to Bangalore,India for GAIL.

EPC contract for laying offsite pipelines for SaudiAramco’sYanbu’ Export Refinery Projecton the

Western Coast of the Kingdom of SaudiArabia along the Red sea.

Five prestigious solar power projects fromPunjab Government including setting up of a solar power

plant at GoldenTemple and Punjab State Assembly.

Atul Punjwith Mr LimHng Kiang, Minister
for Trade and Industry of Singapore, during the CII Core Group visit 2010
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The campaign showcased Punj Lloyd’s
expertise across various verticals, including
the relatively new areas of defence,
renewables and onshore drilling

A Multi-Cultural Workforce

At PunjLloyd, the common language

of performanceis globally under-

stood. The Group’s core values bind

the 23,000 strong workforce together

as 37 nationalities work in harmony

to achieve common goals.

Rich Equipment Assets

Equipmentyardsstrategically placed

in the Group’s four regions and a

huge fleet of equipment position

Punj Lloyd to undertake projects

of any scale globally. Fromscaling

heights with cranes, to excavating

in hard rockand laying pipelines in

deep sea, Punj Lloyd presents the

comfort of self owned technologically

advanced equipment, diminishing

any dependence on the rented

equipment market.

Media

The media mix for the campaign

included national as well as

international print, electronic and

outdoor. The print campaign was

published in international business

and trade journals – TheEconomist

(Middle East and Africa), MEED (ME),

ENR,Pipe Line &Gas Journal, and

in prominent business magazines

of India,Business Today and

Business World.

The Group’s outdoor

campaign included bus

shelters in Delhi, Changi Airport

Immigration - North and South

Trivision, Singapore and the IGI

Airport - Departure terminal in Delhi.

Prime business channels -

included CNBC TV18 and ETNow

in India and Al Jazeera in the

Middle East. A take offfrom the

print, the electronic campaign

also reflected the diversity and

passion of the Group to build large

scale projects across the globe.

‘Done. The PunjLloyd Way’

prompted the audience to read

on and discover the Punj Lloyd

way of executing projects – the

passion and zeal to take on complex

projects, the determinationof the

workforce to collectively see the

project through despite all

odds, to continuously

innovate and develop

new technologies

and methodologies

in construction.

27

challenging and exciting. The entire

airport including the runway has to

be constructed on a landing which

itself has to be created by building up

an embankment as high as 80.38 m

in deep valleys.

An ecological hotspot

Sikkim is situated in an ecological

hotspot of the lower Himalayas,one

of only three among the Ecoregions

of India.The forested regions of

the state exhibit a diverse range

of fauna andflora. Owing to its

altitudinal gradation, the state has a

wide variety of plants, from tropical

to temperate to alpine and tundra,

and is uniquely able to exhibit such a

diversitywithin such a small area.

Sikkim boasts of a rich

collection of flowering plants, rare

orchids, primulas, rhododendrons,

oaks, bamboos, conifers, ferns

and medicinal plants. The orchid

Dendrobium nobile,isthe official

flower of Sikkim. Its fauna includes

the snow leopard, the muskdeer,

the red panda, the Himalayan

marmot, the Himalayan blackbear,

the Tibetan wolf and the blue sheep.

Among the animals more commonly

found in the alpine zone are yaks,

mainly rearedfor their milk, meat, and

as a beast of burden.The avifauna of

Sikkim is equally diverse with a rich

number ofspecies of birds recorded.

Working in this heavenly abode,

the project team’s prime objective

was to ensure that construction

activities very minimally impacted

the environment, protecting the rich

diversityof both fauna and flora.

Owing to its legacy of projects

executed in environmentally

sensitive regions of the world,

this aspect ofthe Sikkim Airport

project was taken care of with ease.

Rainforests of Malaysia, deserts

of Oman and 70ºsteep slopes of

When completed
the highest
reinforcement wall on
the project will stand
as high as 80.38 m,
perhaps one of the
tallest reinforcement
walls anywhere in
the world
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Dipak K Sarkar
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

A Delayed Coking Unit can

be recognised from afar by the

large coke drums and tall

trussed structures in an oil

refinery. Installing such massive

steel structures with heavy Coke

Drums requires special skills

in designing, fabricating and

erection.

Indian Oil’s Gujarat Refinery

awarded Punj Lloyd a 3.7 MMTPA

Delayed Coker Unit based on

technology licensed by Foster

Wheeler on Lump Sum Turnkey

basis. It also contained a Merox unit

of 1.5 MMTPA Coker LPG. Punj

Lloyd has completed the design

engineering, procurement and

construction of these units, which are

being commissioned and will soon be

integrated with the rest of the refinery.

The Technology

Refinery configuration has constantly

been changing primarily due to the

quality of crude available, refining

margins and environmental issues.

Large quantities of residue produced

in a refinery require upgradation to

convert it into valuable petroleum

products. Various processes have

been employed for this purpose in

the past. Since the availability of

sweet crude is declining steadily,

refiners are constrained to process

cheaper and heavier sour crude oils.

The residue produced from such

crude oils has a higher quantity

of sulphur and heavy metals like

nickel and vanadium that requires

special handling. A delayed coking

unit assumes importance in the

light of this, as it can convert low

value residue (like Vacuum Residue)

containing considerable amount of

sulphur, heavy metals, resins and

asphaltenes to high-value products.

The versatility of a Delayed

Coker Unit to integrate into the

existing refinery, handle varieties

Punj Lloyd builds the Delayed Coker and
Coker LPG Merox units
Complex Refinery Units take shape in Vadodara, Gujarat
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Prashant Dwivedi
Senior General Manager – HSE

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd Singapore rejoices

The high standards of safety at Punj

Lloyd Singapore’s project sites have

metrecognition with the ‘bizSAFE

STAR’ status it has received fromthe

Workplace Health and Safety Council

(WSHC), Singapore. This displays

Punj Lloyd’scommitment towards

achieving the challenging 2018 WSH

Objective set by Prime Minister, Lee

Hsien Loong.

An achievement madepossible

with the consistent hard work and

continuous improvement of safety

measures at project sites. Itis a

given fact thata safeand healthy

business results in a productive

and profitable business. Employers

implementing an effective safety

and health management system

see significant reduction in injuries

and illnesses at the workplace.

WSH standards contribute to an

enterprise’s competitiveness.

bizSAFE is a five-step

programme to assist organisations

to build up theirWSHRisk

Managementcapabilities in order

to achieve quantum improvements

in safety and health standards at

the workplace.Singapore clients

have made this certification

a prequalification requisite to

encourage EPC companies to

display an exemplary safety culture.

Organisations are guided

througha journey, starting from

top management demonstrating

their commitment towards WSH,

to acquiring Risk Management

capabilities and implementing

StarPerformers
Punj Lloydand Sembawang win bizSAFE STAR status
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Lloydis proud tobe associated

with the building of Sikkim’s first

greenfield projectin Pakyong

which will provide airconnectivity

to this land locked state with

rest of India. It will also facilitate

economic development of the area

particularly floriculture, which is

so typical to the State ofSikkim.

Perchedatop

30 kmsouth of Gangtok, the capital

city of Sikkim, the airport is a

spectacular construction site as it

is being built at an altitude of 4,700

ft with deep valleysat both ends

ofthe runway. Difficult topography

and hostile weather conditions

make this projectextremely

The airport is
a spectacular
construction site
as it is being built
at an altitude of
4,700 ft with deep
valleys at both
ends of the runway
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a WSH Management System.

In the process, the organisation

benefits from a comprehensive

and practicable WSH system

at the work place.

As part of the bizSAFE Star

application process, an approved

independent auditor must certify

that the enterprise has met the

requirements of the WSH (Risk

Management) regulations.

Punj Lloyd can now

proudly display the

bizSAFE logo on its

business collaterals

as a reflection of

its commitment to safety and as

part of the bizSAFE community.

Chiam Soon Kiam
Senior Manager

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

Sembawang launches its Safety

Campaign and promotes BizSAFE

Year 2010 also saw Sembawang

Engineers & Constructors

launch a Health and

Safety Campaign.

In line with its

commitment to

promoting safety at

work and in support

of the national safety

campaign, Sembawang

had set up a Health & Safety

Campaign Organising

Committee which planned a

calendar of activities for its staff

and business partners.

A campaign slogan

‘Think Safety, Act Safely’ was

created by Sembawang to

support the national campaign

slogan of “Safety is in My

Hand”. Together, these catchy

slogans reinforce that all of

us have a responsibility to

work safely and to build a safe

and healthy work environment.

The half-day event was well

attended by staff, workers and

business partners. There were

fun activities such as a Safety

Poster Drawing Competition,

Spot the Hazard and stage the

PPE game, engaging workers

while building safety awareness.

An excellent platform to

network, the campaign saw

Sembawang’s business partners

showcase personal protective

equipment, various types of

respirators to promote Bizsafe.

Exhibits were also displayed by

National Environment Agency and

Sembawang on how to prevent

health and safety hazards. These

activities endorse Sembawang’s

commitment to engage its partners

in raising the overall workplace

safety standards and building

a stronger safety culture.

An achievement
made possible with
the consistent hard
work and continuous
improvement of
safety measures
at project sites
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S S Raju
President & CEO

Punj Lloyd Infrastructure

Heaven on Earth

Nestled in the foothills of the

famous Himalayan range of

Mountains in North-East India,

Sikkim is a picture of perfection

and pristine purity. It is evident

why millions of tourists flock

to this beautiful destination

enjoying the grandeur of mountain

peaks, lush valleys and rivers.

The Himalayan range surround

the northern, eastern and western

borders of Sikkim in a crescent.

The summit of the Kanchenjunga,

the world’s third highest mountain,

is the highest point. Numerous

snow-fed streams, tributaries of

Teesta and Rangeet, in Sikkim

have carved out river valleys in the

west and south of the state. The

state is known to have 28 mountain

peaks, 21 glaciers, 227 high altitude

lakes, including the Tsongmo Lake,

Gurudongmar and Khecheopalri

Lakes, five hot springs, and over

100 rivers and streams. Eight

mountain passes connect the

state to Tibet, Bhutan and Nepal.

Infrastructure hence assumes

a critical role in the development of

Sikkim as a tourist destination. Punj

In the
foothills of
Himalayas,
Punj Lloyd
builds
Sikkim’s
First
Greenfield
Airport
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Prashant Dwivedi
Senior General Manager – HSE

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd Singapore rejoices

The high standards of safety at Punj

Lloyd Singapore’s project sites have

met recognition with the ‘bizSAFE

STAR’ status it has received from the

Workplace Health and Safety Council

(WSHC), Singapore. This displays

Punj Lloyd’s commitment towards

achieving the challenging 2018 WSH

Objective set by Prime Minister, Lee

Hsien Loong.

An achievement made possible

with the consistent hard work and

continuous improvement of safety

measures at project sites. It is a

given fact that a safe and healthy

business results in a productive

and profitable business. Employers

implementing an effective safety

and health management system

see significant reduction in injuries

and illnesses at the workplace.

WSH standards contribute to an

enterprise’s competitiveness.

bizSAFE is a five-step

programme to assist organisations

to build up their WSH Risk

Management capabilities in order

to achieve quantum improvements

in safety and health standards at

the workplace. Singapore clients

have made this certification

a prequalification requisite to

encourage EPC companies to

display an exemplary safety culture.

Organisations are guided

through a journey, starting from

top management demonstrating

their commitment towards WSH,

to acquiring Risk Management

capabilities and implementing

Star Performers
Punj Lloyd and Sembawang win bizSAFE STAR status
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Lloyd is proud to be associated

with the building of Sikkim’s first

greenfield project in Pakyong

which will provide air connectivity

to this land locked state with

rest of India. It will also facilitate

economic development of the area

particularly floriculture, which is

so typical to the State of Sikkim.

Perched atop

30 km south of Gangtok, the capital

city of Sikkim, the airport is a

spectacular construction site as it

is being built at an altitude of 4,700

ft with deep valleys at both ends

of the runway. Difficult topography

and hostile weather conditions

make this project extremely

The airport is
a spectacular
construction site
as it is being built
at an altitude of
4,700 ft with deep
valleys at both
ends of the runway
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a WSH Management System.

In the process, the organisation

benefits froma comprehensive

and practicable WSH system

at the work place.

Aspart of the bizSAFE Star

application process, anapproved

independent auditor must certify

that the enterprise has met the

requirements of the WSH (Risk

Management) regulations.

Punj Lloyd can now

proudlydisplay the

bizSAFE logo on its

business collaterals

as a reflection of

its commitment to safety and as

part of the bizSAFE community.

Chiam Soon Kiam
Senior Manager

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

Sembawang launches its Safety

Campaign and promotes BizSAFE

Year 2010 also saw Sembawang

Engineers & Constructors

launch a Health and

Safety Campaign.

In line with its

commitment to

promoting safety at

work and in support

of the national safety

campaign, Sembawang

had set up a Health & Safety

Campaign Organising

Committee which planned a

calendar of activities for its staff

and business partners.

A campaign slogan

‘Think Safety, Act Safely’ was

created by Sembawang to

support the national campaign

slogan of “Safety is in My

Hand”. Together, thesecatchy

slogans reinforce that all of

us have a responsibility to

work safely and to build a safe

and healthy work environment.

The half-day event was well

attended by staff, workers and

business partners.There were

fun activities such as a Safety

Poster DrawingCompetition,

Spot the Hazard and stage the

PPE game, engaging workers

while building safety awareness.

An excellent platform to

network, the campaign saw

Sembawang’s business partners

showcase personal protective

equipment, various types of

respirators to promote Bizsafe.

Exhibits were also displayed by

National EnvironmentAgencyand

Sembawang on how to prevent

health and safety hazards. These

activities endorse Sembawang’s

commitment to engage its partners

in raising the overall workplace

safety standards and building

a strongersafety culture.

An achievement
made possible with
the consistent hard
workand continuous
improvement of
safety measures
at project sites
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S S Raju
President& CEO

Punj Lloyd Infrastructure

Heaven on Earth

Nestled in the foothills of the

famous Himalayan range of

Mountains in North-East India,

Sikkim is a picture of perfection

and pristine purity. It isevident

why millions of touristsflock

to this beautiful destination

enjoying the grandeur of mountain

peaks, lush valleys and rivers.

The Himalayan range surround

thenorthern, eastern andwestern

borders ofSikkim in a crescent.

The summit of the Kanchenjunga,

theworld’s third highest mountain,

is the highest point. Numerous

snow-fed streams, tributaries of

Teesta and Rangeet, inSikkim

havecarved out river valleys in the

west and south of the state. The

state is known to have 28 mountain

peaks, 21 glaciers, 227 high altitude

lakes, including the Tsongmo Lake,

Gurudongmar and Khecheopalri

Lakes, five hot springs, andover

100 rivers and streams. Eight

mountainpasses connect the

state to Tibet, Bhutan and Nepal.

Infrastructure hence assumes

a critical role inthedevelopmentof

Sikkim as a tourist destination. Punj

In the
foothills of
Himalayas,
Punj Lloyd
builds
Sikkim’s
First
Greenfield
Airport
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The campaign showcased Punj Lloyd’s
expertise across various verticals, including
the relatively new areas of defence,
renewables and onshore drilling

A Multi-Cultural Workforce

At Punj Lloyd, the common language

of performance is globally under-

stood. The Group’s core values bind

the 23,000 strong workforce together

as 37 nationalities work in harmony

to achieve common goals.

Rich Equipment Assets

Equipment yards strategically placed

in the Group’s four regions and a

huge fleet of equipment position

Punj Lloyd to undertake projects

of any scale globally. From scaling

heights with cranes, to excavating

in hard rock and laying pipelines in

deep sea, Punj Lloyd presents the

comfort of self owned technologically

advanced equipment, diminishing

any dependence on the rented

equipment market.

Media

The media mix for the campaign

included national as well as

international print, electronic and

outdoor. The print campaign was

published in international business

and trade journals – The Economist

(Middle East and Africa), MEED (ME),

ENR, Pipe Line & Gas Journal, and

in prominent business magazines

of India, Business Today and

Business World.

The Group’s outdoor

campaign included bus

shelters in Delhi, Changi Airport

Immigration - North and South

Trivision, Singapore and the IGI

Airport - Departure terminal in Delhi.

Prime business channels -

included CNBC TV18 and ETNow

in India and Al Jazeera in the

Middle East. A take off from the

print, the electronic campaign

also reflected the diversity and

passion of the Group to build large

scale projects across the globe.

‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’

prompted the audience to read

on and discover the Punj Lloyd

way of executing projects – the

passion and zeal to take on complex

projects, the determination of the

workforce to collectively see the

project through despite all

odds, to continuously

innovate and develop

new technologies

and methodologies

in construction.
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challenging and exciting. The entire

airport including the runway has to

be constructed on a landing which

itself has to be created by building up

an embankment as high as 80.38 m

in deep valleys.

An ecological hotspot

Sikkim is situated in an ecological

hotspot of the lower Himalayas, one

of only three among the Ecoregions

of India. The forested regions of

the state exhibit a diverse range

of fauna and flora. Owing to its

altitudinal gradation, the state has a

wide variety of plants, from tropical

to temperate to alpine and tundra,

and is uniquely able to exhibit such a

diversity within such a small area.

Sikkim boasts of a rich

collection of flowering plants, rare

orchids, primulas, rhododendrons,

oaks, bamboos, conifers, ferns

and medicinal plants. The orchid

Dendrobium nobile, is the official

flower of Sikkim. Its fauna includes

the snow leopard, the musk deer,

the red panda, the Himalayan

marmot, the Himalayan black bear,

the Tibetan wolf and the blue sheep.

Among the animals more commonly

found in the alpine zone are yaks,

mainly reared for their milk, meat, and

as a beast of burden. The avifauna of

Sikkim is equally diverse with a rich

number of species of birds recorded.

Working in this heavenly abode,

the project team’s prime objective

was to ensure that construction

activities very minimally impacted

the environment, protecting the rich

diversity of both fauna and flora.

Owing to its legacy of projects

executed in environmentally

sensitive regions of the world,

this aspect of the Sikkim Airport

project was taken care of with ease.

Rainforests of Malaysia, deserts

of Oman and 70º steep slopes of

When completed
the highest
reinforcement wall on
the project will stand
as high as 80.38 m,
perhaps one of the
tallest reinforcement
walls anywhere in
the world
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Dipak K Sarkar
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

A Delayed Coking Unit can

berecognised from afarbythe

large coke drums and tall

trussed structures in an oil

refinery. Installing such massive

steel structures with heavy Coke

Drums requires special skills

in designing, fabricating and

erection.

Indian Oil’s Gujarat Refinery

awarded Punj Lloyda 3.7 MMTPA

DelayedCoker Unit based on

technology licensed by Foster

Wheeleron Lump Sum Turnkey

basis. It also contained a Meroxunit

of 1.5 MMTPA CokerLPG. Punj

Lloyd has completed thedesign

engineering, procurement and

construction of these units, which are

beingcommissioned and will soon be

integrated with the rest of the refinery.

The Technology

Refinery configuration has constantly

beenchanging primarily due to the

quality of crudeavailable, refining

margins and environmental issues.

Large quantities of residue produced

in a refinery require upgradation to

convert it into valuable petroleum

products. Various processes have

beenemployed for this purpose in

the past.Sincethe availability of

sweet crude is declining steadily,

refiners are constrained to process

cheaper and heavier sour crude oils.

The residue produced from such

crude oils has a higher quantity

of sulphur and heavy metals like

nickel and vanadium that requires

special handling. A delayed coking

unit assumes importance in the

light of this, as it can convert low

value residue (like Vacuum Residue)

containing considerable amount of

sulphur, heavy metals, resins and

asphaltenes to high-value products.

The versatility ofa Delayed

Coker Unit to integrate into the

existing refinery,handle varieties

Punj Lloyd builds the Delayed Coker and
Coker LPG Merox units
Complex Refinery Units take shape in Vadodara, Gujarat
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International Finance Corporation.

Aside from caring for its workers,

every project site continues to work

towards community upliftment.

A Daring Spirit:

It is Punj Lloyd’s daring character

that allows it to enter new

geographies and grow, facilitating its

journey towards becoming global,

establishing new businesses and

forging new partnerships.

A Secure Environment

Punj Lloyd allows for no compro-

mises on the security of people at

site or the environment around it.

Life is precious, and Punj Lloyd

strongly respects it. It is for this

reason it could lay pipelines below

thousand year old subterranean

canals, build tunnels underground

without disturbing the city above,

save leopard cat cubs on its right of

way, and create history at various

projects while building with steel

and rock. Adherence to the highest

standards of HSEQ, to match

global benchmarks, are reasons

why clients trust Punj Lloyd.
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the Western Ghats have witnessed

Punj Lloyd at work under severe

environmental constraints.

Construction methodology

was suitably altered to protect

local environment from any serious

damage. Composite reinforced

soil technology was used to

retain the high embankments by

reinforced soil walls. While the

primary reinforcement consisted

of high strength flexible geogrids

made of polyster fibres protected

with high quality LDPE coating,

the secondary reinforcement was

provided by heavily galvanised,

PVC coated mechanically woven

steel wire mesh panels. A total of

1,514 m long RE walls with height

varying from 32 to 80.38 m are

being created on the project. Two

types of fascia are being provided

for these reinforced soil walls on the

project. In places where the space

is a constraint, gabions filled with

boulders are provided to act as

fascia for protecting the reinforced

soil. As gabion fascia can be made

and retained vertically, they are

extremely useful in restricted space.

In places where space availability is

restricted but not acute, vegetation

slopes using double-twisted,

mechanically woven galvanized and

PVC coated steel mesh provide

facia. The slope of 65 degree is

maintained by using welded wire

mesh and steel rods. Biodegradable

coir mat is provided at the facia to

facilitate growth of vegetation.

When completed the

highest reinforcement wall on

the project will stand as high

as 80.38 m, one of the tallest

reinforcement walls in the world.

During the project, the team

also channelised the storm water

from the hillside of the airport to

the valley. Natural water streams

are being trained using cascade

type channels made of gabions

and horizontal catch water drains.

These will guide storm water from

the catchment area to four culverts

being constructed from the hill side

to the valley. The culverts are as

long as 370 m with invert levels

varying to suit site conditions.

Local Integration

Sikkim is a rich amalgamation of

various communities. A majority of

the population of Sikkim comprises

Bhutias, Lepchas and Nepalis.

The Lepchas are predominantly

concentrated in the Dzongu areas,

Bhutias are seen from Kabi-Tingda

to Lachen-Lachung. Nepalese are

found around Phodong, Mangshila

and Mangan.

While executing this project,

all efforts have been made to

gainfully employ locals, generating

employment opportunities for youth

as workers and also as heavy

vehicle drivers, supervisors etc.

A good harmonious relationship

was maintained with the local

population at all times.
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The media mix for
the campaign included
national as well as
international print,
electronic and
outdoor

A Giving Heart

While a project

is important so

are the people

who labour!

It is this

deep respect for

the hands that

toilthat prompted

Punj Lloyd to

launch the holistic

Life Enrichment

Programme for its

workers, ensuring

their dignity and

sanctity at the workplace and in

their personal lives. Attempting

to improve the quality of living of

its workers, Punj Lloyd provided

for onsite medical vans, HIV/

AIDS counseling and manyother

benefits for its workers. Punj

Lloyd’s pioneering work in the

world of migrant workers has

now found its way into the NACO

guidelines and is applauded by
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While the campaign ‘We are

Punj Lloyd’, released in 2009,

established PunjLloyd as a

global conglomerate, ‘Done.

The Punj Lloyd Way’ went a step

further to showthe uniqueness

ofthe Group.

From challenges of terrain

– onshore and offshore – to

the complexity of projects –

undergroundtunnels to operating

in live refineries, the campaign

showcased Punj Lloyd’s expertise

across various verticals, including

the relatively new areas of defence,

renewables and onshore drilling.

For a Groupthat has spent

over two decades challenging the

impossible, the simple campaign said

it all – Punj Lloyd’s way is different

and it is this difference that positions

the Group globallyas one of the

most preferredEPCplayers. One

would ask what sets Punj Lloyd apart

fromothers? The answer is simple-

While some things are on paper,

some aren’t! When a client entrusts

Punj Lloyd with his dream project, he

is assured of certain given qualities,

associated with the brand itself.

This intriguing and thought provokingstatement formed the
basis of Punj Lloyd Group’s Brand Campaign2010. Released
in national and international media, ‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’
teasedand prompted the viewertoreadon to understand the
‘Punj Lloyd Way’.
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International Finance Corporation.

Aside fromcaring for its workers,

every project site continues to work

towards community upliftment.

A Daring Spirit:

It is Punj Lloyd’s daring character

that allowsittoenter new

geographies and grow, facilitating its

journey towards becoming global,

establishing new businesses and

forging new partnerships.

A Secure Environment

Punj Lloyd allows for no compro-

mises on the security of people at

site or the environment around it.

Life is precious, and Punj Lloyd

strongly respects it. It is forthis

reason it could lay pipelines below

thousand year old subterranean

canals, build tunnels underground

without disturbing the city above,

save leopard cat cubs on its right of

way, and create history at various

projects while buildingwith steel

and rock. Adherence to the highest

standardsof HSEQ, to match

global benchmarks, are reasons

why clients trust Punj Lloyd.
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the Western Ghats have witnessed

Punj Lloyd at work under severe

environmental constraints.

Construction methodology

was suitably altered to protect

local environment from any serious

damage. Composite reinforced

soil technology was usedto

retain the high embankments by

reinforced soil walls. While the

primary reinforcement consisted

of highstrength flexible geogrids

made of polyster fibres protected

with high quality LDPE coating,

the secondary reinforcement was

provided by heavily galvanised,

PVC coated mechanically woven

steel wire mesh panels. A total of

1,514 m long RE walls withheight

varyingfrom 32 to 80.38 m are

being created on the project. Two

types of fascia are being provided

for these reinforced soil walls on the

project. Inplaces where the space

is a constraint, gabions filled with

boulders are provided to act as

fascia for protecting the reinforced

soil.Asgabion fascia can be made

and retained vertically, theyare

extremely useful in restricted space.

In places where space availability is

restricted but not acute, vegetation

slopes using double-twisted,

mechanically woven galvanized and

PVC coated steelmesh provide

facia. The slope of 65 degree is

maintainedby using welded wire

meshand steelrods. Biodegradable

coir mat is provided at the facia to

facilitate growth ofvegetation.

When completed the

highest reinforcement wall on

the project will stand as high

as 80.38 m, one of the tallest

reinforcement walls in the world.

During the project, the team

also channelised the storm water

fromthe hillside ofthe airport to

the valley. Natural water streams

are being trained using cascade

type channels made of gabions

and horizontal catch water drains.

These will guide storm water from

the catchment area to fourculverts

being constructed from the hill side

to the valley. The culverts are as

long as 370 m with invert levels

varyingto suit site conditions.

LocalIntegration

Sikkim is a rich amalgamation of

variouscommunities. A majority of

the population ofSikkim comprises

Bhutias, Lepchas and Nepalis.

The Lepchas are predominantly

concentrated in the Dzongu areas,

Bhutias are seen from Kabi-Tingda

to Lachen-Lachung. Nepalese are

found around Phodong, Mangshila

and Mangan.

While executing this project,

all efforts have been made to

gainfully employ locals, generating

employment opportunities for youth

as workers and also as heavy

vehicle drivers, supervisors etc.

A good harmonious relationship

was maintained with the local

population at all times.
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The media mix for
the campaign included
national as well as
international print,
electronic and
outdoor

A Giving Heart

While a project

is important so

are the people

who labour!

It is this

deep respect for

the hands that

toil that prompted

Punj Lloyd to

launch the holistic

Life Enrichment

Programme for its

workers, ensuring

their dignity and

sanctity at the workplace and in

their personal lives. Attempting

to improve the quality of living of

its workers, Punj Lloyd provided

for onsite medical vans, HIV/

AIDS counseling and many other

benefits for its workers. Punj

Lloyd’s pioneering work in the

world of migrant workers has

now found its way into the NACO

guidelines and is applauded by
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While the campaign ‘We are

Punj Lloyd’, released in 2009,

established Punj Lloyd as a

global conglomerate, ‘Done.

The Punj Lloyd Way’ went a step

further to show the uniqueness

of the Group.

From challenges of terrain

– onshore and offshore – to

the complexity of projects –

underground tunnels to operating

in live refineries, the campaign

showcased Punj Lloyd’s expertise

across various verticals, including

the relatively new areas of defence,

renewables and onshore drilling.

For a Group that has spent

over two decades challenging the

impossible, the simple campaign said

it all – Punj Lloyd’s way is different

and it is this difference that positions

the Group globally as one of the

most preferred EPC players. One

would ask what sets Punj Lloyd apart

from others? The answer is simple-

While some things are on paper,

some aren’t! When a client entrusts

Punj Lloyd with his dream project, he

is assured of certain given qualities,

associated with the brand itself.

This intriguing and thought provoking statement formed the
basis of Punj Lloyd Group’s Brand Campaign 2010. Released
in national and international media, ‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’
teased and prompted the viewer to read on to understand the
‘Punj Lloyd Way’.
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International Finance Corporation.

Aside fromcaring for its workers,

every project site continues to work

towards community upliftment.

A Daring Spirit:

It is Punj Lloyd’s daring character

that allowsittoenter new

geographies and grow, facilitating its

journey towards becoming global,

establishing new businesses and

forging new partnerships.

A Secure Environment

Punj Lloyd allows for no compro-

mises on the security of people at

site or the environment around it.

Life is precious, and Punj Lloyd

strongly respects it. It is forthis

reason it could lay pipelines below

thousand year old subterranean

canals, build tunnels underground

without disturbing the city above,

save leopard cat cubs on its right of

way, and create history at various

projects while buildingwith steel

and rock. Adherence to the highest

standardsof HSEQ, to match

global benchmarks, are reasons

why clients trust Punj Lloyd.
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the Western Ghats have witnessed

Punj Lloyd at work under severe

environmental constraints.

Construction methodology

was suitably altered to protect

local environment from any serious

damage. Composite reinforced

soil technology was usedto

retain the high embankments by

reinforced soil walls. While the

primary reinforcement consisted

of highstrength flexible geogrids

made of polyster fibres protected

with high quality LDPE coating,

the secondary reinforcement was

provided by heavily galvanised,

PVC coated mechanically woven

steel wire mesh panels. A total of

1,514 m long RE walls withheight

varyingfrom 32 to 80.38 m are

being created on the project. Two

types of fascia are being provided

for these reinforced soil walls on the

project. Inplaces where the space

is a constraint, gabions filled with

boulders are provided to act as

fascia for protecting the reinforced

soil.Asgabion fascia can be made

and retained vertically, theyare

extremely useful in restricted space.

In places where space availability is

restricted but not acute, vegetation

slopes using double-twisted,

mechanically woven galvanized and

PVC coated steelmesh provide

facia. The slope of 65 degree is

maintainedby using welded wire

meshand steelrods. Biodegradable

coir mat is provided at the facia to

facilitate growth ofvegetation.

When completed the

highest reinforcement wall on

the project will stand as high

as 80.38 m, one of the tallest

reinforcement walls in the world.

During the project, the team

also channelised the storm water

fromthe hillside ofthe airport to

the valley. Natural water streams

are being trained using cascade

type channels made of gabions

and horizontal catch water drains.

These will guide storm water from

the catchment area to fourculverts

being constructed from the hill side

to the valley. The culverts are as

long as 370 m with invert levels

varyingto suit site conditions.

LocalIntegration

Sikkim is a rich amalgamation of

variouscommunities. A majority of

the population ofSikkim comprises

Bhutias, Lepchas and Nepalis.

The Lepchas are predominantly

concentrated in the Dzongu areas,

Bhutias are seen from Kabi-Tingda

to Lachen-Lachung. Nepalese are

found around Phodong, Mangshila

and Mangan.

While executing this project,

all efforts have been made to

gainfully employ locals, generating

employment opportunities for youth

as workers and also as heavy

vehicle drivers, supervisors etc.

A good harmonious relationship

was maintained with the local

population at all times.
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The media mix for
the campaign included
national as well as
international print,
electronic and
outdoor

A Giving Heart

While a project

is important so

are the people

who labour!

It is this

deep respect for

the hands that

toil that prompted

Punj Lloyd to

launch the holistic

Life Enrichment

Programme for its

workers, ensuring

their dignity and

sanctity at the workplace and in

their personal lives. Attempting

to improve the quality of living of

its workers, Punj Lloyd provided

for onsite medical vans, HIV/

AIDS counseling and many other

benefits for its workers. Punj

Lloyd’s pioneering work in the

world of migrant workers has

now found its way into the NACO

guidelines and is applauded by
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While the campaign ‘We are

Punj Lloyd’, released in 2009,

established Punj Lloyd as a

global conglomerate, ‘Done.

The Punj Lloyd Way’ went a step

further to show the uniqueness

of the Group.

From challenges of terrain

– onshore and offshore – to

the complexity of projects –

underground tunnels to operating

in live refineries, the campaign

showcased Punj Lloyd’s expertise

across various verticals, including

the relatively new areas of defence,

renewables and onshore drilling.

For a Group that has spent

over two decades challenging the

impossible, the simple campaign said

it all – Punj Lloyd’s way is different

and it is this difference that positions

the Group globally as one of the

most preferred EPC players. One

would ask what sets Punj Lloyd apart

from others? The answer is simple-

While some things are on paper,

some aren’t! When a client entrusts

Punj Lloyd with his dream project, he

is assured of certain given qualities,

associated with the brand itself.

This intriguing and thought provoking statement formed the
basis of Punj Lloyd Group’s Brand Campaign 2010. Released
in national and international media, ‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’
teased and prompted the viewer to read on to understand the
‘Punj Lloyd Way’.
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International Finance Corporation.

Aside from caring for its workers,

every project site continues to work

towards community upliftment.

A Daring Spirit:

It is Punj Lloyd’s daring character

that allows it to enter new

geographies and grow, facilitating its

journey towards becoming global,

establishing new businesses and

forging new partnerships.

A Secure Environment

Punj Lloyd allows for no compro-

mises on the security of people at

site or the environment around it.

Life is precious, and Punj Lloyd

strongly respects it. It is for this

reason it could lay pipelines below

thousand year old subterranean

canals, build tunnels underground

without disturbing the city above,

save leopard cat cubs on its right of

way, and create history at various

projects while building with steel

and rock. Adherence to the highest

standards of HSEQ, to match

global benchmarks, are reasons

why clients trust Punj Lloyd.
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the Western Ghats have witnessed

Punj Lloyd at work under severe

environmental constraints.

Construction methodology

was suitably altered to protect

local environment from any serious

damage. Composite reinforced

soil technology was used to

retain the high embankments by

reinforced soil walls. While the

primary reinforcement consisted

of high strength flexible geogrids

made of polyster fibres protected

with high quality LDPE coating,

the secondary reinforcement was

provided by heavily galvanised,

PVC coated mechanically woven

steel wire mesh panels. A total of

1,514 m long RE walls with height

varying from 32 to 80.38 m are

being created on the project. Two

types of fascia are being provided

for these reinforced soil walls on the

project. In places where the space

is a constraint, gabions filled with

boulders are provided to act as

fascia for protecting the reinforced

soil. As gabion fascia can be made

and retained vertically, they are

extremely useful in restricted space.

In places where space availability is

restricted but not acute, vegetation

slopes using double-twisted,

mechanically woven galvanized and

PVC coated steel mesh provide

facia. The slope of 65 degree is

maintained by using welded wire

mesh and steel rods. Biodegradable

coir mat is provided at the facia to

facilitate growth of vegetation.

When completed the

highest reinforcement wall on

the project will stand as high

as 80.38 m, one of the tallest

reinforcement walls in the world.

During the project, the team

also channelised the storm water

from the hillside of the airport to

the valley. Natural water streams

are being trained using cascade

type channels made of gabions

and horizontal catch water drains.

These will guide storm water from

the catchment area to four culverts

being constructed from the hill side

to the valley. The culverts are as

long as 370 m with invert levels

varying to suit site conditions.

Local Integration

Sikkim is a rich amalgamation of

various communities. A majority of

the population of Sikkim comprises

Bhutias, Lepchas and Nepalis.

The Lepchas are predominantly

concentrated in the Dzongu areas,

Bhutias are seen from Kabi-Tingda

to Lachen-Lachung. Nepalese are

found around Phodong, Mangshila

and Mangan.

While executing this project,

all efforts have been made to

gainfully employ locals, generating

employment opportunities for youth

as workers and also as heavy

vehicle drivers, supervisors etc.

A good harmonious relationship

was maintained with the local

population at all times.
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The media mix for
the campaign included
national as well as
international print,
electronic and
outdoor

A Giving Heart

While a project

is important so

are the people

who labour!

It is this

deep respect for

the hands that

toilthat prompted

Punj Lloyd to

launch the holistic

Life Enrichment

Programme for its

workers, ensuring

their dignity and

sanctity at the workplace and in

their personal lives. Attempting

to improve the quality of living of

its workers, Punj Lloyd provided

for onsite medical vans, HIV/

AIDS counseling and manyother

benefits for its workers. Punj

Lloyd’s pioneering work in the

world of migrant workers has

now found its way into the NACO

guidelines and is applauded by
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While the campaign ‘We are

Punj Lloyd’, released in 2009,

established PunjLloyd as a

global conglomerate, ‘Done.

The Punj Lloyd Way’ went a step

further to showthe uniqueness

ofthe Group.

From challenges of terrain

– onshore and offshore – to

the complexity of projects –

undergroundtunnels to operating

in live refineries, the campaign

showcased Punj Lloyd’s expertise

across various verticals, including

the relatively new areas of defence,

renewables and onshore drilling.

For a Groupthat has spent

over two decades challenging the

impossible, the simple campaign said

it all – Punj Lloyd’s way is different

and it is this difference that positions

the Group globallyas one of the

most preferredEPCplayers. One

would ask what sets Punj Lloyd apart

fromothers? The answer is simple-

While some things are on paper,

some aren’t! When a client entrusts

Punj Lloyd with his dream project, he

is assured of certain given qualities,

associated with the brand itself.

This intriguing and thought provokingstatement formed the
basis of Punj Lloyd Group’s Brand Campaign2010. Released
in national and international media, ‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’
teasedand prompted the viewertoreadon to understand the
‘Punj Lloyd Way’.
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The campaign showcased Punj Lloyd’s
expertise across various verticals, including
the relatively new areas of defence,
renewables and onshore drilling

A Multi-Cultural Workforce

At Punj Lloyd, the common language

of performance is globally under-

stood. The Group’s core values bind

the 23,000 strong workforce together

as 37 nationalities work in harmony

to achieve common goals.

Rich Equipment Assets

Equipment yards strategically placed

in the Group’s four regions and a

huge fleet of equipment position

Punj Lloyd to undertake projects

of any scale globally. From scaling

heights with cranes, to excavating

in hard rock and laying pipelines in

deep sea, Punj Lloyd presents the

comfort of self owned technologically

advanced equipment, diminishing

any dependence on the rented

equipment market.

Media

The media mix for the campaign

included national as well as

international print, electronic and

outdoor. The print campaign was

published in international business

and trade journals – The Economist

(Middle East and Africa), MEED (ME),

ENR, Pipe Line & Gas Journal, and

in prominent business magazines

of India, Business Today and

Business World.

The Group’s outdoor

campaign included bus

shelters in Delhi, Changi Airport

Immigration - North and South

Trivision, Singapore and the IGI

Airport - Departure terminal in Delhi.

Prime business channels -

included CNBC TV18 and ETNow

in India and Al Jazeera in the

Middle East. A take off from the

print, the electronic campaign

also reflected the diversity and

passion of the Group to build large

scale projects across the globe.

‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’

prompted the audience to read

on and discover the Punj Lloyd

way of executing projects – the

passion and zeal to take on complex

projects, the determination of the

workforce to collectively see the

project through despite all

odds, to continuously

innovate and develop

new technologies

and methodologies

in construction.
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challenging and exciting. The entire

airport including the runway has to

be constructed on a landing which

itself has to be created by building up

an embankment as high as 80.38 m

in deep valleys.

An ecological hotspot

Sikkim is situated in an ecological

hotspot of the lower Himalayas, one

of only three among the Ecoregions

of India. The forested regions of

the state exhibit a diverse range

of fauna and flora. Owing to its

altitudinal gradation, the state has a

wide variety of plants, from tropical

to temperate to alpine and tundra,

and is uniquely able to exhibit such a

diversity within such a small area.

Sikkim boasts of a rich

collection of flowering plants, rare

orchids, primulas, rhododendrons,

oaks, bamboos, conifers, ferns

and medicinal plants. The orchid

Dendrobium nobile, is the official

flower of Sikkim. Its fauna includes

the snow leopard, the musk deer,

the red panda, the Himalayan

marmot, the Himalayan black bear,

the Tibetan wolf and the blue sheep.

Among the animals more commonly

found in the alpine zone are yaks,

mainly reared for their milk, meat, and

as a beast of burden. The avifauna of

Sikkim is equally diverse with a rich

number of species of birds recorded.

Working in this heavenly abode,

the project team’s prime objective

was to ensure that construction

activities very minimally impacted

the environment, protecting the rich

diversity of both fauna and flora.

Owing to its legacy of projects

executed in environmentally

sensitive regions of the world,

this aspect of the Sikkim Airport

project was taken care of with ease.

Rainforests of Malaysia, deserts

of Oman and 70º steep slopes of

When completed
the highest
reinforcement wall on
the project will stand
as high as 80.38 m,
perhaps one of the
tallest reinforcement
walls anywhere in
the world
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Dipak K Sarkar
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

A Delayed Coking Unit can

berecognised from afarbythe

large coke drums and tall

trussed structures in an oil

refinery. Installing such massive

steel structures with heavy Coke

Drums requires special skills

in designing, fabricating and

erection.

Indian Oil’s Gujarat Refinery

awarded Punj Lloyda 3.7 MMTPA

DelayedCoker Unit based on

technology licensed by Foster

Wheeleron Lump Sum Turnkey

basis. It also contained a Meroxunit

of 1.5 MMTPA CokerLPG. Punj

Lloyd has completed thedesign

engineering, procurement and

construction of these units, which are

beingcommissioned and will soon be

integrated with the rest of the refinery.

The Technology

Refinery configuration has constantly

beenchanging primarily due to the

quality of crudeavailable, refining

margins and environmental issues.

Large quantities of residue produced

in a refinery require upgradation to

convert it into valuable petroleum

products. Various processes have

beenemployed for this purpose in

the past.Sincethe availability of

sweet crude is declining steadily,

refiners are constrained to process

cheaper and heavier sour crude oils.

The residue produced from such

crude oils has a higher quantity

of sulphur and heavy metals like

nickel and vanadium that requires

special handling. A delayed coking

unit assumes importance in the

light of this, as it can convert low

value residue (like Vacuum Residue)

containing considerable amount of

sulphur, heavy metals, resins and

asphaltenes to high-value products.

The versatility ofa Delayed

Coker Unit to integrate into the

existing refinery,handle varieties

Punj Lloyd builds the Delayed Coker and
Coker LPG Merox units
Complex Refinery Units take shape in Vadodara, Gujarat
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Prashant Dwivedi
Senior General Manager – HSE

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd Singapore rejoices

The high standards of safety at Punj

Lloyd Singapore’s project sites have

met recognition with the ‘bizSAFE

STAR’ status it has received from the

Workplace Health and Safety Council

(WSHC), Singapore. This displays

Punj Lloyd’s commitment towards

achieving the challenging 2018 WSH

Objective set by Prime Minister, Lee

Hsien Loong.

An achievement made possible

with the consistent hard work and

continuous improvement of safety

measures at project sites. It is a

given fact that a safe and healthy

business results in a productive

and profitable business. Employers

implementing an effective safety

and health management system

see significant reduction in injuries

and illnesses at the workplace.

WSH standards contribute to an

enterprise’s competitiveness.

bizSAFE is a five-step

programme to assist organisations

to build up their WSH Risk

Management capabilities in order

to achieve quantum improvements

in safety and health standards at

the workplace. Singapore clients

have made this certification

a prequalification requisite to

encourage EPC companies to

display an exemplary safety culture.

Organisations are guided

through a journey, starting from

top management demonstrating

their commitment towards WSH,

to acquiring Risk Management

capabilities and implementing

Star Performers
Punj Lloyd and Sembawang win bizSAFE STAR status
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a WSH Management System.

In the process, the organisation

benefits froma comprehensive

and practicable WSH system

at the work place.

Aspart of the bizSAFE Star

application process, anapproved

independent auditor must certify

that the enterprise has met the

requirements of the WSH (Risk

Management) regulations.

Punj Lloyd can now

proudlydisplay the

bizSAFE logo on its

business collaterals

as a reflection of

its commitment to safety and as

part of the bizSAFE community.

Chiam Soon Kiam
Senior Manager

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

Sembawang launches its Safety

Campaign and promotes BizSAFE

Year 2010 also saw Sembawang

Engineers & Constructors

launch a Health and

Safety Campaign.

In line with its

commitment to

promoting safety at

work and in support

of the national safety

campaign, Sembawang

had set up a Health & Safety

Campaign Organising

Committee which planned a

calendar of activities for its staff

and business partners.

A campaign slogan

‘Think Safety, Act Safely’ was

created by Sembawang to

support the national campaign

slogan of “Safety is in My

Hand”. Together, thesecatchy

slogans reinforce that all of

us have a responsibility to

work safely and to build a safe

and healthy work environment.

The half-day event was well

attended by staff, workers and

business partners.There were

fun activities such as a Safety

Poster DrawingCompetition,

Spot the Hazard and stage the

PPE game, engaging workers

while building safety awareness.

An excellent platform to

network, the campaign saw

Sembawang’s business partners

showcase personal protective

equipment, various types of

respirators to promote Bizsafe.

Exhibits were also displayed by

National EnvironmentAgencyand

Sembawang on how to prevent

health and safety hazards. These

activities endorse Sembawang’s

commitment to engage its partners

in raising the overall workplace

safety standards and building

a strongersafety culture.

An achievement
made possible with
the consistent hard
workand continuous
improvement of
safety measures
at project sites
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The campaign showcased Punj Lloyd’s
expertise across various verticals, including
the relatively new areas of defence,
renewables and onshore drilling

A Multi-Cultural Workforce

At Punj Lloyd, the common language

of performance is globally under-

stood. The Group’s core values bind

the 23,000 strong workforce together

as 37 nationalities work in harmony

to achieve common goals.

Rich Equipment Assets

Equipment yards strategically placed

in the Group’s four regions and a

huge fleet of equipment position

Punj Lloyd to undertake projects

of any scale globally. From scaling

heights with cranes, to excavating

in hard rock and laying pipelines in

deep sea, Punj Lloyd presents the

comfort of self owned technologically

advanced equipment, diminishing

any dependence on the rented

equipment market.

Media

The media mix for the campaign

included national as well as

international print, electronic and

outdoor. The print campaign was

published in international business

and trade journals – The Economist

(Middle East and Africa), MEED (ME),

ENR, Pipe Line & Gas Journal, and

in prominent business magazines

of India, Business Today and

Business World.

The Group’s outdoor

campaign included bus

shelters in Delhi, Changi Airport

Immigration - North and South

Trivision, Singapore and the IGI

Airport - Departure terminal in Delhi.

Prime business channels -

included CNBC TV18 and ETNow

in India and Al Jazeera in the

Middle East. A take off from the

print, the electronic campaign

also reflected the diversity and

passion of the Group to build large

scale projects across the globe.

‘Done. The Punj Lloyd Way’

prompted the audience to read

on and discover the Punj Lloyd

way of executing projects – the

passion and zeal to take on complex

projects, the determination of the

workforce to collectively see the

project through despite all

odds, to continuously

innovate and develop

new technologies

and methodologies

in construction.
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Dipak K Sarkar
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

A Delayed Coking Unit can

berecognised from afarbythe

large coke drums and tall

trussed structures in an oil

refinery. Installing such massive

steel structures with heavy Coke

Drums requires special skills

in designing, fabricating and

erection.

Indian Oil’s Gujarat Refinery

awarded Punj Lloyda 3.7 MMTPA

DelayedCoker Unit based on

technology licensed by Foster

Wheeleron Lump Sum Turnkey

basis. It also contained a Meroxunit

of 1.5 MMTPA CokerLPG. Punj

Lloyd has completed thedesign

engineering, procurement and

construction of these units, which are

beingcommissioned and will soon be

integrated with the rest of the refinery.

The Technology

Refinery configuration has constantly

beenchanging primarily due to the

quality of crudeavailable, refining

margins and environmental issues.

Large quantities of residue produced

in a refinery require upgradation to

convert it into valuable petroleum

products. Various processes have

beenemployed for this purpose in

the past.Sincethe availability of

sweet crude is declining steadily,

refiners are constrained to process

cheaper and heavier sour crude oils.

The residue produced from such

crude oils has a higher quantity

of sulphur and heavy metals like

nickel and vanadium that requires

special handling. A delayed coking

unit assumes importance in the

light of this, as it can convert low

value residue (like Vacuum Residue)

containing considerable amount of

sulphur, heavy metals, resins and

asphaltenes to high-value products.

The versatility ofa Delayed

Coker Unit to integrate into the

existing refinery,handle varieties

Punj Lloyd builds the Delayed Coker and
Coker LPG Merox units
Complex Refinery Units take shape in Vadodara, Gujarat
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Prashant Dwivedi
Senior General Manager – HSE

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd Singapore rejoices

The high standards of safety at Punj

Lloyd Singapore’s project sites have

met recognition with the ‘bizSAFE

STAR’ status it has received from the

Workplace Health and Safety Council

(WSHC), Singapore. This displays

Punj Lloyd’s commitment towards

achieving the challenging 2018 WSH

Objective set by Prime Minister, Lee

Hsien Loong.

An achievement made possible

with the consistent hard work and

continuous improvement of safety

measures at project sites. It is a

given fact that a safe and healthy

business results in a productive

and profitable business. Employers

implementing an effective safety

and health management system

see significant reduction in injuries

and illnesses at the workplace.

WSH standards contribute to an

enterprise’s competitiveness.

bizSAFE is a five-step

programme to assist organisations

to build up their WSH Risk

Management capabilities in order

to achieve quantum improvements

in safety and health standards at

the workplace. Singapore clients

have made this certification

a prequalification requisite to

encourage EPC companies to

display an exemplary safety culture.

Organisations are guided

through a journey, starting from

top management demonstrating

their commitment towards WSH,

to acquiring Risk Management

capabilities and implementing

Star Performers
Punj Lloyd and Sembawang win bizSAFE STAR status
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Lloyd is proud to be associated

with the building of Sikkim’s first

greenfield project in Pakyong

which will provide air connectivity

to this land locked state with

rest of India. It will also facilitate

economic development of the area

particularly floriculture, which is

so typical to the State of Sikkim.

Perched atop

30 km south of Gangtok, the capital

city of Sikkim, the airport is a

spectacular construction site as it

is being built at an altitude of 4,700

ft with deep valleys at both ends

of the runway. Difficult topography

and hostile weather conditions

make this project extremely

The airport is
a spectacular
construction site
as it is being built
at an altitude of
4,700 ft with deep
valleys at both
ends of the runway
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a WSH Management System.

In the process, the organisation

benefits froma comprehensive

and practicable WSH system

at the work place.

Aspart of the bizSAFE Star

application process, anapproved

independent auditor must certify

that the enterprise has met the

requirements of the WSH (Risk

Management) regulations.

Punj Lloyd can now

proudlydisplay the

bizSAFE logo on its

business collaterals

as a reflection of

its commitment to safety and as

part of the bizSAFE community.

Chiam Soon Kiam
Senior Manager

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

Sembawang launches its Safety

Campaign and promotes BizSAFE

Year 2010 also saw Sembawang

Engineers & Constructors

launch a Health and

Safety Campaign.

In line with its

commitment to

promoting safety at

work and in support

of the national safety

campaign, Sembawang

had set up a Health & Safety

Campaign Organising

Committee which planned a

calendar of activities for its staff

and business partners.

A campaign slogan

‘Think Safety, Act Safely’ was

created by Sembawang to

support the national campaign

slogan of “Safety is in My

Hand”. Together, thesecatchy

slogans reinforce that all of

us have a responsibility to

work safely and to build a safe

and healthy work environment.

The half-day event was well

attended by staff, workers and

business partners.There were

fun activities such as a Safety

Poster DrawingCompetition,

Spot the Hazard and stage the

PPE game, engaging workers

while building safety awareness.

An excellent platform to

network, the campaign saw

Sembawang’s business partners

showcase personal protective

equipment, various types of

respirators to promote Bizsafe.

Exhibits were also displayed by

National EnvironmentAgencyand

Sembawang on how to prevent

health and safety hazards. These

activities endorse Sembawang’s

commitment to engage its partners

in raising the overall workplace

safety standards and building

a strongersafety culture.

An achievement
made possible with
the consistent hard
workand continuous
improvement of
safety measures
at project sites
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S S Raju
President& CEO

Punj Lloyd Infrastructure

Heaven on Earth

Nestled in the foothills of the

famous Himalayan range of

Mountains in North-East India,

Sikkim is a picture of perfection

and pristine purity. It isevident

why millions of touristsflock

to this beautiful destination

enjoying the grandeur of mountain

peaks, lush valleys and rivers.

The Himalayan range surround

thenorthern, eastern andwestern

borders ofSikkim in a crescent.

The summit of the Kanchenjunga,

theworld’s third highest mountain,

is the highest point. Numerous

snow-fed streams, tributaries of

Teesta and Rangeet, inSikkim

havecarved out river valleys in the

west and south of the state. The

state is known to have 28 mountain

peaks, 21 glaciers, 227 high altitude

lakes, including the Tsongmo Lake,

Gurudongmar and Khecheopalri

Lakes, five hot springs, andover

100 rivers and streams. Eight

mountainpasses connect the

state to Tibet, Bhutan and Nepal.

Infrastructure hence assumes

a critical role inthedevelopmentof

Sikkim as a tourist destination. Punj

In the
foothills of
Himalayas,
Punj Lloyd
builds
Sikkim’s
First
Greenfield
Airport
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The campaign showcased Punj Lloyd’s
expertise across various verticals, including
the relatively new areas of defence,
renewables and onshore drilling

A Multi-Cultural Workforce

At PunjLloyd, the common language

of performanceis globally under-

stood. The Group’s core values bind

the 23,000 strong workforce together

as 37 nationalities work in harmony

to achieve common goals.

Rich Equipment Assets

Equipmentyardsstrategically placed

in the Group’s four regions and a

huge fleet of equipment position

Punj Lloyd to undertake projects

of any scale globally. Fromscaling

heights with cranes, to excavating

in hard rockand laying pipelines in

deep sea, Punj Lloyd presents the

comfort of self owned technologically

advanced equipment, diminishing

any dependence on the rented

equipment market.

Media

The media mix for the campaign

included national as well as

international print, electronic and

outdoor. The print campaign was

published in international business

and trade journals – TheEconomist

(Middle East and Africa), MEED (ME),

ENR,Pipe Line &Gas Journal, and

in prominent business magazines

of India,Business Today and

Business World.

The Group’s outdoor

campaign included bus

shelters in Delhi, Changi Airport

Immigration - North and South

Trivision, Singapore and the IGI

Airport - Departure terminal in Delhi.

Prime business channels -

included CNBC TV18 and ETNow

in India and Al Jazeera in the

Middle East. A take offfrom the

print, the electronic campaign

also reflected the diversity and

passion of the Group to build large

scale projects across the globe.

‘Done. The PunjLloyd Way’

prompted the audience to read

on and discover the Punj Lloyd

way of executing projects – the

passion and zeal to take on complex

projects, the determinationof the

workforce to collectively see the

project through despite all

odds, to continuously

innovate and develop

new technologies

and methodologies

in construction.
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Dipak K Sarkar
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

A Delayed Coking Unit can

be recognised from afar by the

large coke drums and tall

trussed structures in an oil

refinery. Installing such massive

steel structures with heavy Coke

Drums requires special skills

in designing, fabricating and

erection.

Indian Oil’s Gujarat Refinery

awarded Punj Lloyd a 3.7 MMTPA

Delayed Coker Unit based on

technology licensed by Foster

Wheeler on Lump Sum Turnkey

basis. It also contained a Merox unit

of 1.5 MMTPA Coker LPG. Punj

Lloyd has completed the design

engineering, procurement and

construction of these units, which are

being commissioned and will soon be

integrated with the rest of the refinery.

The Technology

Refinery configuration has constantly

been changing primarily due to the

quality of crude available, refining

margins and environmental issues.

Large quantities of residue produced

in a refinery require upgradation to

convert it into valuable petroleum

products. Various processes have

been employed for this purpose in

the past. Since the availability of

sweet crude is declining steadily,

refiners are constrained to process

cheaper and heavier sour crude oils.

The residue produced from such

crude oils has a higher quantity

of sulphur and heavy metals like

nickel and vanadium that requires

special handling. A delayed coking

unit assumes importance in the

light of this, as it can convert low

value residue (like Vacuum Residue)

containing considerable amount of

sulphur, heavy metals, resins and

asphaltenes to high-value products.

The versatility of a Delayed

Coker Unit to integrate into the

existing refinery, handle varieties

Punj Lloyd builds the Delayed Coker and
Coker LPG Merox units
Complex Refinery Units take shape in Vadodara, Gujarat
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Prashant Dwivedi
Senior General Manager – HSE

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd Singapore rejoices

The high standards of safety at Punj

Lloyd Singapore’s project sites have

metrecognition with the ‘bizSAFE

STAR’ status it has received fromthe

Workplace Health and Safety Council

(WSHC), Singapore. This displays

Punj Lloyd’scommitment towards

achieving the challenging 2018 WSH

Objective set by Prime Minister, Lee

Hsien Loong.

An achievement madepossible

with the consistent hard work and

continuous improvement of safety

measures at project sites. Itis a

given fact thata safeand healthy

business results in a productive

and profitable business. Employers

implementing an effective safety

and health management system

see significant reduction in injuries

and illnesses at the workplace.

WSH standards contribute to an

enterprise’s competitiveness.

bizSAFE is a five-step

programme to assist organisations

to build up theirWSHRisk

Managementcapabilities in order

to achieve quantum improvements

in safety and health standards at

the workplace.Singapore clients

have made this certification

a prequalification requisite to

encourage EPC companies to

display an exemplary safety culture.

Organisations are guided

througha journey, starting from

top management demonstrating

their commitment towards WSH,

to acquiring Risk Management

capabilities and implementing

StarPerformers
Punj Lloydand Sembawang win bizSAFE STAR status
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Lloydis proud tobe associated

with the building of Sikkim’s first

greenfield projectin Pakyong

which will provide airconnectivity

to this land locked state with

rest of India. It will also facilitate

economic development of the area

particularly floriculture, which is

so typical to the State ofSikkim.

Perchedatop

30 kmsouth of Gangtok, the capital

city of Sikkim, the airport is a

spectacular construction site as it

is being built at an altitude of 4,700

ft with deep valleysat both ends

ofthe runway. Difficult topography

and hostile weather conditions

make this projectextremely

The airport is
a spectacular
construction site
as it is being built
at an altitude of
4,700 ft with deep
valleys at both
ends of the runway
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a WSH Management System.

In the process, the organisation

benefits from a comprehensive

and practicable WSH system

at the work place.

As part of the bizSAFE Star

application process, an approved

independent auditor must certify

that the enterprise has met the

requirements of the WSH (Risk

Management) regulations.

Punj Lloyd can now

proudly display the

bizSAFE logo on its

business collaterals

as a reflection of

its commitment to safety and as

part of the bizSAFE community.

Chiam Soon Kiam
Senior Manager

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

Sembawang launches its Safety

Campaign and promotes BizSAFE

Year 2010 also saw Sembawang

Engineers & Constructors

launch a Health and

Safety Campaign.

In line with its

commitment to

promoting safety at

work and in support

of the national safety

campaign, Sembawang

had set up a Health & Safety

Campaign Organising

Committee which planned a

calendar of activities for its staff

and business partners.

A campaign slogan

‘Think Safety, Act Safely’ was

created by Sembawang to

support the national campaign

slogan of “Safety is in My

Hand”. Together, these catchy

slogans reinforce that all of

us have a responsibility to

work safely and to build a safe

and healthy work environment.

The half-day event was well

attended by staff, workers and

business partners. There were

fun activities such as a Safety

Poster Drawing Competition,

Spot the Hazard and stage the

PPE game, engaging workers

while building safety awareness.

An excellent platform to

network, the campaign saw

Sembawang’s business partners

showcase personal protective

equipment, various types of

respirators to promote Bizsafe.

Exhibits were also displayed by

National Environment Agency and

Sembawang on how to prevent

health and safety hazards. These

activities endorse Sembawang’s

commitment to engage its partners

in raising the overall workplace

safety standards and building

a stronger safety culture.

An achievement
made possible with
the consistent hard
work and continuous
improvement of
safety measures
at project sites
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S S Raju
President & CEO

Punj Lloyd Infrastructure

Heaven on Earth

Nestled in the foothills of the

famous Himalayan range of

Mountains in North-East India,

Sikkim is a picture of perfection

and pristine purity. It is evident

why millions of tourists flock

to this beautiful destination

enjoying the grandeur of mountain

peaks, lush valleys and rivers.

The Himalayan range surround

the northern, eastern and western

borders of Sikkim in a crescent.

The summit of the Kanchenjunga,

the world’s third highest mountain,

is the highest point. Numerous

snow-fed streams, tributaries of

Teesta and Rangeet, in Sikkim

have carved out river valleys in the

west and south of the state. The

state is known to have 28 mountain

peaks, 21 glaciers, 227 high altitude

lakes, including the Tsongmo Lake,

Gurudongmar and Khecheopalri

Lakes, five hot springs, and over

100 rivers and streams. Eight

mountain passes connect the

state to Tibet, Bhutan and Nepal.

Infrastructure hence assumes

a critical role in the development of

Sikkim as a tourist destination. Punj

In the
foothills of
Himalayas,
Punj Lloyd
builds
Sikkim’s
First
Greenfield
Airport
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The campaign showcased Punj Lloyd’s
expertise across various verticals, including
the relatively new areas of defence,
renewables and onshore drilling

A Multi-Cultural Workforce

At PunjLloyd, the common language

of performanceis globally under-

stood. The Group’s core values bind

the 23,000 strong workforce together

as 37 nationalities work in harmony

to achieve common goals.

Rich Equipment Assets

Equipmentyardsstrategically placed

in the Group’s four regions and a

huge fleet of equipment position

Punj Lloyd to undertake projects

of any scale globally. Fromscaling

heights with cranes, to excavating

in hard rockand laying pipelines in

deep sea, Punj Lloyd presents the

comfort of self owned technologically

advanced equipment, diminishing

any dependence on the rented

equipment market.

Media

The media mix for the campaign

included national as well as

international print, electronic and

outdoor. The print campaign was

published in international business

and trade journals – TheEconomist

(Middle East and Africa), MEED (ME),

ENR,Pipe Line &Gas Journal, and

in prominent business magazines

of India,Business Today and

Business World.

The Group’s outdoor

campaign included bus

shelters in Delhi, Changi Airport

Immigration - North and South

Trivision, Singapore and the IGI

Airport - Departure terminal in Delhi.

Prime business channels -

included CNBC TV18 and ETNow

in India and Al Jazeera in the

Middle East. A take offfrom the

print, the electronic campaign

also reflected the diversity and

passion of the Group to build large

scale projects across the globe.

‘Done. The PunjLloyd Way’

prompted the audience to read

on and discover the Punj Lloyd

way of executing projects – the

passion and zeal to take on complex

projects, the determinationof the

workforce to collectively see the

project through despite all

odds, to continuously

innovate and develop

new technologies

and methodologies

in construction.
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challenging and exciting. The entire

airport including the runway has to

be constructed on a landing which

itself has to be created by building up

an embankment as high as 80.38 m

in deep valleys.

An ecological hotspot

Sikkim is situated in an ecological

hotspot of the lower Himalayas,one

of only three among the Ecoregions

of India.The forested regions of

the state exhibit a diverse range

of fauna andflora. Owing to its

altitudinal gradation, the state has a

wide variety of plants, from tropical

to temperate to alpine and tundra,

and is uniquely able to exhibit such a

diversitywithin such a small area.

Sikkim boasts of a rich

collection of flowering plants, rare

orchids, primulas, rhododendrons,

oaks, bamboos, conifers, ferns

and medicinal plants. The orchid

Dendrobium nobile,isthe official

flower of Sikkim. Its fauna includes

the snow leopard, the muskdeer,

the red panda, the Himalayan

marmot, the Himalayan blackbear,

the Tibetan wolf and the blue sheep.

Among the animals more commonly

found in the alpine zone are yaks,

mainly rearedfor their milk, meat, and

as a beast of burden.The avifauna of

Sikkim is equally diverse with a rich

number ofspecies of birds recorded.

Working in this heavenly abode,

the project team’s prime objective

was to ensure that construction

activities very minimally impacted

the environment, protecting the rich

diversityof both fauna and flora.

Owing to its legacy of projects

executed in environmentally

sensitive regions of the world,

this aspect ofthe Sikkim Airport

project was taken care of with ease.

Rainforests of Malaysia, deserts

of Oman and 70ºsteep slopes of

When completed
the highest
reinforcement wall on
the project will stand
as high as 80.38 m,
perhaps one of the
tallest reinforcement
walls anywhere in
the world
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Dipak K Sarkar
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

A Delayed Coking Unit can

be recognised from afar by the

large coke drums and tall

trussed structures in an oil

refinery. Installing such massive

steel structures with heavy Coke

Drums requires special skills

in designing, fabricating and

erection.

Indian Oil’s Gujarat Refinery

awarded Punj Lloyd a 3.7 MMTPA

Delayed Coker Unit based on

technology licensed by Foster

Wheeler on Lump Sum Turnkey

basis. It also contained a Merox unit

of 1.5 MMTPA Coker LPG. Punj

Lloyd has completed the design

engineering, procurement and

construction of these units, which are

being commissioned and will soon be

integrated with the rest of the refinery.

The Technology

Refinery configuration has constantly

been changing primarily due to the

quality of crude available, refining

margins and environmental issues.

Large quantities of residue produced

in a refinery require upgradation to

convert it into valuable petroleum

products. Various processes have

been employed for this purpose in

the past. Since the availability of

sweet crude is declining steadily,

refiners are constrained to process

cheaper and heavier sour crude oils.

The residue produced from such

crude oils has a higher quantity

of sulphur and heavy metals like

nickel and vanadium that requires

special handling. A delayed coking

unit assumes importance in the

light of this, as it can convert low

value residue (like Vacuum Residue)

containing considerable amount of

sulphur, heavy metals, resins and

asphaltenes to high-value products.

The versatility of a Delayed

Coker Unit to integrate into the

existing refinery, handle varieties

Punj Lloyd builds the Delayed Coker and
Coker LPG Merox units
Complex Refinery Units take shape in Vadodara, Gujarat
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Prashant Dwivedi
Senior General Manager – HSE

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd Singapore rejoices

The high standards of safety at Punj

Lloyd Singapore’s project sites have

metrecognition with the ‘bizSAFE

STAR’ status it has received fromthe

Workplace Health and Safety Council

(WSHC), Singapore. This displays

Punj Lloyd’scommitment towards

achieving the challenging 2018 WSH

Objective set by Prime Minister, Lee

Hsien Loong.

An achievement madepossible

with the consistent hard work and

continuous improvement of safety

measures at project sites. Itis a

given fact thata safeand healthy

business results in a productive

and profitable business. Employers

implementing an effective safety

and health management system

see significant reduction in injuries

and illnesses at the workplace.

WSH standards contribute to an

enterprise’s competitiveness.

bizSAFE is a five-step

programme to assist organisations

to build up theirWSHRisk

Managementcapabilities in order

to achieve quantum improvements

in safety and health standards at

the workplace.Singapore clients

have made this certification

a prequalification requisite to

encourage EPC companies to

display an exemplary safety culture.

Organisations are guided

througha journey, starting from

top management demonstrating

their commitment towards WSH,

to acquiring Risk Management

capabilities and implementing

StarPerformers
Punj Lloydand Sembawang win bizSAFE STAR status
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a WSH Management System.

In the process, the organisation

benefits from a comprehensive

and practicable WSH system

at the work place.

As part of the bizSAFE Star

application process, an approved

independent auditor must certify

that the enterprise has met the

requirements of the WSH (Risk

Management) regulations.

Punj Lloyd can now

proudly display the

bizSAFE logo on its

business collaterals

as a reflection of

its commitment to safety and as

part of the bizSAFE community.

Chiam Soon Kiam
Senior Manager

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

Sembawang launches its Safety

Campaign and promotes BizSAFE

Year 2010 also saw Sembawang

Engineers & Constructors

launch a Health and

Safety Campaign.

In line with its

commitment to

promoting safety at

work and in support

of the national safety

campaign, Sembawang

had set up a Health & Safety

Campaign Organising

Committee which planned a

calendar of activities for its staff

and business partners.

A campaign slogan

‘Think Safety, Act Safely’ was

created by Sembawang to

support the national campaign

slogan of “Safety is in My

Hand”. Together, these catchy

slogans reinforce that all of

us have a responsibility to

work safely and to build a safe

and healthy work environment.

The half-day event was well

attended by staff, workers and

business partners. There were

fun activities such as a Safety

Poster Drawing Competition,

Spot the Hazard and stage the

PPE game, engaging workers

while building safety awareness.

An excellent platform to

network, the campaign saw

Sembawang’s business partners

showcase personal protective

equipment, various types of

respirators to promote Bizsafe.

Exhibits were also displayed by

National Environment Agency and

Sembawang on how to prevent

health and safety hazards. These

activities endorse Sembawang’s

commitment to engage its partners

in raising the overall workplace

safety standards and building

a stronger safety culture.

An achievement
made possible with
the consistent hard
work and continuous
improvement of
safety measures
at project sites
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The most
challenging aspect
of the project was to
meet deadlines and
safety criteria while
the refinery was
operating
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and zoological garden. The name

TUMBINA originates from the

Malay words TUMbuhan (meaning

plant) and BINAtang (animal).

Stop the Vanishing Stripes

In another move to protect the

environment, Punj Lloyd joined

Artiger, a public art initiative jointly led

by corporates and artists, to convey

powerful messages to the masses

to save the endangered Indian tiger.

Using art as a potent awareness

tool to disseminate these compelling

messages, this project had a dual

purpose – promoting public art and

saving the Indian tiger.

57 life size fibre glass tiger

installations - booked by several

corporates, Punj Lloyd being one

of them - were unveiled at various

places across the Delhi. The funds

generated were donated to the

Ranthambore Foundation, one of

India’s oldest organisations working

in the field of tiger conservation.
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is separated in the desired fractions

such as wetgas, light coker gas

oil andheavy coker gas oil. The

effluent enters the fractionator just

below the bottom tray. A temperature

profile is maintained in the towerby

means of reflux returned to thetower

at various points. The temperature

profile determines the boiling ranges

of the products withdrawn from

the tower.

Gas plant

Wetgas after cooling is then

fedto the compressorand then

compressed gas is further separated

into coker products such as fuel

gas, LPG, light naphtha and heavy

naphtha with the help of various

equipment - stripper/absorber,

sponge absorber, aminecontractor,

debutaniser, naphtha splitter.

LPG MeroxUnit

Merox units are used in oil refineries

and natural gas processing plants

to remove mercaptans from LPG,

propane, butane, light naphtha,

kerosene and jet fuels by converting

them to liquid hydrocarbon and

disulfides.In anLPG Merox Unit,

fresh feed is chargedto an extractor

column, in which mercaptans are

extracted by a caustic stream

containing Merox catalysts. The

treated material passes overhead

to asettler in which any entrained

caustic solution is separated and

returned to thecirculation system.

Challenges at site

A criticaltask of this nature requires

precision and meticulous planning,

all of which was done diligently by

Punj Lloyd’sproject team. It was

also inevitable that a project of this

magnitude would face unforeseen

challenges as it crossed significant

milestones. The most challenging

aspect of the project was to meet

deadlines and safety criteria while the

refinery was in operation.

Piling &Foundation

Tostart with, the construction site

itself, being an erstwhile Effluent

Treatment Plant, had ground

problems.Punj Lloyd had to install

1,867 piles including 248 critical piles

of 1,000 mm dia in the coke drum

area and 1,615,500 mm dia piles

consuming approximately 12,399 m3

of concrete. However, with its sound

construction background, Punj Lloyd

overcame these initial roadblocks

and completed the piling work on

schedule. A single record concrete

of 3,055 m3was constructed in

30 hours in a coke drum base raft

maintaining highest quality & safety

Installing four enormous and bulky coke drums in a congested
refinery was not a simple task as the coke drum was on an elevated
massive concrete foundation, 28m above ground level

Twocranes, the main
lifting crane with a
1,250 T capacity
and the tailing crane
with a500 T capacity
were employed for
the erection
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MOU signing ceremony between the Indian & Malaysian Government for the Highways sector.
Seen are Malaysian Prime Minister - Datuk SeriNajib Tun Razak, Malyasian Works Minister - Datuk Shaziman
Abu Mansor and Indian Roads, Transport & Highway Minister - Kamal Nath, along with Atul Punj,Chairman -

PunjLloyd Group and S S Raju,CEO & President,Punj Lloyd Infrastructure, India

P K Chand,
Director- Punj
Lloyd Oil & Gas
Malaysia, greets
Dr Manmohan
Singh on the
visit of the
Prime Minister’s
delegation to
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

An Infrastructure development project in Bihar from NHAI.

PL Engineering and GECI India to jointly offer engineering services in theAerospace Sector.

Order from Petroleum Company OccidentalMukhaizna for engineering,procurement and construction

of a new water treatment plant at their oil production fields in Oman.

Contract for engineering,procurement,construction,installationand commissioning (EPCIC) of 3 well

head platforms and laying 3 segments of 18.6 km of offshore gas pipeline from Pertamina in Indonesia.

Contract under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission to develop a 5 MW

solarPV plant in Rajasthan.

EPC contract for a centralised water treatment plant in Bihar.

Onshore gaspipeline project inThailand from PTT Public Company Ltd.

Signs MOU with Hopetech to offersolutions for automatedelectronic toll collection.

Order for construction of three Medical Colleges in the state ofWest Bengal,India for State Government

Wins Paradip Refinery Projectin Orissa for IOCL,India.

Pipeline project from Dabhol to Bangalore,India for GAIL.

EPC contract for laying offsite pipelines for SaudiAramco’sYanbu’ Export Refinery Projecton the

Western Coast of the Kingdom of SaudiArabia along the Red sea.

Five prestigious solar power projects fromPunjab Government including setting up of a solar power

plant at GoldenTemple and Punjab State Assembly.

Atul Punjwith Mr LimHng Kiang, Minister
for Trade and Industry of Singapore, during the CII Core Group visit 2010
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fractionating tower. The fresh feed is

pumped through two fired heaters

to bring the mixture up to 500º C

temperature. The effluent from the

heaters then enters the bottom of

one of the coking drums where the

gaseous products pass out the top

and the liquid soaks in the drum

until it cracks into lighter products

that will exit the top of the drum or

forms coke that stays in the drum

and builds up from the bottom of

the drum. Usually there are sets of

two coke drums that are operated

batch wise. The plant is designed

for a coke drum cycle of 48 hours.

An individual coke drum will remain

in coking operation for 24 hours

and another 24 hours for decoking

operation.

This Delayed Coker Unit is

designed to produce 3,314 T of

coke per day. When one drum is

filled with coke, the feed is switched

to the other drum. The full drum is

then prepared for removing the coke,

which is cooled and cut into pieces

by means of hydraulic cutting tools.

Once the coke is removed from the

drum, it can be brought back on line

after pressure testing and warm-up.

Fractionation Section

The overhead vapor from the drum

goes to a fractionating tower where it
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of feed and produce valuable light

products while generating coke

as a by product has made it very

popular. Coking technology has

existed for over eight decades and

is well proven through licensors like

Foster Wheeler, Lummus Technology,

Conoco Philips and Exxon Mobil.

This is the only unit that handles

hydrocarbon in all the three states -

solid, liquid and gas. The objective of

this batch-cum-continuous process

is to maximise light distillates and

minimise the yield of coke. Coke

produced in a Delayed Coking

Unit can be used as solid fuel.

Delayed Coker Unit

Delayed Coking is a thermal process

in which a residue, from the vacuum

unit is rapidly heated in a specially

designed furnace and the hot residue

is transferred to coke drums for coke

formation. It is called delayed coking

because the coking is delayed by

injecting the steam/condensate

along with the residue feed resulting

in increased velocities inside the

furnace tubes and finally coking

starts when the contents reach the

coke drums.

The Delayed Coker Unit thus

processes very heavy residue to

obtain products like Fuel Gas,

LPG, Naphtha, Light Coker Gas Oil

(Diesel), Heavy Coker Gas Oil and

petroleum coke as a by product.

The Delayed Coker

unit comprises :

1) Coking Section

2) Fractionation Section

3) Gas Plant

Coking Section

Delayed Coker unit works basically

on the principal of thermal cracking.

Fresh feed is preheated through

a heat exchange system prior to

entering the bottom of the coker

CokeDelayed Coker Unit

Coke Gas

LPG

Naphtha

LCGO to Diesel

HCGO to HDS,
HC or FCC

Treated
Product

Air
H2S
Free
Feed

Caustic

Catalyst
Injection

Intermittent Use

Lean Merox Caustic

Disulfide

Excess Air

Desulfide SeparatorExtractor Oxidizer
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The cubs belong to
a protected species
of Borneo, Felis
bengalensis

Our people rescued the cubs,

handing them over to the nearest

wildlife office. Lovingly called Arjun

and Devi, the cubs soon became

the centre of attraction for our site

employees at Malaysia. Punj Lloyd

also presented a sum of RM 10,000

for the upkeep of Arjun and Devi

to Bintulu Development Authority,

who in a letter of appreciation

wrote “your kind gesture goes

a long way towards our effort in

wildlife conservation and may it

be a beginning for us together in

making Bintulu a better place”.

Arjun and Devi have been

placed at Taman Tumbina Bintulu,

a unique integration of a botanical
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standards. The total volume of

concrete was approx. 41,691 m3.

Voluminous Work

Steel Structure Fabrication

and Erection

A total of 8,000 T of structured steel

had to be fabricated and erected

to support the piping and other

equipment.

Equipment Erection

Installing and commissioning over

200 different types of equipment,

including 20 critical ones, was an

enormous task. Four coke drums

had a gross weightof 650 MT each,

diameter of 9.9 m and 42.9 m height.

For such a critical task,itis notewor-

thy that the scheme for the com-

plete erection of all fourcoke drums

including the rigging scheme was de-

veloped in-house. The complexity of

the operation was further compound-

ed due to the confined space and

simultaneous construction activities

at site. Installing four enormous and

bulky coke drums ina congested re-

finery space was not a simple task as

the coke drum was onan elevated

massive concrete foundation, 28 m

above groundlevel.

Twocranes, the main lifting

crane with a 1,250 T capacity

and the tailing crane with a 500 T

capacity were employed forthe

A massive steel
structure weighing
1,650 MT, upto a
height of 120 m had
tobe made around
the cokedrums
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erection. Meticulous planning and

mobilisation saw these critical

tasks completed in3 weeks.The

transport and movement of such

heavy equipment requires special

soil treatment to increase the bearing

capacity of soil to about 40 T/sq m.

Column Fractionator -

Transportation and Erection

Eleven columns, weighing 40 T to

360 T with a maximum height of

60 m, hadto be erected in an

extremely restricted space. Out of

these,the coke fractionator weighing

340 T, with a 6.6 m radius and 49 m

height was one ofthe most critical

equipment.

The coker islandstructure had

beendesigned in-house by PL

Engineering, the engineering wing of

Punj Lloyd Group. Owing to the mas-

sive dimensions of the Coke Frac-

tionator itstransportation from the

fabrication yard outside the refinery

limits to the site of erection inside

the unit,was a tough task. The fact

that the Government of Gujarat had

restricted movement over bridges

further compounded the problem.

The Fractionator was transported

in 7 days to the site, saving

substantial time in assemblingit

at the site. The congested place

posed recurrent problems, as there

weighing 1,650 MT, upto a height of

120 m had to be made around the

coke drums. This structure has been

designed in-house by PL Engineering

and erected successfully by

deploying a 1,200 T capacity crane.

Piping Fabrication &Erection

A huge quantum of piping work -

135 km had to be completed in a

short span of 20 months, including

8.5 km of AS piping & 8 km of SS

piping.The erection of critical piping

like coke drum overhead vapour,

coke drum feed at 65 m & 32 m

height and cokecutting line at a

height of 92 m on Derrick structure

was really challenging as there was

no place for cranemovement.

A huge quantum of piping work- 135 km had to be completed in
a short span of 20 months

was no place for the cranes to erect

the fractionator or the Absorber

& Stripper columns. In the former

case, we erected it by placing the

crane opposite the erection site

while in the latter, the crane was

placed overa concrete foundation

1.2 - 2 m height, opposite the

north side ofE-W pipe rack in three

parts - Skirt,Absorber & Stripper.

The criticality in erection was due

to simultaneous in position fit up,

welding and other factors like NDT

Tests (Non Destructive Testing).

Derrick Structure (Modular Form)

In ordertosupportthe coke cutting

system, associated piping and critical

equipment, a massive steel structure
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Ajai Agarwal
General Manager(Projects)

Asia Pacific & Country Head, Thailand

Punj Lloyd

Tracing the past

An archipelago of over13,000

islands stretched out between the

two continental shelves of Asia

and Australia, Indonesia has been

a second home to Punj Lloyd.

Presenting Punj Lloyd with its first

ever overseas contract almost two

decade ago,Indonesia set the

foundation for Punj Lloyd’s journey as

a global EPC conglomerate.

Working to international safety

standardsand developing local

manpower skill sets over several

yearsensured a series of successes

for Punj Lloyd in Indonesia.

The treacherous fields of Tunu

in Kalimantan, located partially

onshore in swamp terrain and

partially offshorein shallow waters

on the outer margin of the Mahakam

Delta, are witness to the pipelines

laid by Punj Lloyd. Mahakam Delta

is infamous for the shallow sea

with excessive surface currents,

the inner delta, criss-crossed by

rivers and inhabited by salt-water

crocodiles, snakes and other

reptiles. Punj Lloyd has laid pipelines

in Tambora Field, also located

in East Kalimantan, on the inner

margin of the Mahakam Delta.

Punj Lloyd’sown equipment

facility, Sungaipurun, sprawling

over 45,000 sq m maintains

the huge fleet of amphibious

equipment, innovatively designed

and fabricated in-house at the

yard.It is at Sungaipurun that a

1,000 T capacity skidway was

built toload out the South Utility

Platform for Tunu Phase II.

Awardofthe Project

Punj Lloyd has added the New Oil

Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan to

its list of executed projects displaying

its rich project diversity across

offshore, pipelines and tanks.

The terminal was awarded to

Punj Lloyd completes a Fast Track
project in Kalimantan, Indonesia
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P K Chand
Director

Punj Lloyd Oil & Gas Malaysia

All is not just business at

the Sabah Sarawak pipeline

being laid by Punj Lloyd in the

rainforests of Malaysia. The

largest pipeline of Malaysia,

Sabah Sarawak saw some

interesting activity on the Right of

Way. While clearing it, Punj Lloyd

employees came across two

Leopard cat cubs, abandoned by

their mother. The cubs belonged

to a protected species of Borneo,

Felis bengalensis.

The Call of the Wild
Punj Lloyd employees rescued two Leopard cat cubs
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fractionating tower. The fresh feed is

pumped through two fired heaters

to bring the mixture up to 500º C

temperature. The effluent from the

heaters then enters the bottom of

one of the coking drums where the

gaseous products pass out the top

and the liquid soaks in the drum

until it cracks into lighter products

that will exit the top of the drum or

forms coke that stays in the drum

and builds up from the bottom of

the drum. Usually there are sets of

two coke drums that are operated

batch wise. The plant is designed

for a coke drum cycle of 48 hours.

An individual coke drum will remain

in coking operation for 24 hours

and another 24 hours for decoking

operation.

This Delayed Coker Unit is

designed to produce 3,314 T of

coke per day. When one drum is

filled with coke, the feed is switched

to the other drum. The full drum is

then prepared for removing the coke,

which is cooled and cut into pieces

by means of hydraulic cutting tools.

Once the coke is removed from the

drum, it can be brought back on line

after pressure testing and warm-up.

Fractionation Section

The overhead vapor from the drum

goes to a fractionating tower where it
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of feed and produce valuable light

products while generating coke

as a by product has made it very

popular. Coking technology has

existed for over eight decades and

is well proven through licensors like

Foster Wheeler, Lummus Technology,

Conoco Philips and Exxon Mobil.

This is the only unit that handles

hydrocarbon in all the three states -

solid, liquid and gas. The objective of

this batch-cum-continuous process

is to maximise light distillates and

minimise the yield of coke. Coke

produced in a Delayed Coking

Unit can be used as solid fuel.

Delayed Coker Unit

Delayed Coking is a thermal process

in which a residue, from the vacuum

unit is rapidly heated in a specially

designed furnace and the hot residue

is transferred to coke drums for coke

formation. It is called delayed coking

because the coking is delayed by

injecting the steam/condensate

along with the residue feed resulting

in increased velocities inside the

furnace tubes and finally coking

starts when the contents reach the

coke drums.

The Delayed Coker Unit thus

processes very heavy residue to

obtain products like Fuel Gas,

LPG, Naphtha, Light Coker Gas Oil

(Diesel), Heavy Coker Gas Oil and

petroleum coke as a by product.

The Delayed Coker

unit comprises :

1) Coking Section

2) Fractionation Section

3) Gas Plant

Coking Section

Delayed Coker unit works basically

on the principal of thermal cracking.

Fresh feed is preheated through

a heat exchange system prior to

entering the bottom of the coker

CokeDelayed Coker Unit

Coke Gas

LPG

Naphtha

LCGO to Diesel

HCGO to HDS,
HC or FCC

Treated
Product

Air
H2S
Free
Feed

Caustic

Catalyst
Injection

Intermittent Use

Lean Merox Caustic

Disulfide

Excess Air

Desulfide SeparatorExtractor Oxidizer
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Punj Lloyd subsidiary, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia by PT Shell Indonesia

in 2008 on an EPC basis. To be

completed in a short span of eight

and a half months, and being the

first ever Shell projectin Indonesia,

the Pulau Laut project was extremely

important for Punj Lloyd.

Pulau Laut is separated by a

narrow straitfrom the mainland and

is not connected to the mainland

by road.Several small villages are

found scattered along the coast.

The middle of the island is hilly with

denseforest, scarcely inhabited.

The scope of work

The scope of work for the new fuel

oil terminal at Pulau Laut involved

extensive engineering, detailed

design,fabrication, supply of

material, construction, installation,

testing, pre-commissioning and

commissioning work. The project

consists of four abovegroundvertical

storage tanks of 41.5 m dia, 15.5m

high with a capacity of 18,000 KL

each, terminal piping and pumping

facility, bunkering line up to plot

boundary, fire fighting facilities,

civil & building work, electrical &

instrumentation and plant utilities.

Maroonedonan island

The Pulau Laut project is a perfect

example of multifaceted challenges

startingfrom the remoteness of the

location to the lack of local resources
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standards. The total volume of

concrete was approx. 41,691 m3.

Voluminous Work

Steel Structure Fabrication

and Erection

A total of 8,000 T of structured steel

had to be fabricated and erected

to support the piping and other

equipment.

Equipment Erection

Installing and commissioning over

200 different types of equipment,

including 20 critical ones, was an

enormous task. Four coke drums

had a gross weightof 650 MT each,

diameter of 9.9 m and 42.9 m height.

For such a critical task,itis notewor-

thy that the scheme for the com-

plete erection of all fourcoke drums

including the rigging scheme was de-

veloped in-house. The complexity of

the operation was further compound-

ed due to the confined space and

simultaneous construction activities

at site. Installing four enormous and

bulky coke drums ina congested re-

finery space was not a simple task as

the coke drum was onan elevated

massive concrete foundation, 28 m

above groundlevel.

Twocranes, the main lifting

crane with a 1,250 T capacity

and the tailing crane with a 500 T

capacity were employed forthe

A massive steel
structure weighing
1,650 MT, upto a
height of 120 m had
tobe made around
the cokedrums
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erection. Meticulous planning and

mobilisation saw these critical

tasks completed in3 weeks.The

transport and movement of such

heavy equipment requires special

soil treatment to increase the bearing

capacity of soil to about 40 T/sq m.

Column Fractionator -

Transportation and Erection

Eleven columns, weighing 40 T to

360 T with a maximum height of

60 m, hadto be erected in an

extremely restricted space. Out of

these,the coke fractionator weighing

340 T, with a 6.6 m radius and 49 m

height was one ofthe most critical

equipment.

The coker islandstructure had

beendesigned in-house by PL

Engineering, the engineering wing of

Punj Lloyd Group. Owing to the mas-

sive dimensions of the Coke Frac-

tionator itstransportation from the

fabrication yard outside the refinery

limits to the site of erection inside

the unit,was a tough task. The fact

that the Government of Gujarat had

restricted movement over bridges

further compounded the problem.

The Fractionator was transported

in 7 days to the site, saving

substantial time in assemblingit

at the site. The congested place

posed recurrent problems, as there

weighing 1,650 MT, upto a height of

120 m had to be made around the

coke drums. This structure has been

designed in-house by PL Engineering

and erected successfully by

deploying a 1,200 T capacity crane.

Piping Fabrication &Erection

A huge quantum of piping work -

135 km had to be completed in a

short span of 20 months, including

8.5 km of AS piping & 8 km of SS

piping.The erection of critical piping

like coke drum overhead vapour,

coke drum feed at 65 m & 32 m

height and cokecutting line at a

height of 92 m on Derrick structure

was really challenging as there was

no place for cranemovement.

A huge quantum of piping work- 135 km had to be completed in
a short span of 20 months

was no place for the cranes to erect

the fractionator or the Absorber

& Stripper columns. In the former

case, we erected it by placing the

crane opposite the erection site

while in the latter, the crane was

placed overa concrete foundation

1.2 - 2 m height, opposite the

north side ofE-W pipe rack in three

parts - Skirt,Absorber & Stripper.

The criticality in erection was due

to simultaneous in position fit up,

welding and other factors like NDT

Tests (Non Destructive Testing).

Derrick Structure (Modular Form)

In ordertosupportthe coke cutting

system, associated piping and critical

equipment, a massive steel structure
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Certificate of Appreciation
awarded to

Punj Lloyd
for commendable performance in construction of

The New Oil Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan, Indonesia

Punj Lloyd overcame challenging barriers like remoteness of the site, vagaries
of weather and non-availability of local resources to complete the project in

time, maintaining highest level of safety and quality.

Saeful Sukardi
Operation Manager

Risnawan Eriyana
Project Manager

Agung Sihwahyudi
HSSE Advisor

construction jetty of the client had an

abysmally low draft, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia secured client permission

to use the operations jetty for trans-

shipment of material and equipment.

To prevent delay in procurement

of equipment parts in case of

equipment breakdown, replacement

of equipment was resorted to,

which saved time considerably

though increasing operational cost.

Scarcity of sand was addressed

by procuring it from Surabaya

and Jakarta. Additional resources

like compressors, generators,

cranes etc were mobilised along

with development of an additional

painting shop to increase the

progress at site. All Punj Lloyd HSE

and QA/QC programmes were

implemented and ran successfully.

To keep track of progress,

all project and site teams were

consistently updated with respect

to trans-shipment, equipment,

inclement weather, giving teams

lead time to take remedial measures

and overcome impediments. This

also allowed the team to keep a

close watch on the project schedule

and prevent any slip-ups.

A considerate move by Shell

In the wake of numerous unforeseen

obstacles and limitations due to the

inaccessibility of the site location,

PT Shell Indonesia accorded time

extension of project completion

till September 2009. PT Shell

Indonesia’s unflinching support to

PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia helped it

achieve the common goal of meeting

the tight project schedule.

Accolades and Achievements

Highly appreciative of our planning,

project management, HSE, QA & QC

activities and efforts to adhere to the

project schedule, PT Shell Indonesia

presented PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia

with an HSE plaque for completing

one Million man-hours free of Lost

Time Injury (LTI).

In an appreciation letter to

Punj Lloyd, Mustafa Akbar Reza,

Cluster Distribution Engineering

Manager, Shell, said “By dint of

hard work, diligent management

and impeccable coordination,

Punj Lloyd has accomplished

appreciable progress in project

execution despite remoteness of

site, vagaries of weather and non-

availability of local resources.

He further added, ‘The work has

progressed with utmost emphasis

on quality, safety and safe working

practices, which are comparable to

international standards and worthy

of being emoted by others.’

These well-earned accolades

have added to Punj Lloyd’s list of

successfully completed projects.
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The most
challenging aspect
of the project was to
meet deadlines and
safety criteria while
the refinery was
operating
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and the extreme vagaries of nature.

The project met a few roadblocks

at the start itself with incessant rain

threatening to delay operations.

Ordinarily, in other normal paced

projects, some amount of disruption

of construction activity and shipment

of material are easily absorbed.

However with this being a fast-track

project, PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia had

little room forabsorption of time loss.

With no road infrastructure,

the site was accessible only by a

chartered flight or ferry. The client’s

construction jetty which could

be used, subject to availability,

could berth only LCTs owing to

restricted draft. The rough sea

made matters worse for berthing.

Besides logistical challenges,

the island presented manpower

problems,as it was devoid of any

skilled or semi skilledworkforce. In

the absence ofany local market,

even rudimentary items such

as a grinding wheel, hammer,

small electrical goods, hadto

be procured from Jakarta.The

remoteness of the island addedto

thedifficulty in procuring spares

and arranging for mechanics in

case of equipment breakdown.

Scarcity of local sand at

Pulau Laut was another crisis.

Sand whichis needed for blasting

purposes fell short in spite of

hiring two local suppliers to

supply sand on a daily basis.

Resourceful Planning

Time being the essence of this

project, ourproject team worked

undeterred to solve the crisis so

that the project schedule remained

unaffected.

The various challenges of

working in an island made the need

for meticulous planning even more

crucial. Step by step, the project

teams overcame every hurdle, finding

a solution to every roadblock.

On discovering that the

“The work has
progressed with
utmostemphasis
on quality and safe
working practices,
which are comparable
tointernational
standardsand worthy
of being emoted by
others.”
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is separated in the desired fractions

such as wetgas, light coker gas

oil andheavy coker gas oil. The

effluent enters the fractionator just

below the bottom tray. A temperature

profile is maintained in the towerby

means of reflux returned to thetower

at various points. The temperature

profile determines the boiling ranges

of the products withdrawn from

the tower.

Gas plant

Wetgas after cooling is then

fedto the compressorand then

compressed gas is further separated

into coker products such as fuel

gas, LPG, light naphtha and heavy

naphtha with the help of various

equipment - stripper/absorber,

sponge absorber, aminecontractor,

debutaniser, naphtha splitter.

LPG MeroxUnit

Merox units are used in oil refineries

and natural gas processing plants

to remove mercaptans from LPG,

propane, butane, light naphtha,

kerosene and jet fuels by converting

them to liquid hydrocarbon and

disulfides.In anLPG Merox Unit,

fresh feed is chargedto an extractor

column, in which mercaptans are

extracted by a caustic stream

containing Merox catalysts. The

treated material passes overhead

to asettler in which any entrained

caustic solution is separated and

returned to thecirculation system.

Challenges at site

A criticaltask of this nature requires

precision and meticulous planning,

all of which was done diligently by

Punj Lloyd’sproject team. It was

also inevitable that a project of this

magnitude would face unforeseen

challenges as it crossed significant

milestones. The most challenging

aspect of the project was to meet

deadlines and safety criteria while the

refinery was in operation.

Piling &Foundation

Tostart with, the construction site

itself, being an erstwhile Effluent

Treatment Plant, had ground

problems.Punj Lloyd had to install

1,867 piles including 248 critical piles

of 1,000 mm dia in the coke drum

area and 1,615,500 mm dia piles

consuming approximately 12,399 m3

of concrete. However, with its sound

construction background, Punj Lloyd

overcame these initial roadblocks

and completed the piling work on

schedule. A single record concrete

of 3,055 m3was constructed in

30 hours in a coke drum base raft

maintaining highest quality & safety

Installing four enormous and bulky coke drums in a congested
refinery was not a simple task as the coke drum was on an elevated
massive concrete foundation, 28m above ground level

Twocranes, the main
lifting crane with a
1,250 T capacity
and the tailing crane
with a500 T capacity
were employed for
the erection
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Certificateof Appreciation
awarded to

Punj Lloyd for commendable performance in construction of
The New Oil Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan, Indonesia

Punj Lloyd overcame challenging barriers like remoteness of the site, vagaries
of weather and non-availability of local resources to complete the project in

time, maintaining highest level of safety and quality.

Saeful Sukardi
OperationManager

Risnawan Eriyana
Project Manager

AgungSihwahyudi
HSSE Advisor

construction jetty of the client had an

abysmally low draft, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia secured client permission

to use the operations jetty for trans-

shipment of material and equipment.

Toprevent delay in procurement

of equipmentparts incase of

equipment breakdown, replacement

of equipment was resorted to,

which saved time considerably

though increasing operational cost.

Scarcity of sand was addressed

by procuring it from Surabaya

and Jakarta. Additional resources

like compressors, generators,

cranes etc were mobilised along

with development of an additional

paintingshop to increase the

progress at site. All Punj Lloyd HSE

and QA/QC programmes were

implemented and ran successfully.

Tokeep track of progress,

all project and site teams were

consistently updated with respect

to trans-shipment,equipment,

inclement weather, giving teams

lead time to take remedial measures

and overcome impediments. This

also allowed the team to keep a

close watch on the project schedule

and prevent any slip-ups.

A considerate move by Shell

In the wake of numerousunforeseen

obstacles andlimitations due to the

inaccessibilityof the site location,

PT Shell Indonesia accorded time

extension of project completion

till September 2009.PT Shell

Indonesia’s unflinching support to

PT PunjLloyd Indonesia helped it

achieve the common goal of meeting

the tight project schedule.

Accolades and Achievements

Highly appreciative of ourplanning,

project management, HSE, QA & QC

activities and efforts to adhere to the

project schedule, PT Shell Indonesia

presented PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia

with an HSE plaque for completing

one Million man-hours free of Lost

Time Injury (LTI).

In an appreciation letterto

Punj Lloyd, Mustafa Akbar Reza,

Cluster Distribution Engineering

Manager, Shell, said “By dint of

hard work,diligent management

and impeccable coordination,

Punj Lloydhas accomplished

appreciable progress in project

execution despite remoteness of

site, vagaries of weather and non-

availability of local resources.

He further added, ‘The work has

progressed with utmost emphasis

on quality,safetyand safe working

practices, which are comparable to

international standards and worthy

of being emoted by others.’

These well-earned accolades

have added to Punj Lloyd’s list of

successfully completedprojects.
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The most
challengingaspect
ofthe project was to
meet deadlines and
safety criteria while
the refinery was
operating
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and the extreme vagaries of nature.

The project met a few roadblocks

at the start itself with incessant rain

threatening to delay operations.

Ordinarily, in other normal paced

projects, some amount of disruption

of construction activity and shipment

of material are easily absorbed.

However with this being a fast-track

project, PT Punj Lloyd Indonesia had

little room for absorption of time loss.

With no road infrastructure,

the site was accessible only by a

chartered flight or ferry. The client’s

construction jetty which could

be used, subject to availability,

could berth only LCTs owing to

restricted draft. The rough sea

made matters worse for berthing.

Besides logistical challenges,

the island presented manpower

problems, as it was devoid of any

skilled or semi skilled workforce. In

the absence of any local market,

even rudimentary items such

as a grinding wheel, hammer,

small electrical goods, had to

be procured from Jakarta. The

remoteness of the island added to

the difficulty in procuring spares

and arranging for mechanics in

case of equipment breakdown.

Scarcity of local sand at

Pulau Laut was another crisis.

Sand which is needed for blasting

purposes fell short in spite of

hiring two local suppliers to

supply sand on a daily basis.

Resourceful Planning

Time being the essence of this

project, our project team worked

undeterred to solve the crisis so

that the project schedule remained

unaffected.

The various challenges of

working in an island made the need

for meticulous planning even more

crucial. Step by step, the project

teams overcame every hurdle, finding

a solution to every roadblock.

On discovering that the

“The work has
progressed with
utmost emphasis
on quality and safe
working practices,
which are comparable
to international
standards and worthy
of being emoted by
others.”
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is separated in the desired fractions

such as wet gas, light coker gas

oil and heavy coker gas oil. The

effluent enters the fractionator just

below the bottom tray. A temperature

profile is maintained in the tower by

means of reflux returned to the tower

at various points. The temperature

profile determines the boiling ranges

of the products withdrawn from

the tower.

Gas plant

Wet gas after cooling is then

fed to the compressor and then

compressed gas is further separated

into coker products such as fuel

gas, LPG, light naphtha and heavy

naphtha with the help of various

equipment - stripper/absorber,

sponge absorber, amine contractor,

debutaniser, naphtha splitter.

LPG Merox Unit

Merox units are used in oil refineries

and natural gas processing plants

to remove mercaptans from LPG,

propane, butane, light naphtha,

kerosene and jet fuels by converting

them to liquid hydrocarbon and

disulfides. In an LPG Merox Unit,

fresh feed is charged to an extractor

column, in which mercaptans are

extracted by a caustic stream

containing Merox catalysts. The

treated material passes overhead

to a settler in which any entrained

caustic solution is separated and

returned to the circulation system.

Challenges at site

A critical task of this nature requires

precision and meticulous planning,

all of which was done diligently by

Punj Lloyd’s project team. It was

also inevitable that a project of this

magnitude would face unforeseen

challenges as it crossed significant

milestones. The most challenging

aspect of the project was to meet

deadlines and safety criteria while the

refinery was in operation.

Piling & Foundation

To start with, the construction site

itself, being an erstwhile Effluent

Treatment Plant, had ground

problems. Punj Lloyd had to install

1,867 piles including 248 critical piles

of 1,000 mm dia in the coke drum

area and 1,615,500 mm dia piles

consuming approximately 12,399 m3

of concrete. However, with its sound

construction background, Punj Lloyd

overcame these initial roadblocks

and completed the piling work on

schedule. A single record concrete

of 3,055 m3 was constructed in

30 hours in a coke drum base raft

maintaining highest quality & safety

Installing four enormous and bulky coke drums in a congested
refinery was not a simple task as the coke drum was on an elevated
massive concrete foundation, 28 m above ground level

Two cranes, the main
lifting crane with a
1,250 T capacity
and the tailing crane
with a 500 T capacity
were employed for
the erection
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P K Chand
Director

Punj Lloyd Oil & Gas Malaysia

All is not just business at

the Sabah Sarawak pipeline

being laid by PunjLloyd in the

rainforests of Malaysia. The

largest pipeline of Malaysia,

Sabah Sarawak saw some

interesting activity on the Right of

Way. While clearing it, Punj Lloyd

employees came across two

Leopard catcubs, abandonedby

their mother. The cubs belonged

to a protected species of Borneo,

Felis bengalensis.

The Call of the Wild
Punj Lloydemployees rescued two Leopard cat cubs
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fractionatingtower. The fresh feed is

pumped throughtwo fired heaters

to bring the mixture up to 500ºC

temperature. The effluent fromthe

heaters then enters the bottom of

one of the coking drums where the

gaseous productspass out the top

and the liquid soaks in the drum

until it cracks into lighter products

that will exit the top of the drum or

forms coke that stays in the drum

and builds up fromthe bottom of

the drum. Usually there are sets of

two coke drums that are operated

batch wise. The plant is designed

for a coke drum cycle of 48 hours.

An individual coke drumwill remain

in coking operation for 24 hours

and another 24 hours for decoking

operation.

This DelayedCoker Unitis

designed to produce 3,314 T of

coke per day. When one drum is

filled with coke, the feed is switched

to the other drum.The full drum is

thenprepared forremoving the coke,

which is cooled and cut into pieces

by means of hydraulic cutting tools.

Once the coke is removed from the

drum, it can be brought back on line

after pressure testing and warm-up.

Fractionation Section

The overhead vapor from the drum

goes to a fractionating tower where it
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of feed and produce valuable light

productswhile generating coke

as a by product has made itvery

popular. Coking technology has

existed for over eight decades and

is well proven through licensors like

Foster Wheeler, Lummus Technology,

Conoco Philipsand Exxon Mobil.

This is the only unitthat handles

hydrocarbon in all the three states -

solid,liquid and gas. The objective of

this batch-cum-continuous process

is to maximise light distillates and

minimise theyield of coke. Coke

produced in a Delayed Coking

Unit can be used as solid fuel.

Delayed Coker Unit

DelayedCoking is a thermal process

in which a residue, fromthe vacuum

unit is rapidly heated in a specially

designed furnace and the hot residue

is transferred to coke drums for coke

formation. It is called delayed coking

because the coking is delayed by

injecting the steam/condensate

along with the residue feed resulting

in increased velocities inside the

furnace tubes and finally coking

starts when the contents reach the

coke drums.

The DelayedCoker Unitthus

processes very heavy residue to

obtain products like Fuel Gas,

LPG, Naphtha, Light Coker Gas Oil

(Diesel), Heavy Coker Gas Oil and

petroleum coke as a byproduct.

The DelayedCoker

unit comprises :

1) Coking Section

2) Fractionation Section

3) Gas Plant

Coking Section

DelayedCoker unit works basically

on the principal of thermal cracking.

Fresh feed is preheated through

a heat exchange system prior to

entering the bottom of the coker

Coke Delayed Coker Unit

Coke Gas

LPG

Naphtha

LCGO to Diesel

HCGO to HDS,
HC or FCC

Treated
Product

Air
H2S
Free
Feed

Caustic

Catalyst
Injection

Intermittent Use

Lean MeroxCaustic

Disulfide

Excess Air

DesulfideSeparator ExtractorOxidizer
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Punj Lloyd subsidiary, PT Punj Lloyd

Indonesia by PT Shell Indonesia

in 2008 on an EPC basis. To be

completed in a short span of eight

and a half months, and being the

first ever Shell project in Indonesia,

the Pulau Laut project was extremely

important for Punj Lloyd.

Pulau Laut is separated by a

narrow strait from the mainland and

is not connected to the mainland

by road. Several small villages are

found scattered along the coast.

The middle of the island is hilly with

dense forest, scarcely inhabited.

The scope of work

The scope of work for the new fuel

oil terminal at Pulau Laut involved

extensive engineering, detailed

design, fabrication, supply of

material, construction, installation,

testing, pre-commissioning and

commissioning work. The project

consists of four aboveground vertical

storage tanks of 41.5 m dia, 15.5 m

high with a capacity of 18,000 KL

each, terminal piping and pumping

facility, bunkering line up to plot

boundary, fire fighting facilities,

civil & building work, electrical &

instrumentation and plant utilities.

Marooned on an island

The Pulau Laut project is a perfect

example of multifaceted challenges

starting from the remoteness of the

location to the lack of local resources
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standards. The total volume of

concrete was approx. 41,691 m3.

Voluminous Work

Steel Structure Fabrication

and Erection

A total of 8,000 T of structured steel

had to be fabricated and erected

to support the piping and other

equipment.

Equipment Erection

Installing and commissioning over

200 different types of equipment,

including 20 critical ones, was an

enormous task. Four coke drums

had a gross weight of 650 MT each,

diameter of 9.9 m and 42.9 m height.

For such a critical task, it is notewor-

thy that the scheme for the com-

plete erection of all four coke drums

including the rigging scheme was de-

veloped in-house. The complexity of

the operation was further compound-

ed due to the confined space and

simultaneous construction activities

at site. Installing four enormous and

bulky coke drums in a congested re-

finery space was not a simple task as

the coke drum was on an elevated

massive concrete foundation, 28 m

above ground level.

Two cranes, the main lifting

crane with a 1,250 T capacity

and the tailing crane with a 500 T

capacity were employed for the

A massive steel
structure weighing
1,650 MT, upto a
height of 120 m had
to be made around
the coke drums
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erection. Meticulous planning and

mobilisation saw these critical

tasks completed in 3 weeks. The

transport and movement of such

heavy equipment requires special

soil treatment to increase the bearing

capacity of soil to about 40 T/sq m.

Column Fractionator -

Transportation and Erection

Eleven columns, weighing 40 T to

360 T with a maximum height of

60 m, had to be erected in an

extremely restricted space. Out of

these, the coke fractionator weighing

340 T, with a 6.6 m radius and 49 m

height was one of the most critical

equipment.

The coker island structure had

been designed in-house by PL

Engineering, the engineering wing of

Punj Lloyd Group. Owing to the mas-

sive dimensions of the Coke Frac-

tionator its transportation from the

fabrication yard outside the refinery

limits to the site of erection inside

the unit, was a tough task. The fact

that the Government of Gujarat had

restricted movement over bridges

further compounded the problem.

The Fractionator was transported

in 7 days to the site, saving

substantial time in assembling it

at the site. The congested place

posed recurrent problems, as there

weighing 1,650 MT, upto a height of

120 m had to be made around the

coke drums. This structure has been

designed in-house by PL Engineering

and erected successfully by

deploying a 1,200 T capacity crane.

Piping Fabrication & Erection

A huge quantum of piping work -

135 km had to be completed in a

short span of 20 months, including

8.5 km of AS piping & 8 km of SS

piping. The erection of critical piping

like coke drum overhead vapour,

coke drum feed at 65 m & 32 m

height and coke cutting line at a

height of 92 m on Derrick structure

was really challenging as there was

no place for crane movement.

A huge quantum of piping work - 135 km had to be completed in
a short span of 20 months

was no place for the cranes to erect

the fractionator or the Absorber

& Stripper columns. In the former

case, we erected it by placing the

crane opposite the erection site

while in the latter, the crane was

placed over a concrete foundation

1.2 - 2 m height, opposite the

north side of E-W pipe rack in three

parts - Skirt, Absorber & Stripper.

The criticality in erection was due

to simultaneous in position fit up,

welding and other factors like NDT

Tests (Non Destructive Testing).

Derrick Structure (Modular Form)

In order to support the coke cutting

system, associated piping and critical

equipment, a massive steel structure
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fractionatingtower. The fresh feed is

pumped throughtwo fired heaters

to bring the mixture up to 500ºC

temperature. The effluent fromthe

heaters then enters the bottom of

one of the coking drums where the

gaseous productspass out the top

and the liquid soaks in the drum

until it cracks into lighter products

that will exit the top of the drum or

forms coke that stays in the drum

and builds up fromthe bottom of

the drum. Usually there are sets of

two coke drums that are operated

batch wise. The plant is designed

for a coke drum cycle of 48 hours.

An individual coke drumwill remain

in coking operation for 24 hours

and another 24 hours for decoking

operation.

This DelayedCoker Unitis

designed to produce 3,314 T of

coke per day. When one drum is

filled with coke, the feed is switched

to the other drum.The full drum is

thenprepared forremoving the coke,

which is cooled and cut into pieces

by means of hydraulic cutting tools.

Once the coke is removed from the

drum, it can be brought back on line

after pressure testing and warm-up.

Fractionation Section

The overhead vapor from the drum

goes to a fractionating tower where it
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of feed and produce valuable light

productswhile generating coke

as a by product has made itvery

popular. Coking technology has

existed for over eight decades and

is well proven through licensors like

Foster Wheeler, Lummus Technology,

Conoco Philipsand Exxon Mobil.

This is the only unitthat handles

hydrocarbon in all the three states -

solid,liquid and gas. The objective of

this batch-cum-continuous process

is to maximise light distillates and

minimise theyield of coke. Coke

produced in a Delayed Coking

Unit can be used as solid fuel.

Delayed Coker Unit

DelayedCoking is a thermal process

in which a residue, fromthe vacuum

unit is rapidly heated in a specially

designed furnace and the hot residue

is transferred to coke drums for coke

formation. It is called delayed coking

because the coking is delayed by

injecting the steam/condensate

along with the residue feed resulting

in increased velocities inside the

furnace tubes and finally coking

starts when the contents reach the

coke drums.

The DelayedCoker Unitthus

processes very heavy residue to

obtain products like Fuel Gas,

LPG, Naphtha, Light Coker Gas Oil

(Diesel), Heavy Coker Gas Oil and

petroleum coke as a byproduct.

The DelayedCoker

unit comprises :

1) Coking Section

2) Fractionation Section

3) Gas Plant

Coking Section

DelayedCoker unit works basically

on the principal of thermal cracking.

Fresh feed is preheated through

a heat exchange system prior to

entering the bottom of the coker

Coke Delayed Coker Unit

Coke Gas

LPG

Naphtha

LCGO to Diesel

HCGO to HDS,
HC or FCC

Treated
Product

Air
H2S
Free
Feed

Caustic

Catalyst
Injection

Intermittent Use

Lean MeroxCaustic

Disulfide

Excess Air

DesulfideSeparator ExtractorOxidizer
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The cubs belong to
a protected species
ofBorneo,Felis
bengalensis

Our people rescued the cubs,

handing them over to the nearest

wildlife office. Lovingly called Arjun

and Devi, the cubs soon became

the centre of attraction for our site

employees at Malaysia. Punj Lloyd

also presented a sum of RM 10,000

for the upkeep of Arjun and Devi

to Bintulu Development Authority,

who in a letter of appreciation

wrote “yourkind gesture goes

a long way towards oureffortin

wildlife conservation and may it

be abeginning for us together in

making Bintulu a better place”.

Arjun and Devi have been

placed at Taman Tumbina Bintulu,

a unique integration of a botanical
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standards. The total volume of

concrete was approx. 41,691 m3.

Voluminous Work

Steel Structure Fabrication

and Erection

A total of 8,000 T of structured steel

had to be fabricated and erected

to support the piping and other

equipment.

Equipment Erection

Installing and commissioning over

200 different types of equipment,

including 20 critical ones, was an

enormous task. Four coke drums

had a gross weight of 650 MT each,

diameter of 9.9 m and 42.9 m height.

For such a critical task, it is notewor-

thy that the scheme for the com-

plete erection of all four coke drums

including the rigging scheme was de-

veloped in-house. The complexity of

the operation was further compound-

ed due to the confined space and

simultaneous construction activities

at site. Installing four enormous and

bulky coke drums in a congested re-

finery space was not a simple task as

the coke drum was on an elevated

massive concrete foundation, 28 m

above ground level.

Two cranes, the main lifting

crane with a 1,250 T capacity

and the tailing crane with a 500 T

capacity were employed for the

A massive steel
structure weighing
1,650 MT, upto a
height of 120 m had
to be made around
the coke drums
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erection. Meticulous planning and

mobilisation saw these critical

tasks completed in 3 weeks. The

transport and movement of such

heavy equipment requires special

soil treatment to increase the bearing

capacity of soil to about 40 T/sq m.

Column Fractionator -

Transportation and Erection

Eleven columns, weighing 40 T to

360 T with a maximum height of

60 m, had to be erected in an

extremely restricted space. Out of

these, the coke fractionator weighing

340 T, with a 6.6 m radius and 49 m

height was one of the most critical

equipment.

The coker island structure had

been designed in-house by PL

Engineering, the engineering wing of

Punj Lloyd Group. Owing to the mas-

sive dimensions of the Coke Frac-

tionator its transportation from the

fabrication yard outside the refinery

limits to the site of erection inside

the unit, was a tough task. The fact

that the Government of Gujarat had

restricted movement over bridges

further compounded the problem.

The Fractionator was transported

in 7 days to the site, saving

substantial time in assembling it

at the site. The congested place

posed recurrent problems, as there

weighing 1,650 MT, upto a height of

120 m had to be made around the

coke drums. This structure has been

designed in-house by PL Engineering

and erected successfully by

deploying a 1,200 T capacity crane.

Piping Fabrication & Erection

A huge quantum of piping work -

135 km had to be completed in a

short span of 20 months, including

8.5 km of AS piping & 8 km of SS

piping. The erection of critical piping

like coke drum overhead vapour,

coke drum feed at 65 m & 32 m

height and coke cutting line at a

height of 92 m on Derrick structure

was really challenging as there was

no place for crane movement.

A huge quantum of piping work - 135 km had to be completed in
a short span of 20 months

was no place for the cranes to erect

the fractionator or the Absorber

& Stripper columns. In the former

case, we erected it by placing the

crane opposite the erection site

while in the latter, the crane was

placed over a concrete foundation

1.2 - 2 m height, opposite the

north side of E-W pipe rack in three

parts - Skirt, Absorber & Stripper.

The criticality in erection was due

to simultaneous in position fit up,

welding and other factors like NDT

Tests (Non Destructive Testing).

Derrick Structure (Modular Form)

In order to support the coke cutting

system, associated piping and critical

equipment, a massive steel structure
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Ajai Agarwal
General Manager (Projects)

Asia Pacific & Country Head, Thailand

Punj Lloyd

Tracing the past

An archipelago of over 13,000

islands stretched out between the

two continental shelves of Asia

and Australia, Indonesia has been

a second home to Punj Lloyd.

Presenting Punj Lloyd with its first

ever overseas contract almost two

decade ago, Indonesia set the

foundation for Punj Lloyd’s journey as

a global EPC conglomerate.

Working to international safety

standards and developing local

manpower skill sets over several

years ensured a series of successes

for Punj Lloyd in Indonesia.

The treacherous fields of Tunu

in Kalimantan, located partially

onshore in swamp terrain and

partially offshore in shallow waters

on the outer margin of the Mahakam

Delta, are witness to the pipelines

laid by Punj Lloyd. Mahakam Delta

is infamous for the shallow sea

with excessive surface currents,

the inner delta, criss-crossed by

rivers and inhabited by salt-water

crocodiles, snakes and other

reptiles. Punj Lloyd has laid pipelines

in Tambora Field, also located

in East Kalimantan, on the inner

margin of the Mahakam Delta.

Punj Lloyd’s own equipment

facility, Sungaipurun, sprawling

over 45,000 sq m maintains

the huge fleet of amphibious

equipment, innovatively designed

and fabricated in-house at the

yard. It is at Sungaipurun that a

1,000 T capacity skidway was

built to load out the South Utility

Platform for Tunu Phase II.

Award of the Project

Punj Lloyd has added the New Oil

Terminal at Pulau Laut, Kalimantan to

its list of executed projects displaying

its rich project diversity across

offshore, pipelines and tanks.

The terminal was awarded to

Punj Lloyd completes a Fast Track
project in Kalimantan, Indonesia
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The most
challengingaspect
ofthe project was to
meet deadlines and
safety criteria while
the refinery was
operating
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and zoological garden. The name

TUMBINA originates from the

Malay words TUMbuhan (meaning

plant) and BINAtang(animal).

Stop the Vanishing Stripes

In another move to protect the

environment, Punj Lloyd joined

Artiger, a public art initiative jointly led

by corporates and artists, toconvey

powerful messages to the masses

to save the endangered Indian tiger.

Using art as a potent awareness

tool to disseminate these compelling

messages, this project hada dual

purpose – promoting publicart and

savingthe Indian tiger.

57 life size fibre glass tiger

installations - booked by several

corporates, Punj Lloyd being one

of them - were unveiled at various

places across the Delhi. The funds

generated were donated to the

Ranthambore Foundation, one of

India’s oldest organisations working

in the field of tiger conservation.
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is separated in the desired fractions

such as wet gas, light coker gas

oil and heavy coker gas oil. The

effluent enters the fractionator just

below the bottom tray. A temperature

profile is maintained in the tower by

means of reflux returned to the tower

at various points. The temperature

profile determines the boiling ranges

of the products withdrawn from

the tower.

Gas plant

Wet gas after cooling is then

fed to the compressor and then

compressed gas is further separated

into coker products such as fuel

gas, LPG, light naphtha and heavy

naphtha with the help of various

equipment - stripper/absorber,

sponge absorber, amine contractor,

debutaniser, naphtha splitter.

LPG Merox Unit

Merox units are used in oil refineries

and natural gas processing plants

to remove mercaptans from LPG,

propane, butane, light naphtha,

kerosene and jet fuels by converting

them to liquid hydrocarbon and

disulfides. In an LPG Merox Unit,

fresh feed is charged to an extractor

column, in which mercaptans are

extracted by a caustic stream

containing Merox catalysts. The

treated material passes overhead

to a settler in which any entrained

caustic solution is separated and

returned to the circulation system.

Challenges at site

A critical task of this nature requires

precision and meticulous planning,

all of which was done diligently by

Punj Lloyd’s project team. It was

also inevitable that a project of this

magnitude would face unforeseen

challenges as it crossed significant

milestones. The most challenging

aspect of the project was to meet

deadlines and safety criteria while the

refinery was in operation.

Piling & Foundation

To start with, the construction site

itself, being an erstwhile Effluent

Treatment Plant, had ground

problems. Punj Lloyd had to install

1,867 piles including 248 critical piles

of 1,000 mm dia in the coke drum

area and 1,615,500 mm dia piles

consuming approximately 12,399 m3

of concrete. However, with its sound

construction background, Punj Lloyd

overcame these initial roadblocks

and completed the piling work on

schedule. A single record concrete

of 3,055 m3 was constructed in

30 hours in a coke drum base raft

maintaining highest quality & safety

Installing four enormous and bulky coke drums in a congested
refinery was not a simple task as the coke drum was on an elevated
massive concrete foundation, 28 m above ground level

Two cranes, the main
lifting crane with a
1,250 T capacity
and the tailing crane
with a 500 T capacity
were employed for
the erection
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MOU signing ceremony between the Indian & Malaysian Government for the Highways sector.
Seen are Malaysian Prime Minister - Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak, Malyasian Works Minister - Datuk Shaziman
Abu Mansor and Indian Roads, Transport & Highway Minister - Kamal Nath, along with Atul Punj, Chairman -

Punj Lloyd Group and S S Raju, CEO & President, Punj Lloyd Infrastructure, India

P K Chand,
Director - Punj
Lloyd Oil & Gas
Malaysia, greets
Dr Manmohan
Singh on the
visit of the
Prime Minister’s
delegation to
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

An Infrastructure development project in Bihar from NHAI.

PL Engineering and GECI India to jointly offer engineering services in the Aerospace Sector.

Order from Petroleum Company Occidental Mukhaizna for engineering, procurement and construction

of a new water treatment plant at their oil production fields in Oman.

Contract for engineering, procurement, construction, installation and commissioning (EPCIC) of 3 well

head platforms and laying 3 segments of 18.6 km of offshore gas pipeline from Pertamina in Indonesia.

Contract under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission to develop a 5 MW

solar PV plant in Rajasthan.

EPC contract for a centralised water treatment plant in Bihar.

Onshore gas pipeline project in Thailand from PTT Public Company Ltd.

Signs MOU with Hopetech to offer solutions for automated electronic toll collection.

Order for construction of three Medical Colleges in the state of West Bengal, India for State Government

Wins Paradip Refinery Project in Orissa for IOCL, India.

Pipeline project from Dabhol to Bangalore, India for GAIL.

EPC contract for laying offsite pipelines for Saudi Aramco’s Yanbu’ Export Refinery Project on the

Western Coast of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia along the Red sea.

Five prestigious solar power projects from Punjab Government including setting up of a solar power

plant at Golden Temple and Punjab State Assembly.

Atul Punj with Mr Lim Hng Kiang, Minister
for Trade and Industry of Singapore, during the CII Core Group visit 2010
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Sharma, the General Manager-

Corporate Communication, Dhampur

Sugar Mills; Lalit Advani, Nikhil

Pant, the Secretary of the National

Governing Board and Head, Child &

Youth HRD; and Shubra Aggarwal,

former national squash champion.

Played at the National Sports

Club of India, in Worli, Mumbai,

the West Zone tournament was

the fourth and last leg of the

Punj Lloyd All India Inter-School

Squash Championship.

This tournament was extremely

successful in terms of the number

of children and the scheduled

12 categories participating. The

championship saw registration

from 206 children across 33

schools in Maharashtra.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was an

exciting event with Arjun Rampal, the

famous Bollywood actor, as Chief

Guest. Held at the National Sports

Club of India Mumbai, other guests

included Bipin Mehta, Chairman

of the NSCI and M S Shastri, the

President of the Maharashtra Squash

Rackets Association. The event was

also well attended by the media.

What is noteworthy is that it

is after several years that the inter

school format was revived with the

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters. The

games created excitement in both

the squash playing and non playing

community. Parents and children

alike commended this initiative,

expressing their aspiration to see

more corporates take the lead in

providing a platform to leverage

the talent of young children.

Frenzied activity in the social

media on Punj Lloyd Squash

Masters Facebook and Twitter, were

testimony to the enthusiasm of

the youth towards the game. With

these sites sharing the latest squash

techniques and shot tips, it was

with good reason that these sites

saw over a million hits every day.

Besides providing a great

competitive environment, Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters gave youngsters

an opportunity to practice. The

importance of footwork drills

Winners also participated in the squash clinics of some of the
leading players in the world and got one-on-one instructions to
better their game
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The above compelling byline

was the motto of Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters 2010, the largest

initiative in India, taken by a

corporate in squash.

In 2009, Punj Lloyd hosted with

aplomb, the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters,

an international squash tournament

in Mumbai. With the world’s best

players from 32 countries, Punj Lloyd

PSA Masters brought international

squash to India after 12 years.

It was amidst an excited

audience watching a game in

rapturous silence that the idea of

taking squash to the grassroot

level in India emerged from Atul

Punj, the Chairman of Punj Lloyd

Group. Punj Lloyd Squash Masters

2010 was born, aiming to touch

all constituencies across India

with a single minded approach of
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with a breathtaking collection of

photographs of India’s architectural

heritage. ‘Monumental India’

presents wide panoramas offering

perspectives that stretch upward of

200 degrees and startle with their

immaculate clarity and imagery -

the luminous detail inside a Rajput

palace, the airy lightness of a Mughal

pavilion, the imposing façade of a

desert fort, the ethereal quality of

the Taj and the stillness of a stupa.

These monuments, some

crumbling and forgotten, some

lovingly preserved, are chronicles

of India’s rich historical past.

The images, shot by Amit

Pasricha, renowned Delhi based

photographer, are philosophic as

well as documentary, incorporating

both scale and detail, mixing

truth and technology, relative and

absolute at the same time.
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in a game like squash cannot

be overemphasised. Impacting

the manner inwhich players

move aroundthe court,testing

their endurance, footdrills also

help in conditioning, racquet

preparation/positioning, and

gaining a competitive advantage.

The winners from each of the

promotional tournaments played in

a pre-event at the PSA Masters and

theWISPAinDelhi.Winners also

participated in the squash clinics

of some of the leading players in

the world and got one-on-one

instructions to better their game.

The Punj Lloyd Club-
Corporate Squash
Challenge, 2010

Following the Inter School

Championships, Punj Lloyd

organised the Club-Corporate

Squash Challenge. Played

simultaneously in New Delhi at

the Delhi Gymkhana Club and in

Mumbaiat the National Sports Club

of India,the tournaments were

fun for corporate participants. The

tournament introduced the ‘floating

handicap rule’, geared towards

leveling the playing field between the

strongerand weaker players and

ensuring that, on a given day, any

player could beat any other player.

Accordingly, strongerplayers were

handed a negative handicap while

weaker players were handed a

positive handicap.

India’s leadingcorporate houses

including Nestle, Ernst & Young,

Standard Chartered, Jet Airways,

as well as champions fromsome

of India’s leading clubs including

the Delhi Gymkhana, the CCI,

the NationalSportsClub ofIndia,

Jindal Academy, participated in

the tournament. In aggregate, the

Challenge saw participation from

over 200 participants spread over

28 teams in Delhi and24 teams in

Mumbai. Ernst & Young andCricket

Club of India emerged as winners

Frenzied activity
in the social media
on Punj Lloyd
Squash Masters
Facebook and
Twitter, were
testimony to the
enthusiasm of
our youth for
the game
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Nishchal Agrawal
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd recently exhibited

at Abu DhabiInternational

Petroleum Exhibition and

Conference (ADIPEC),oneof

the most acclaimed oil and gas

eventsin the world with 1,500

exhibitors from 50countries and

over 45,000 attendees. Placing

Abu Dhabi firmly under the

world energy spotlight, ADIPEC

was significant for Punj Lloyd

with its Middle East regional

headquarters located

in Abu Dhabi.

ADIPEC set the stage for Punj

Lloyd to make business deals,

forge new and strengthen existing

contacts, showcase its technologies

and services, and be involved

in strategic and policy-shaping

discussions. The largepresence

of NOCs (National Oil Companies),

IOCs (International Oil Companies),

major EPC contractors, consortium

leaders, service companies,

technology providers, international

manufacturers along with engineering

contractors, trading companies

and consultants from across six

continents on the floor made ADIPEC

an all-in-one solution for those

doingbusiness in theindustry.

Punj Lloyd’spavilion at ADIPEC

showcased its projects and

capabilities. Among the prestigious

clients that visited us were the major

NOCs- ADNOC, Gasco, Zadco,

ADCO, Takreer, Maersk Oil, ADMA-

Opco, Qatar Petroleum, major EPC

companies including Petrofac, TR,

Punj LloydPuts on an Impressive Show
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magnificentcrab drew a parallel

with the excavators and the dozers

which make construction possible.

Construction might be construed

as a heartless world of rock and steel

butsome find music in engineering

marvels. Foundationsbuilt onbare

land, create cities. It is the powerof

creation! Calendar2006 was at its

imaginative best when hydrocarbon

infrastructure - refineries, tanks

and pipelines morphed into

different instruments, creating

their ownmusic. The manner in

which each instrument acquired

a new dimension had one turning
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youth of today hooked on to squash!

Driving a competitive spirit in

children and giving them a platform

to show their talent, the inaugural

South Zone championship was

launched in August in Chennai,

India. Played at the Indian

Squash Academy in Chennai, the

championship saw participation

in the Under 11, 13, 15 and 17

individual categories as well as

in the Under 15 and 17 team

categories for both boys and girls.

114 participants over 22 schools

from Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and

Goa participated in the games.

The prize distribution ceremony for

boys was presided over by Prabhu,

Physical Education Director, Seventh

Adventist School, while the girls’

ceremony had Cyrus Poncha,

the National Coach for Squash

as the Chief Guest. The winners

and runner-ups were presented a

medal and a Certificate of Merit.

The second leg of the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter School Squash

Championship, the East zone was

played at the Calcutta Rackets Club

in Kolkata. The inaugural press-

meet to announce the launch had

B C Kankaria, the President of

the West Bengal Squash Rackets

Association (WBSRA); RN Ghosal,

the Secretary of the WBSRA,

Saurav Ghosal, India’s No. 1

player, also a Punj Lloyd sponsored

player and Vivek Dinodia, Under

17 India No. 4; among others.

The Punj Lloyd All India Inter

School North & Central Zone

Squash Championship was the

third leg of the Championships

and was played at the Noida

Sports Stadium in September

2010. Extremely successful, this

championship saw registration

from 154 participants from over 18

schools from New Delhi, Noida,

Jodhpur, Jaipur and Dehradun - an

extremely high number in terms

of participation and geographical

spread of the participants.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was presided

over by Sandeep Dikshit, the

Member of Parliament from East

Delhi; and V K Goyal, the President

of the Delhi Squash Association.

Other guests included Sharad

‘Why not! India has
enough cricket fans,
golf continues to be
a game for the rich.
Squash tests your
fitness and agility,
ensuring both mental
and physical fitness.’

says Atul Punj
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creating the buzz and excitement

required to popularise squash.

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters

2010 was a series of squash

championships across various

age groups throughout India,

culminating in the Punj Lloyd PSA

Masters and Punj Lloyd WISPA

Masters in December at Delhi.

Perhaps Mr Punj’s choice

of squash is an offtake from his

passionate and daring streak; while

he comfortably steered his Group’s

operations globally, decisions like

endorsing squash on a national

level are reflective of his pioneering

resolve to bring an altogether new

experience to his people. Often

asked ‘Why Squash’, Atul replies,

“Why not! India has enough cricket

fans, golf continues to be a game for

the rich. Squash tests your fitness

and agility, ensuring both mental

and physical fitness” says he.

India’s own Saurav Ghosal (World

no. 24) and Dipika Pallikal (World no.

23), both sponsored by Punj Lloyd,

and Jyoshna Chinnappa (World

no. 35), were the torch bearers for

India at the Punj Lloyd PSA and

Punj Lloyd WISPA Masters 2010.

All India Punj Lloyd Inter
School Championships

Catch em’ Young

By hosting the Inter School Squash

Masters across four zones in India,

Punj Lloyd did precisely this. Got the
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captured the youthful innocence and

bliss of ‘being children’ in Calendar

2009. Celebrating childhood, the

naïve faces of children, though

of different nationalities, shared

common traits of wide-eyed

curiosity and optimistic charm,

perpetually hopeful for the future.

Punj Lloyd, though involved

with the creation of structures of

cement and steel, has consciously

maintained the delicate balance

of nature - protecting live coral

reefs and environmentally sensitive

mangroves, reinstating rivers,

planting trees to restore the tropical

rainforests, and relocating fish,

crocodiles and snake families.

Calendar 2010 was launched to raise

awareness about these wonderful

creatures with whom we share our

planet. Breathtaking pictures of

the wildlife of Masai Mara in Africa,

shot by Wildlife enthusiast, Anil

Thadani, must have lured many to

explore the African wilderness.

Coming full circle, Calendar

2011 has left viewers spellbound,
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of the Delhi and Mumbai leg of

the tournaments respectively.

The two finalists facedeach

other in New Delhi as part of the

pre-event forthe Punj Lloyd PSA

and WISPA Masters, 2010.

Punj Lloyd All India
Inter-University Squash
League 2010

Close on the heels of the Club-

Corporate Challenge was the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter University Squash

League.The participation from over

60 students, representing 14 teams

and 11 Universities from states

of Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,

Maharashtra and Haryana, the

Inter University League was one of

the largest inter-university squash

tournaments in the country.Hosted

at the Noida Sports Stadium, the

games were played in both team and

Squash Tips
Hit a serve high offthe wall so that it lands at a steep angle.

A good straight drop backhand on a squash return can

put an opponent under great pressure.

Return a squash serve with a straight drop volley forehand

When returningsquash serves with a crosscourt forehand,

try to hit just above the nick.

Open the face of the racquet and

hit the ball high and deep.

Hit drop shots with underspin for squash,

and avoid popping the ball up.

Hit the squash ball in the air before it

bounces and use a chopping motion.

Toget to the rearright corner in squash,

begin with the right foot

Keeping an eye on the ball will help

defend against a squash opponent

Be patient, turn the body,

and work on volleys from

all angles in squash.
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individual categories. Delhi University

emerged as the winner.

A Squashing Finish

The squash extravaganza comprising

the school, university andcorporate

championships met a grand finale

with the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2010. Punj Lloydalso added Punj

Lloyd WISPA ((Women International

Professional Players Association),

2010, the prestigious women’s

tournament, to its squash kitty.

In a press conference

announcing the launch of Punj Lloyd

PSA and WISPA Masters at Delhi,

world’s top second seed and runner

up of Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009,

Nick Matthew was on the dais, along

with Aditya Vij,President - Defence,

Punj Lloyd Group, S Srivatsan of

the Squash Federation ofIndia

(SRFI) and Kasey Brown,one of

the top seeded WISPA players.

An Audio-Visual capturing Punj

Lloyd’s association with Squash

startingPunj Lloyd PSA Masters

2009, followed up by the build-up

tournaments including pan India

Inter School Championships, Inter

University league and the Club-

Corporate challenge was shown.

Speaking on the occasion,

Aditya Vij said “Our support of

squash dates back to the 1990’s

startingwith Ritwik Bhattacharya,

who later went on to become one of

the most popular squash players in

India. Today, Dipika Pallikal and

Saurav Ghosalare the proud

bearers of Punj Lloyd’s

unstinting support

to the game”.

The Finals of the

Punj Lloyd PSA and

WISPA 2010 were

held at the Siri Fort

CWG Complex in New Delhi. The

stadium was packed with energy

and enthusiasm. Nick Matthew of

England beatJames Willstrop11-

7, 11-8, 11-7 in a splendid game,

emerging as the Winner of the

Punj LloydPSA Masters 2010.

In the Women’s Final,

England’s Jenny Duncalf

claimed the Punj Lloyd

WISPA title. She trounced

Australia’s Kasey Brown

11-5 11-5 11-4.

The Punj Lloyd PSA andWISPA

2010 went down in history as being

showcase events for England’s best

squash players. The players returned

home with glowing accounts of

the encouraging Indian audience

and looked forward to

return to play in India

again in 2011.
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each page eagerly. A masterpiece

of imagery when a highway was

depicted as a piano, replete with

black & white keys. Or the stacks

of a refinery were reminiscent of

a Saxophone and a Trumpet!

For a company that has worked

all seasons in varied environ-

ment, Calendar 2007 was a cel-

ebration of Punj Lloyd Group’s

achievements, while executing

complex projects in sea oron

land, in diverse geographies.

Using the five natural elements,

the calendar shares with the viewers

small interesting anecdotes of Punj

Lloyd’s journey through different

terrain and climate, reflecting the

passion of the workforce to see the

project throughwith aplomb. The

It has been said that art is a tryst, for in the joy
of it maker and beholder meet.

Kojiro Tomita
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Rohit Chawla, life size displays

captured the Rabaris, walking

proud, silver and kohl flashing,

amidst camels and sheep in the

desert. Their fashion, the traditional

textiles, intricate embroidery and

motifs, tattoos and the glistening

silver they adorn have inspired

countless couture collections, on

myriad catwalks across the world.

The raw appeal of these tribal

women was soon replaced by the

wide-eyed innocence of children.

Shot at various locations across

Asia, the stunning and richly textured

images of photographer Ken Seet
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youth of today hooked on to squash!

Driving a competitive spirit in

children and giving them a platform

to show their talent, the inaugural

South Zone championship was

launched in August in Chennai,

India. Played at the Indian

Squash Academy in Chennai, the

championship saw participation

in the Under 11, 13, 15 and 17

individual categories as well as

in the Under 15 and 17 team

categories for both boys and girls.

114 participants over 22 schools

from Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and

Goa participated in the games.

The prize distribution ceremony for

boys was presided over by Prabhu,

Physical Education Director, Seventh

Adventist School, while the girls’

ceremony had Cyrus Poncha,

the National Coach for Squash

as the Chief Guest. The winners

and runner-ups were presented a

medal and a Certificate of Merit.

The second leg of the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter School Squash

Championship, the East zone was

played at the Calcutta Rackets Club

in Kolkata. The inaugural press-

meet to announce the launch had

B C Kankaria, the President of

the West Bengal Squash Rackets

Association (WBSRA); RN Ghosal,

the Secretary of the WBSRA,

Saurav Ghosal, India’s No. 1

player, also a Punj Lloyd sponsored

player and Vivek Dinodia, Under

17 India No. 4; among others.

The Punj Lloyd All India Inter

School North & Central Zone

Squash Championship was the

third leg of the Championships

and was played at the Noida

Sports Stadium in September

2010. Extremely successful, this

championship saw registration

from 154 participants from over 18

schools from New Delhi, Noida,

Jodhpur, Jaipur and Dehradun - an

extremely high number in terms

of participation and geographical

spread of the participants.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was presided

over by Sandeep Dikshit, the

Member of Parliament from East

Delhi; and V K Goyal, the President

of the Delhi Squash Association.

Other guests included Sharad

‘Why not! India has
enough cricket fans,
golf continues to be
a game for the rich.
Squash tests your
fitness and agility,
ensuring both mental
and physical fitness.’

says Atul Punj
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creating the buzz and excitement

required to popularise squash.

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters

2010 was a series of squash

championships across various

age groups throughout India,

culminating in the Punj Lloyd PSA

Masters and Punj Lloyd WISPA

Masters in December at Delhi.

Perhaps Mr Punj’s choice

of squash is an offtake from his

passionate and daring streak; while

he comfortably steered his Group’s

operations globally, decisions like

endorsing squash on a national

level are reflective of his pioneering

resolve to bring an altogether new

experience to his people. Often

asked ‘Why Squash’, Atul replies,

“Why not! India has enough cricket

fans, golf continues to be a game for

the rich. Squash tests your fitness

and agility, ensuring both mental

and physical fitness” says he.

India’s own Saurav Ghosal (World

no. 24) and Dipika Pallikal (World no.

23), both sponsored by Punj Lloyd,

and Jyoshna Chinnappa (World

no. 35), were the torch bearers for

India at the Punj Lloyd PSA and

Punj Lloyd WISPA Masters 2010.

All India Punj Lloyd Inter
School Championships

Catch em’ Young

By hosting the Inter School Squash

Masters across four zones in India,

Punj Lloyd did precisely this. Got the
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blazing creative of Fire, symbolising

Punj Lloyd’swork in extremely high

temperatures, tells the viewer how

Punj Lloydlowered 21 km of 48”

dia pipe weighing10,891 MT in

the soaring temperature of 54ºC

in a single dayat the Gas Export

Capacity Increase Pipeline Project

in Oman. Bio-restoration in the

Taurus mountains during the Baku

Tbilisi Ceyhan Pipeline (BTC) Project

found a special mention under the

natural element ‘Wood’. It is in BTC

project that Punj Lloyd reinstated

Zamanti River, which is home to fish,

eel, aquatic and other exotic plants

besides several migratory birds.

The segregation of threatened and

rare plant species in the area was

done according to the International

Union of Conservation of Nature

(IUCN) guidelines and the Turkish

Red Data Book. The creative on

‘Water’ goes on to explain how Punj

Lloyd protected‘Falaj’, the 1000 to

5000 year old subterranean canals

carrying potable water in Oman.

Chronicles from employees

based in different regions and

projects have been culled out to

create this astonishing tale of Punj
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of the Delhi and Mumbai leg of

the tournaments respectively.

The two finalists facedeach

other in New Delhi as part of the

pre-event forthe Punj Lloyd PSA

and WISPA Masters, 2010.

Punj Lloyd All India
Inter-University Squash
League 2010

Close on the heels of the Club-

Corporate Challenge was the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter University Squash

League.The participation from over

60 students, representing 14 teams

and 11 Universities from states

of Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,

Maharashtra and Haryana, the

Inter University League was one of

the largest inter-university squash

tournaments in the country.Hosted

at the Noida Sports Stadium, the

games were played in both team and

Squash Tips
Hit a serve high offthe wall so that it lands at a steep angle.

A good straight drop backhand on a squash return can

put an opponent under great pressure.

Return a squash serve with a straight drop volley forehand

When returningsquash serves with a crosscourt forehand,

try to hit just above the nick.

Open the face of the racquet and

hit the ball high and deep.

Hit drop shots with underspin for squash,

and avoid popping the ball up.

Hit the squash ball in the air before it

bounces and use a chopping motion.

Toget to the rearright corner in squash,

begin with the right foot

Keeping an eye on the ball will help

defend against a squash opponent

Be patient, turn the body,

and work on volleys from

all angles in squash.
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individual categories. Delhi University

emerged as the winner.

A Squashing Finish

The squash extravaganza comprising

the school, university andcorporate

championships met a grand finale

with the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2010. Punj Lloydalso added Punj

Lloyd WISPA ((Women International

Professional Players Association),

2010, the prestigious women’s

tournament, to its squash kitty.

In a press conference

announcing the launch of Punj Lloyd

PSA and WISPA Masters at Delhi,

world’s top second seed and runner

up of Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009,

Nick Matthew was on the dais, along

with Aditya Vij,President - Defence,

Punj Lloyd Group, S Srivatsan of

the Squash Federation ofIndia

(SRFI) and Kasey Brown,one of

the top seeded WISPA players.

An Audio-Visual capturing Punj

Lloyd’s association with Squash

startingPunj Lloyd PSA Masters

2009, followed up by the build-up

tournaments including pan India

Inter School Championships, Inter

University league and the Club-

Corporate challenge was shown.

Speaking on the occasion,

Aditya Vij said “Our support of

squash dates back to the 1990’s

startingwith Ritwik Bhattacharya,

who later went on to become one of

the most popular squash players in

India. Today, Dipika Pallikal and

Saurav Ghosalare the proud

bearers of Punj Lloyd’s

unstinting support

to the game”.

The Finals of the

Punj Lloyd PSA and

WISPA 2010 were

held at the Siri Fort

CWG Complex in New Delhi. The

stadium was packed with energy

and enthusiasm. Nick Matthew of

England beatJames Willstrop11-

7, 11-8, 11-7 in a splendid game,

emerging as the Winner of the

Punj LloydPSA Masters 2010.

In the Women’s Final,

England’s Jenny Duncalf

claimed the Punj Lloyd

WISPA title. She trounced

Australia’s Kasey Brown

11-5 11-5 11-4.

The Punj Lloyd PSA andWISPA

2010 went down in history as being

showcase events for England’s best

squash players. The players returned

home with glowing accounts of

the encouraging Indian audience

and looked forward to

return to play in India

again in 2011.
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foreheads”. The Rabaris, the theme

of Calendar 2008, had the world

waking up to this pastoral nomadic

community that has withstood the

onslaught of time, yet retained its

identity, its innate sense of style

intact. Paying tribute and sharing

the relentless spirit and style of this

remarkable wandering community,

this first ever exclusive calendar of

Punj Lloyd was launched at Palette

Art Gallery, in the tony locality of

Golf Links with the who’s who of

Delhi at the venue. There was also

an exhibit at Gurgaon’s cultural

hub, the Epicentre. Designed by
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Sharma, the General Manager-

Corporate Communication, Dhampur

Sugar Mills; Lalit Advani, Nikhil

Pant, the Secretary of the National

Governing Board and Head, Child &

Youth HRD; and Shubra Aggarwal,

former national squash champion.

Played at the National Sports

Club of India, in Worli, Mumbai,

the West Zone tournament was

the fourth and last leg of the

Punj Lloyd All India Inter-School

Squash Championship.

This tournament was extremely

successful in terms of the number

of children and the scheduled

12 categories participating. The

championship saw registration

from 206 children across 33

schools in Maharashtra.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was an

exciting event with Arjun Rampal, the

famous Bollywood actor, as Chief

Guest. Held at the National Sports

Club of India Mumbai, other guests

included Bipin Mehta, Chairman

of the NSCI and M S Shastri, the

President of the Maharashtra Squash

Rackets Association. The event was

also well attended by the media.

What is noteworthy is that it

is after several years that the inter

school format was revived with the

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters. The

games created excitement in both

the squash playing and non playing

community. Parents and children

alike commended this initiative,

expressing their aspiration to see

more corporates take the lead in

providing a platform to leverage

the talent of young children.

Frenzied activity in the social

media on Punj Lloyd Squash

Masters Facebook and Twitter, were

testimony to the enthusiasm of

the youth towards the game. With

these sites sharing the latest squash

techniques and shot tips, it was

with good reason that these sites

saw over a million hits every day.

Besides providing a great

competitive environment, Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters gave youngsters

an opportunity to practice. The

importance of footwork drills

Winners also participated in the squash clinics of some of the
leading players in the world and got one-on-one instructions to
better their game
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The above compelling byline

was the motto of Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters 2010, the largest

initiative in India, taken by a

corporate in squash.

In 2009, Punj Lloyd hosted with

aplomb, the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters,

an international squash tournament

in Mumbai. With the world’s best

players from 32 countries, Punj Lloyd

PSA Masters brought international

squash to India after 12 years.

It was amidst an excited

audience watching a game in

rapturous silence that the idea of

taking squash to the grassroot

level in India emerged from Atul

Punj, the Chairman of Punj Lloyd

Group. Punj Lloyd Squash Masters

2010 was born, aiming to touch

all constituencies across India

with a single minded approach of
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Lloyd’s success. Calendar 2007 is

cherished by each proudemployee,

a testimony to their hard work that

has enabled Punj Lloyd tobecome

a US $ 2.4 billion enterprise today.

“A single, piercing eye behind

a cloak of black, a tall lean herder

in dusty white folds, the unspoken

intensity of silent faces, resilience

etched deep in lines on their
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in a game like squash cannot

be overemphasised. Impacting

the manner inwhich players

move aroundthe court,testing

their endurance, footdrills also

help in conditioning, racquet

preparation/positioning, and

gaining a competitive advantage.

The winners from each of the

promotional tournaments played in

a pre-event at the PSA Masters and

theWISPAinDelhi.Winners also

participated in the squash clinics

of some of the leading players in

the world and got one-on-one

instructions to better their game.

The Punj Lloyd Club-
Corporate Squash
Challenge, 2010

Following the Inter School

Championships, Punj Lloyd

organised the Club-Corporate

Squash Challenge. Played

simultaneously in New Delhi at

the Delhi Gymkhana Club and in

Mumbaiat the National Sports Club

of India,the tournaments were

fun for corporate participants. The

tournament introduced the ‘floating

handicap rule’, geared towards

leveling the playing field between the

strongerand weaker players and

ensuring that, on a given day, any

player could beat any other player.

Accordingly, strongerplayers were

handed a negative handicap while

weaker players were handed a

positive handicap.

India’s leadingcorporate houses

including Nestle, Ernst & Young,

Standard Chartered, Jet Airways,

as well as champions fromsome

of India’s leading clubs including

the Delhi Gymkhana, the CCI,

the NationalSportsClub ofIndia,

Jindal Academy, participated in

the tournament. In aggregate, the

Challenge saw participation from

over 200 participants spread over

28 teams in Delhi and24 teams in

Mumbai. Ernst & Young andCricket

Club of India emerged as winners

Frenzied activity
in the social media
on Punj Lloyd
Squash Masters
Facebook and
Twitter, were
testimony to the
enthusiasm of
our youth for
the game
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Nishchal Agrawal
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd recently exhibited

at Abu DhabiInternational

Petroleum Exhibition and

Conference (ADIPEC),oneof

the most acclaimed oil and gas

eventsin the world with 1,500

exhibitors from 50countries and

over 45,000 attendees. Placing

Abu Dhabi firmly under the

world energy spotlight, ADIPEC

was significant for Punj Lloyd

with its Middle East regional

headquarters located

in Abu Dhabi.

ADIPEC set the stage for Punj

Lloyd to make business deals,

forge new and strengthen existing

contacts, showcase its technologies

and services, and be involved

in strategic and policy-shaping

discussions. The largepresence

of NOCs (National Oil Companies),

IOCs (International Oil Companies),

major EPC contractors, consortium

leaders, service companies,

technology providers, international

manufacturers along with engineering

contractors, trading companies

and consultants from across six

continents on the floor made ADIPEC

an all-in-one solution for those

doingbusiness in theindustry.

Punj Lloyd’spavilion at ADIPEC

showcased its projects and

capabilities. Among the prestigious

clients that visited us were the major

NOCs- ADNOC, Gasco, Zadco,

ADCO, Takreer, Maersk Oil, ADMA-

Opco, Qatar Petroleum, major EPC

companies including Petrofac, TR,

Punj LloydPuts on an Impressive Show
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foreheads”. The Rabaris, the theme

of Calendar 2008, hadthe world

waking up to this pastoral nomadic

community that has withstood the

onslaught of time, yet retained its

identity, its innate sense of style

intact. Paying tribute and sharing

the relentless spirit and style of this

remarkable wandering community,

this firstever exclusive calendar of

Punj Lloyd was launched at Palette

Art Gallery, in the tonylocality of

Golf Links with the who’s who of

Delhi at the venue. There was also

an exhibit at Gurgaon’s cultural

hub, the Epicentre. Designed by
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Sharma, theGeneral Manager-

Corporate Communication,Dhampur

Sugar Mills; Lalit Advani, Nikhil

Pant, theSecretaryof the National

Governing Board and Head, Child &

Youth HRD;and Shubra Aggarwal,

former national squash champion.

Played at the National Sports

Club of India, in Worli, Mumbai,

the West Zone tournament was

the fourthand last leg of the

Punj Lloyd All India Inter-School

Squash Championship.

This tournament was extremely

successful in terms of the number

of children and the scheduled

12 categories participating. The

championship saw registration

from206 children across 33

schools in Maharashtra.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was an

exciting event with Arjun Rampal, the

famousBollywood actor, as Chief

Guest. Held at the National Sports

Club of India Mumbai, other guests

included Bipin Mehta,Chairman

of the NSCI and M S Shastri,the

Presidentof the Maharashtra Squash

Rackets Association. The event was

also well attended by the media.

What is noteworthy is that it

is after several years that the inter

school format was revived with the

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters. The

games created excitement in both

the squash playing and nonplaying

community. Parents and children

alike commended this initiative,

expressing theiraspiration to see

morecorporates take the lead in

providing a platform to leverage

the talent of young children.

Frenzied activity in the social

media on Punj Lloyd Squash

Masters Facebookand Twitter, were

testimony to the enthusiasm of

the youth towardsthe game. With

these sites sharing the latest squash

techniquesand shot tips, it was

with good reason that these sites

saw over a million hits every day.

Besides providinga great

competitive environment, Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters gave youngsters

an opportunity to practice. The

importance of footwork drills

Winners also participated in the squash clinics of some of the
leading players in the world and got one-on-one instructions to
bettertheir game
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The above compelling byline

was the motto of Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters 2010,the largest

initiative in India, taken by a

corporate in squash.

In 2009, Punj Lloyd hosted with

aplomb, the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters,

an international squash tournament

in Mumbai. With the world’s best

players from 32 countries, Punj Lloyd

PSA Mastersbrought international

squash to India after 12 years.

It was amidst an excited

audience watching a game in

rapturous silence that the idea of

taking squash to the grassroot

level in India emerged from Atul

Punj, the Chairman of Punj Lloyd

Group. Punj Lloyd SquashMasters

2010 was born, aiming to touch

all constituencies across India

with a single minded approach of
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Lloyd’s success. Calendar 2007 is

cherished by each proud employee,

a testimony to their hard work that

has enabled Punj Lloyd to become

a US $ 2.4 billion enterprise today.

“A single, piercing eye behind

a cloak of black, a tall lean herder

in dusty white folds, the unspoken

intensity of silent faces, resilience

etched deep in lines on their
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in a game like squash cannot

be overemphasised. Impacting

the manner in which players

move around the court, testing

their endurance, footdrills also

help in conditioning, racquet

preparation/positioning, and

gaining a competitive advantage.

The winners from each of the

promotional tournaments played in

a pre-event at the PSA Masters and

the WISPA in Delhi. Winners also

participated in the squash clinics

of some of the leading players in

the world and got one-on-one

instructions to better their game.

The Punj Lloyd Club-
Corporate Squash
Challenge, 2010

Following the Inter School

Championships, Punj Lloyd

organised the Club-Corporate

Squash Challenge. Played

simultaneously in New Delhi at

the Delhi Gymkhana Club and in

Mumbai at the National Sports Club

of India, the tournaments were

fun for corporate participants. The

tournament introduced the ‘floating

handicap rule’, geared towards

leveling the playing field between the

stronger and weaker players and

ensuring that, on a given day, any

player could beat any other player.

Accordingly, stronger players were

handed a negative handicap while

weaker players were handed a

positive handicap.

India’s leading corporate houses

including Nestle, Ernst & Young,

Standard Chartered, Jet Airways,

as well as champions from some

of India’s leading clubs including

the Delhi Gymkhana, the CCI,

the National Sports Club of India,

Jindal Academy, participated in

the tournament. In aggregate, the

Challenge saw participation from

over 200 participants spread over

28 teams in Delhi and 24 teams in

Mumbai. Ernst & Young and Cricket

Club of India emerged as winners

Frenzied activity
in the social media
on Punj Lloyd
Squash Masters
Facebook and
Twitter, were
testimony to the
enthusiasm of
our youth for
the game
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Nishchal Agrawal
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd recently exhibited

at Abu Dhabi International

Petroleum Exhibition and

Conference (ADIPEC), one of

the most acclaimed oil and gas

events in the world with 1,500

exhibitors from 50 countries and

over 45,000 attendees. Placing

Abu Dhabi firmly under the

world energy spotlight, ADIPEC

was significant for Punj Lloyd

with its Middle East regional

headquarters located

in Abu Dhabi.

ADIPEC set the stage for Punj

Lloyd to make business deals,

forge new and strengthen existing

contacts, showcase its technologies

and services, and be involved

in strategic and policy-shaping

discussions. The large presence

of NOCs (National Oil Companies),

IOCs (International Oil Companies),

major EPC contractors, consortium

leaders, service companies,

technology providers, international

manufacturers along with engineering

contractors, trading companies

and consultants from across six

continents on the floor made ADIPEC

an all-in-one solution for those

doing business in the industry.

Punj Lloyd’s pavilion at ADIPEC

showcased its projects and

capabilities. Among the prestigious

clients that visited us were the major

NOCs - ADNOC, Gasco, Zadco,

ADCO, Takreer, Maersk Oil, ADMA-

Opco, Qatar Petroleum, major EPC

companies including Petrofac, TR,

Punj Lloyd Puts on an Impressive Show
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Rohit Chawla,life size displays

captured the Rabaris, walking

proud, silverand kohl flashing,

amidst camels and sheep in the

desert. Their fashion, thetraditional

textiles, intricate embroidery and

motifs, tattoosand the glistening

silver they adorn have inspired

countless couture collections, on

myriadcatwalks across the world.

The raw appeal of these tribal

women was soon replaced by the

wide-eyed innocence of children.

Shot at various locations across

Asia, the stunning and richly textured

images of photographer Ken Seet
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youth of today hooked on to squash!

Driving a competitive spirit in

children and giving them a platform

to show their talent, the inaugural

South Zone championship was

launched in August in Chennai,

India. Played at the Indian

Squash Academyin Chennai, the

championship saw participation

in the Under 11, 13, 15 and 17

individual categoriesas well as

in the Under 15 and 17 team

categories for both boys and girls.

114 participantsover 22 schools

fromTamil Nadu, Karnatakaand

Goa participated in the games.

The prize distribution ceremony for

boyswaspresided overby Prabhu,

Physical Education Director,Seventh

Adventist School, while the girls’

ceremony had Cyrus Poncha,

the NationalCoach for Squash

as the Chief Guest. The winners

and runner-ups were presented a

medal and a Certificate of Merit.

The second leg of the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter School Squash

Championship, the East zone was

played atthe Calcutta Rackets Club

in Kolkata. The inaugural press-

meetto announcethe launchhad

B C Kankaria,thePresidentof

the West Bengal Squash Rackets

Association (WBSRA); RN Ghosal,

theSecretaryof the WBSRA,

Saurav Ghosal, India’s No. 1

player, also a Punj Lloyd sponsored

player and Vivek Dinodia, Under

17 India No. 4; among others.

The Punj Lloyd All India Inter

SchoolNorth & Central Zone

Squash Championship was the

thirdleg of the Championships

and was played at the Noida

Sports Stadiumin September

2010. Extremely successful, this

championship saw registration

from154 participants fromover18

schools from New Delhi, Noida,

Jodhpur, Jaipurand Dehradun - an

extremely high numberin terms

of participation and geographical

spread of the participants.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was presided

over by Sandeep Dikshit, the

Member of Parliamentfrom East

Delhi; and V K Goyal, thePresident

of the Delhi Squash Association.

Other guests included Sharad

‘Why not! India has
enough cricket fans,
golf continues to be
a game for the rich.
Squash tests your
fitness and agility,
ensuring both mental
and physical fitness.’

says Atul Punj
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creating the buzz and excitement

required to popularise squash.

Punj LloydSquash Masters

2010 was a series of squash

championships across various

age groupsthroughout India,

culminating in the Punj Lloyd PSA

Masters and PunjLloyd WISPA

Masters in December at Delhi.

Perhaps Mr Punj’s choice

of squash is an offtake from his

passionate and daring streak; while

he comfortably steered his Group’s

operations globally, decisionslike

endorsing squash on a national

level are reflective of his pioneering

resolve to bring an altogether new

experience to his people. Often

asked ‘Why Squash’, Atul replies,

“Why not! India has enough cricket

fans, golfcontinues to be a game for

the rich. Squash tests your fitness

and agility, ensuring both mental

and physical fitness” says he.

India’sown Saurav Ghosal (World

no. 24) and Dipika Pallikal (World no.

23), bothsponsored by Punj Lloyd,

and Jyoshna Chinnappa (World

no. 35), were the torch bearers for

India at the Punj Lloyd PSA and

Punj Lloyd WISPA Masters2010.

All India Punj Lloyd Inter
School Championships

Catch em’ Young

By hosting the Inter SchoolSquash

Masters across four zones in India,

Punj Lloyd did precisely this. Got the
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blazing creative of Fire, symbolising

Punj Lloyd’s work in extremely high

temperatures, tells the viewer how

Punj Lloyd lowered 21 km of 48”

dia pipe weighing 10,891 MT in

the soaring temperature of 54º C

in a single day at the Gas Export

Capacity Increase Pipeline Project

in Oman. Bio-restoration in the

Taurus mountains during the Baku

Tbilisi Ceyhan Pipeline (BTC) Project

found a special mention under the

natural element ‘Wood’. It is in BTC

project that Punj Lloyd reinstated

Zamanti River, which is home to fish,

eel, aquatic and other exotic plants

besides several migratory birds.

The segregation of threatened and

rare plant species in the area was

done according to the International

Union of Conservation of Nature

(IUCN) guidelines and the Turkish

Red Data Book. The creative on

‘Water’ goes on to explain how Punj

Lloyd protected ‘Falaj’, the 1000 to

5000 year old subterranean canals

carrying potable water in Oman.

Chronicles from employees

based in different regions and

projects have been culled out to

create this astonishing tale of Punj
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of the Delhi and Mumbai leg of

the tournaments respectively.

The two finalists faced each

other in New Delhi as part of the

pre-event for the Punj Lloyd PSA

and WISPA Masters, 2010.

Punj Lloyd All India
Inter-University Squash
League 2010

Close on the heels of the Club-

Corporate Challenge was the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter University Squash

League. The participation from over

60 students, representing 14 teams

and 11 Universities from states

of Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,

Maharashtra and Haryana, the

Inter University League was one of

the largest inter-university squash

tournaments in the country. Hosted

at the Noida Sports Stadium, the

games were played in both team and

Squash Tips
Hit a serve high off the wall so that it lands at a steep angle.

A good straight drop backhand on a squash return can

put an opponent under great pressure.

Return a squash serve with a straight drop volley forehand

When returning squash serves with a crosscourt forehand,

try to hit just above the nick.

Open the face of the racquet and

hit the ball high and deep.

Hit drop shots with underspin for squash,

and avoid popping the ball up.

Hit the squash ball in the air before it

bounces and use a chopping motion.

To get to the rear right corner in squash,

begin with the right foot

Keeping an eye on the ball will help

defend against a squash opponent

Be patient, turn the body,

and work on volleys from

all angles in squash.
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individual categories. Delhi University

emerged as the winner.

A Squashing Finish

The squash extravaganza comprising

the school, university and corporate

championships met a grand finale

with the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2010. Punj Lloyd also added Punj

Lloyd WISPA ((Women International

Professional Players Association),

2010, the prestigious women’s

tournament, to its squash kitty.

In a press conference

announcing the launch of Punj Lloyd

PSA and WISPA Masters at Delhi,

world’s top second seed and runner

up of Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009,

Nick Matthew was on the dais, along

with Aditya Vij, President - Defence,

Punj Lloyd Group, S Srivatsan of

the Squash Federation of India

(SRFI) and Kasey Brown, one of

the top seeded WISPA players.

An Audio-Visual capturing Punj

Lloyd’s association with Squash

starting Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2009, followed up by the build-up

tournaments including pan India

Inter School Championships, Inter

University league and the Club-

Corporate challenge was shown.

Speaking on the occasion,

Aditya Vij said “Our support of

squash dates back to the 1990’s

starting with Ritwik Bhattacharya,

who later went on to become one of

the most popular squash players in

India. Today, Dipika Pallikal and

Saurav Ghosal are the proud

bearers of Punj Lloyd’s

unstinting support

to the game”.

The Finals of the

Punj Lloyd PSA and

WISPA 2010 were

held at the Siri Fort

CWG Complex in New Delhi. The

stadium was packed with energy

and enthusiasm. Nick Matthew of

England beat James Willstrop 11-

7, 11-8, 11-7 in a splendid game,

emerging as the Winner of the

Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2010.

In the Women’s Final,

England’s Jenny Duncalf

claimed the Punj Lloyd

WISPA title. She trounced

Australia’s Kasey Brown

11-5 11-5 11-4.

The Punj Lloyd PSA and WISPA

2010 went down in history as being

showcase events for England’s best

squash players. The players returned

home with glowing accounts of

the encouraging Indian audience

and looked forward to

return to play in India

again in 2011.
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youth of today hooked on to squash!

Driving a competitive spirit in

children and giving them a platform

to show their talent, the inaugural

South Zone championship was

launched in August in Chennai,

India. Played at the Indian

Squash Academyin Chennai, the

championship saw participation

in the Under 11, 13, 15 and 17

individual categoriesas well as

in the Under 15 and 17 team

categories for both boys and girls.

114 participantsover 22 schools

fromTamil Nadu, Karnatakaand

Goa participated in the games.

The prize distribution ceremony for

boyswaspresided overby Prabhu,

Physical Education Director,Seventh

Adventist School, while the girls’

ceremony had Cyrus Poncha,

the NationalCoach for Squash

as the Chief Guest. The winners

and runner-ups were presented a

medal and a Certificate of Merit.

The second leg of the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter School Squash

Championship, the East zone was

played atthe Calcutta Rackets Club

in Kolkata. The inaugural press-

meetto announcethe launchhad

B C Kankaria,thePresidentof

the West Bengal Squash Rackets

Association (WBSRA); RN Ghosal,

theSecretaryof the WBSRA,

Saurav Ghosal, India’s No. 1

player, also a Punj Lloyd sponsored

player and Vivek Dinodia, Under

17 India No. 4; among others.

The Punj Lloyd All India Inter

SchoolNorth & Central Zone

Squash Championship was the

thirdleg of the Championships

and was played at the Noida

Sports Stadiumin September

2010. Extremely successful, this

championship saw registration

from154 participants fromover18

schools from New Delhi, Noida,

Jodhpur, Jaipurand Dehradun - an

extremely high numberin terms

of participation and geographical

spread of the participants.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was presided

over by Sandeep Dikshit, the

Member of Parliamentfrom East

Delhi; and V K Goyal, thePresident

of the Delhi Squash Association.

Other guests included Sharad

‘Why not! India has
enough cricket fans,
golf continues to be
a game for the rich.
Squash tests your
fitness and agility,
ensuring both mental
and physical fitness.’

says Atul Punj
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creating the buzz and excitement

required to popularise squash.

Punj LloydSquash Masters

2010 was a series of squash

championships across various

age groupsthroughout India,

culminating in the Punj Lloyd PSA

Masters and PunjLloyd WISPA

Masters in December at Delhi.

Perhaps Mr Punj’s choice

of squash is an offtake from his

passionate and daring streak; while

he comfortably steered his Group’s

operations globally, decisionslike

endorsing squash on a national

level are reflective of his pioneering

resolve to bring an altogether new

experience to his people. Often

asked ‘Why Squash’, Atul replies,

“Why not! India has enough cricket

fans, golfcontinues to be a game for

the rich. Squash tests your fitness

and agility, ensuring both mental

and physical fitness” says he.

India’sown Saurav Ghosal (World

no. 24) and Dipika Pallikal (World no.

23), bothsponsored by Punj Lloyd,

and Jyoshna Chinnappa (World

no. 35), were the torch bearers for

India at the Punj Lloyd PSA and

Punj Lloyd WISPA Masters2010.

All India Punj Lloyd Inter
School Championships

Catch em’ Young

By hosting the Inter SchoolSquash

Masters across four zones in India,

Punj Lloyd did precisely this. Got the
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captured the youthful innocence and

bliss of ‘being children’ in Calendar

2009. Celebratingchildhood, the

naïve faces ofchildren, though

of different nationalities, shared

common traits of wide-eyed

curiosity and optimistic charm,

perpetually hopeful for the future.

Punj Lloyd, though involved

with the creation of structures of

cement and steel, has consciously

maintainedthe delicatebalance

of nature - protecting live coral

reefs and environmentally sensitive

mangroves, reinstating rivers,

plantingtrees to restore the tropical

rainforests, and relocating fish,

crocodiles andsnake families.

Calendar 2010 was launched to raise

awareness about these wonderful

creatures with whom we share our

planet. Breathtaking pictures of

the wildlife of Masai Mara inAfrica,

shot byWildlife enthusiast, Anil

Thadani,musthave lured many to

explore the African wilderness.

Coming full circle, Calendar

2011 has left viewers spellbound,
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of the Delhi and Mumbai leg of

the tournaments respectively.

The two finalists faced each

other in New Delhi as part of the

pre-event for the Punj Lloyd PSA

and WISPA Masters, 2010.

Punj Lloyd All India
Inter-University Squash
League 2010

Close on the heels of the Club-

Corporate Challenge was the Punj

Lloyd All India Inter University Squash

League. The participation from over

60 students, representing 14 teams

and 11 Universities from states

of Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,

Maharashtra and Haryana, the

Inter University League was one of

the largest inter-university squash

tournaments in the country. Hosted

at the Noida Sports Stadium, the

games were played in both team and

Squash Tips
Hit a serve high off the wall so that it lands at a steep angle.

A good straight drop backhand on a squash return can

put an opponent under great pressure.

Return a squash serve with a straight drop volley forehand

When returning squash serves with a crosscourt forehand,

try to hit just above the nick.

Open the face of the racquet and

hit the ball high and deep.

Hit drop shots with underspin for squash,

and avoid popping the ball up.

Hit the squash ball in the air before it

bounces and use a chopping motion.

To get to the rear right corner in squash,

begin with the right foot

Keeping an eye on the ball will help

defend against a squash opponent

Be patient, turn the body,

and work on volleys from

all angles in squash.
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individual categories. Delhi University

emerged as the winner.

A Squashing Finish

The squash extravaganza comprising

the school, university and corporate

championships met a grand finale

with the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2010. Punj Lloyd also added Punj

Lloyd WISPA ((Women International

Professional Players Association),

2010, the prestigious women’s

tournament, to its squash kitty.

In a press conference

announcing the launch of Punj Lloyd

PSA and WISPA Masters at Delhi,

world’s top second seed and runner

up of Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009,

Nick Matthew was on the dais, along

with Aditya Vij, President - Defence,

Punj Lloyd Group, S Srivatsan of

the Squash Federation of India

(SRFI) and Kasey Brown, one of

the top seeded WISPA players.

An Audio-Visual capturing Punj

Lloyd’s association with Squash

starting Punj Lloyd PSA Masters

2009, followed up by the build-up

tournaments including pan India

Inter School Championships, Inter

University league and the Club-

Corporate challenge was shown.

Speaking on the occasion,

Aditya Vij said “Our support of

squash dates back to the 1990’s

starting with Ritwik Bhattacharya,

who later went on to become one of

the most popular squash players in

India. Today, Dipika Pallikal and

Saurav Ghosal are the proud

bearers of Punj Lloyd’s

unstinting support

to the game”.

The Finals of the

Punj Lloyd PSA and

WISPA 2010 were

held at the Siri Fort

CWG Complex in New Delhi. The

stadium was packed with energy

and enthusiasm. Nick Matthew of

England beat James Willstrop 11-

7, 11-8, 11-7 in a splendid game,

emerging as the Winner of the

Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2010.

In the Women’s Final,

England’s Jenny Duncalf

claimed the Punj Lloyd

WISPA title. She trounced

Australia’s Kasey Brown

11-5 11-5 11-4.

The Punj Lloyd PSA and WISPA

2010 went down in history as being

showcase events for England’s best

squash players. The players returned

home with glowing accounts of

the encouraging Indian audience

and looked forward to

return to play in India

again in 2011.
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each page eagerly. A masterpiece

of imagery when a highway was

depicted as a piano, replete with

black & white keys. Or the stacks

of a refinery were reminiscent of

a Saxophone and a Trumpet!

For a company that has worked

all seasons in varied environ-

ment, Calendar 2007 was a cel-

ebration of Punj Lloyd Group’s

achievements, while executing

complex projects in sea or on

land, in diverse geographies.

Using the five natural elements,

the calendar shares with the viewers

small interesting anecdotes of Punj

Lloyd’s journey through different

terrain and climate, reflecting the

passion of the workforce to see the

project through with aplomb. The

It has been said that art is a tryst, for in the joy
of it maker and beholder meet.

Kojiro Tomita
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Sharma, theGeneral Manager-

Corporate Communication,Dhampur

Sugar Mills; Lalit Advani, Nikhil

Pant, theSecretaryof the National

Governing Board and Head, Child &

Youth HRD;and Shubra Aggarwal,

former national squash champion.

Played at the National Sports

Club of India, in Worli, Mumbai,

the West Zone tournament was

the fourthand last leg of the

Punj Lloyd All India Inter-School

Squash Championship.

This tournament was extremely

successful in terms of the number

of children and the scheduled

12 categories participating. The

championship saw registration

from206 children across 33

schools in Maharashtra.

The prize distribution ceremony

for both boys and girls was an

exciting event with Arjun Rampal, the

famousBollywood actor, as Chief

Guest. Held at the National Sports

Club of India Mumbai, other guests

included Bipin Mehta,Chairman

of the NSCI and M S Shastri,the

Presidentof the Maharashtra Squash

Rackets Association. The event was

also well attended by the media.

What is noteworthy is that it

is after several years that the inter

school format was revived with the

Punj Lloyd Squash Masters. The

games created excitement in both

the squash playing and nonplaying

community. Parents and children

alike commended this initiative,

expressing theiraspiration to see

morecorporates take the lead in

providing a platform to leverage

the talent of young children.

Frenzied activity in the social

media on Punj Lloyd Squash

Masters Facebookand Twitter, were

testimony to the enthusiasm of

the youth towardsthe game. With

these sites sharing the latest squash

techniquesand shot tips, it was

with good reason that these sites

saw over a million hits every day.

Besides providinga great

competitive environment, Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters gave youngsters

an opportunity to practice. The

importance of footwork drills

Winners also participated in the squash clinics of some of the
leading players in the world and got one-on-one instructions to
bettertheir game
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The above compelling byline

was the motto of Punj Lloyd

Squash Masters 2010,the largest

initiative in India, taken by a

corporate in squash.

In 2009, Punj Lloyd hosted with

aplomb, the Punj Lloyd PSA Masters,

an international squash tournament

in Mumbai. With the world’s best

players from 32 countries, Punj Lloyd

PSA Mastersbrought international

squash to India after 12 years.

It was amidst an excited

audience watching a game in

rapturous silence that the idea of

taking squash to the grassroot

level in India emerged from Atul

Punj, the Chairman of Punj Lloyd

Group. Punj Lloyd SquashMasters

2010 was born, aiming to touch

all constituencies across India

with a single minded approach of
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with a breathtaking collection of

photographs of India’s architectural

heritage. ‘Monumental India’

presents wide panoramas offering

perspectives that stretch upward of

200 degrees and startle with their

immaculate clarityand imagery -

the luminous detail inside a Rajput

palace, the airy lightness of a Mughal

pavilion, the imposing façade of a

desert fort, the ethereal quality of

the Taj and the stillness of a stupa.

These monuments, some

crumbling and forgotten, some

lovingly preserved, are chronicles

of India’s rich historical past.

The images, shotby Amit

Pasricha, renowned Delhi based

photographer, are philosophic as

well as documentary, incorporating

both scale and detail, mixing

truth and technology, relative and

absolute at the same time.
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in a game like squash cannot

be overemphasised. Impacting

the manner in which players

move around the court, testing

their endurance, footdrills also

help in conditioning, racquet

preparation/positioning, and

gaining a competitive advantage.

The winners from each of the

promotional tournaments played in

a pre-event at the PSA Masters and

the WISPA in Delhi. Winners also

participated in the squash clinics

of some of the leading players in

the world and got one-on-one

instructions to better their game.

The Punj Lloyd Club-
Corporate Squash
Challenge, 2010

Following the Inter School

Championships, Punj Lloyd

organised the Club-Corporate

Squash Challenge. Played

simultaneously in New Delhi at

the Delhi Gymkhana Club and in

Mumbai at the National Sports Club

of India, the tournaments were

fun for corporate participants. The

tournament introduced the ‘floating

handicap rule’, geared towards

leveling the playing field between the

stronger and weaker players and

ensuring that, on a given day, any

player could beat any other player.

Accordingly, stronger players were

handed a negative handicap while

weaker players were handed a

positive handicap.

India’s leading corporate houses

including Nestle, Ernst & Young,

Standard Chartered, Jet Airways,

as well as champions from some

of India’s leading clubs including

the Delhi Gymkhana, the CCI,

the National Sports Club of India,

Jindal Academy, participated in

the tournament. In aggregate, the

Challenge saw participation from

over 200 participants spread over

28 teams in Delhi and 24 teams in

Mumbai. Ernst & Young and Cricket

Club of India emerged as winners

Frenzied activity
in the social media
on Punj Lloyd
Squash Masters
Facebook and
Twitter, were
testimony to the
enthusiasm of
our youth for
the game
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Nishchal Agrawal
Senior General Manager

Punj Lloyd

Punj Lloyd recently exhibited

at Abu Dhabi International

Petroleum Exhibition and

Conference (ADIPEC), one of

the most acclaimed oil and gas

events in the world with 1,500

exhibitors from 50 countries and

over 45,000 attendees. Placing

Abu Dhabi firmly under the

world energy spotlight, ADIPEC

was significant for Punj Lloyd

with its Middle East regional

headquarters located

in Abu Dhabi.

ADIPEC set the stage for Punj

Lloyd to make business deals,

forge new and strengthen existing

contacts, showcase its technologies

and services, and be involved

in strategic and policy-shaping

discussions. The large presence

of NOCs (National Oil Companies),

IOCs (International Oil Companies),

major EPC contractors, consortium

leaders, service companies,

technology providers, international

manufacturers along with engineering

contractors, trading companies

and consultants from across six

continents on the floor made ADIPEC

an all-in-one solution for those

doing business in the industry.

Punj Lloyd’s pavilion at ADIPEC

showcased its projects and

capabilities. Among the prestigious

clients that visited us were the major

NOCs - ADNOC, Gasco, Zadco,

ADCO, Takreer, Maersk Oil, ADMA-

Opco, Qatar Petroleum, major EPC

companies including Petrofac, TR,

Punj Lloyd Puts on an Impressive Show
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magnificent crab drew a parallel

with the excavators and the dozers

which make construction possible.

Construction might be construed

as a heartless world of rock and steel

but some find music in engineering

marvels. Foundations built on bare

land, create cities. It is the power of

creation! Calendar 2006 was at its

imaginative best when hydrocarbon

infrastructure - refineries, tanks

and pipelines morphed into

different instruments, creating

their own music. The manner in

which each instrument acquired

a new dimension had one turning
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Does a Masterpiece
Adorn yourWall?

NPCC, Technip, Lurgi, AMEC, Siirtec

Nigi. Along with companies like

Halliburton, Air Products, Emerson,

Schneider, Honeywell, Tyco,

Siemens, engineering companies –

Penspen, Nama Mott MacDonald,

Tebodin, Mustang Engineering,

also visited the Punj Lloyd stall.

Besides being an excellent

branding opportunity, ADIPEC

was a good platform for the

procurement team to interact with

existing and potential vendors

and learn about new technologies

and products in the market.

The international audience

attending ADIPEC reinforced the fact

that the world is looking towards

GCC countries (Saudi Arabia, Qatar,

Kuwait, UAE, Bahrain and Oman)

and the wider Gulf and MENA region

to lead the way in energy exploration,

development and investment.
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Louise Sharma
Group Head – Corporate Communication

Punj Lloyd

Come 2011 and Punj Lloyd,

like many other organisations,

releases its new calendar. What

then sets apart a Punj Lloyd

calendar from the many others?

The answer lies within the

question itself. Like the company,

the Punj Lloyd calendar has

created a niche for itself over

the years. Sought, admired and

prized, the calendar is today an

object of desire, a masterpiece

that is greatly valued for its

artistic appeal.

The story of the calendar goes

back decades, unfolding with Punj

Lloyd’s own journey of growth.

Various hues, different concepts

and different moods; sometimes

ethereal, sometimes abstract, and

often alive, taking cues from the

world of construction, the Punj

Lloyd calendar has inspired, amazed

and been thought provoking.

Here’s a recap!

Robert Silvers’ technique of

photographic imaging was

superbly put to use in Punj Lloyd’s

photographic mosaic Calendar 2003.

A photomosaic is a photograph

that has been divided into, usually

equal sized, rectangular sections,

each of which is replaced with

another photograph that matches

the target photo. When viewed at

low magnifications, the individual

pixels appear as the primary image,

while close examination reveals

that the image is in fact made up

of many hundreds or thousands of

smaller images. Punj Lloyd used

this extraordinary technology to use

myriads of its pictures of people,

projects, and equipment to finally

mould them into

a larger magnificent picture.

Creative house, Dhar & Hoon

used beautiful landscapes to

project the capabilities of the Group

through engineering illustrations.

A bridge across a river, winding

pass on the mountains, or a

complex process unit on the moon!

Imagination found a new expression

with these striking displays.

Ever seen an ant don a hat?

Possible isn’t it, if it’s a worker

ant? Workers are the mainstay of

construction projects, labouring hard

in rough terrain and difficult weather.

An ode to ‘the worker’, this beautiful

creative used a parallel with an ant,

tirelessly working towards a mission.

In another creative, the claws of the

Does a Masterpiece Adorn your Wall?
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NPCC, Technip, Lurgi, AMEC, Siirtec

Nigi. Along with companies like

Halliburton, Air Products, Emerson,

Schneider, Honeywell, Tyco,

Siemens, engineering companies –

Penspen, Nama Mott MacDonald,

Tebodin,MustangEngineering,

also visited the Punj Lloyd stall.

Besides being an excellent

branding opportunity, ADIPEC

was a good platform for the

procurement team to interact with

existing and potential vendors

and learn about new technologies

and productsin the market.

The international audience

attending ADIPEC reinforced the fact

that the world islooking towards

GCC countries (Saudi Arabia, Qatar,

Kuwait, UAE, Bahrain and Oman)

and the wider Gulf and MENA region

to lead the way in energy exploration,

development and investment.
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Louise Sharma
GroupHead – Corporate Communication

Punj Lloyd

Come 2011 and Punj Lloyd,

like many other organisations,

releases its new calendar. What

then setsapart a Punj Lloyd

calendar from the many others?

The answer lies within the

question itself.Likethe company,

the Punj Lloyd calendar has

created a niche foritself over

the years. Sought, admired and

prized, the calendar istoday an

object of desire, a masterpiece

that is greatly valued forits

artistic appeal.

The story of the calendar goes

back decades, unfolding withPunj

Lloyd’s own journey of growth.

Various hues, different concepts

and different moods; sometimes

ethereal, sometimes abstract, and

often alive, taking cues fromthe

world of construction, the Punj

Lloyd calendar has inspired, amazed

and been thought provoking.

Here’s a recap!

Robert Silvers’ technique of

photographic imaging was

superbly put to use in Punj Lloyd’s

photographic mosaicCalendar 2003.

A photomosaic is a photograph

that has beendivided into,usually

equal sized, rectangularsections,

each of which is replaced with

another photograph that matches

the target photo. When viewed at

low magnifications, the individual

pixels appear as theprimary image,

while close examination reveals

that the image is in fact made up

of many hundreds orthousands of

smaller images. Punj Lloyd used

this extraordinary technology to use

myriads of its pictures of people,

projects, and equipment to finally

mould them into

a larger magnificent picture.

Creative house, Dhar& Hoon

used beautiful landscapes to

project the capabilities of the Group

throughengineering illustrations.

A bridge across a river, winding

pass on the mountains, or a

complex process unit on the moon!

Imagination found a new expression

with these striking displays.

Ever seenan ant don a hat?

Possible isn’t it,if it’s a worker

ant? Workers are the mainstay of

construction projects, labouring hard

in rough terrain and difficult weather.

An ode to ‘the worker’, this beautiful

creative used a parallel with an ant,

tirelessly working towardsa mission.

In another creative, the claws of the

Does a Masterpiece Adorn your Wall?
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